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Abstract
Large machines with tens or even hundreds of thousands of processors are cur-
rently in use. As the number of components increases, the mean time between
failure will decrease further. Fault tolerance is an important issue for these and
the even larger machines of the future. This is borne out by the significant
amount of work in the field of fault tolerance for parallel computing. However,
recovery-time after a crash in all current fault tolerance protocols is no smaller
than the time between the last checkpoint and the crash. This wastes valuable
computation time as all the remaining processors wait for the crashed processors
to recover.
This thesis presents research aimed at developing a fault tolerant protocol
that is relevant in the context of parallel computing and provides fast restarts.
We propose to combine the ideas of message logging and object based virtu-
alization. We leverage the facts that message logging based protocols do not
require all processors to rollback when one processor crashes and that object
based virtualization allows work to be moved from one processor to another.
We develop a message logging protocol that operates in conjunction with ob-
ject based virtualization. We evaluate and study the implementation of our
protocol in the Charm++/AMPI run-time. We use benchmarks and real world
applications to investigate and improve the performance of different aspects of
our protocol. We also modify the load balancing framework of the Charm++
run-time to work with the message logging protocol. We show that in the pres-
ii
ence of faults, an application using our fault tolerance protocol takes less time
to complete than a traditional checkpoint based protocol.
iii
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Massively parallel systems with tens or hundreds of thousands of processors,
such as ASCI-Purple, Red Storm and Bluegene/L, are being used for scientific
computation. More powerful machines with even larger numbers of processors
are being planned and designed. Fault tolerance is important for such large
machines. In this thesis, we present a fault tolerance protocol that provides fast
recovery from a processor crash. We optimize the basic protocol in various ways
to reduce the associated overhead. We evaluate the effects of the optimizations
on applications with different characteristics. We also extend our protocol such
that it can work along with a dynamic runtime load balancing framework. This
lets an application return to optimal performance after a processor failure and
recovery.
1.1 Motivation
Scientific computing shows a definite trend towards systems with hundreds of
thousands of processors. Many of these systems, built with off-the-shelf compo-
nents, are likely to suffer from frequent partial failures. Since existing machines
already experience failure every few hours [26], future larger machines might
have an even smaller mean time between failure (MTBF). Therefore, any ap-
plication running for a significant amount of time on these machines will have
to tolerate faults. In fact, applications running on the full Bluegene/L machine
1
have already faced this problem and have had to incorporate fault tolerance in
the application itself to run for long durations on the whole machine [31].
As we shall discuss in Chapter 2, there is a rich set of existing fault tolerance
solutions for parallel systems. Some solutions rely on redundancy to provide
fault tolerance, such as triple modular redundancy. However, these solutions
waste a large fraction of computation power,
2
3
in the case of triple modular re-
dundancy, even when there are no faults. This extremely high overhead makes
redundancy based solutions unsuitable for high performance computing appli-
cations where performance is a very important criterion. In almost all other
schemes, each processor in an application periodically saves its state (referred
to as the processor’s checkpoint) to stable storage. Stable storage could be a
parallel file system or even the local disk of another processor. After a proces-
sor crashes its state is recovered from a previous checkpoint and all the work on
the crashed processor since the previous checkpoint is redone on one processor.
So for all these protocols, the time taken for recovery is no less than the time
between the previous checkpoint and the crash. We aim to develop a protocol
that reduces the recovery time to less than the time between the crash and the
previous checkpoint. Such a fast recovery protocol would yield a number of
benefits:
• Faster restarts allow us to reduce the overall execution time for an appli-
cation, when faced with faults. Of course, this depends on the protocol’s
overhead not cancelling out the benefits of fast restart.
• For most existing protocols, the execution time for an application increases
sharply as the fault frequency approaches the checkpoint frequency. This
happens because most of the time is spent recovering from faults and
very little actual progress is made. On the other hand a fast restart
2
protocol reduces the amount of time spent in the recovery stage and frees
up more time for actually driving the application forward. This allows
the application to make progress even when the frequency of faults meets
or even exceeds the checkpoint frequency.
• This also means that for a given fault frequency, a fast restart protocol
can make progress at the same rate as existing protocols with a higher
interval between checkpoints. This helps reduce the total execution time
by lowering the amount of time spent checkpointing.
Is it possible to recover faster than the time between the last checkpoint
and the crash ? If a processor took a certain amount of time to do a par-
ticular amount of work before the crash, it will take about the same amount
of time to redo it again after the crash. There is no certain way of lowering
the recovery time without reducing the amount of work done by the recovering
processor. Therefore, the only effective way of speeding up the recovery of a
crashed processor is to parallelize the recovery by distributing its work among
other processors. However, if the other processors are also rolled back to their
previous checkpoints and are busy re-executing, distributing work to them is not
going to speed up the restart overall. In such a situation distributing work to
them would in fact slow down the restart since the other processors would have
more work to complete during recovery. This means that an effective fast restart
protocol should never roll back all processors to their earlier checkpoints. Only
the crashed processors should be rolled back to their previous checkpoints. This
is a vital requirement to enable other processors to help speed up the recovery
of a crashed processor.
Moreover, we observed that many scientific parallel applications are tightly
coupled. When a processor crashes, some of the other processors, if not all, will
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soon stop making progress as they wait for the crashed processor to recover.
These stalled processors could be used to speed up the recovery of the crashed
processor by distributing its work among them. However, the advantage of
parallelizing the recovery is not restricted only to tightly coupled applications.
Even for loosely coupled applications, the recovery time can be reduced by
parallelizing the work of the recovering processor.
Avoiding rollback on all processors has other advantages as well. When a
processor crashes in a weakly coupled application, some processors can con-
tinue to execute and make progress while the crashed processor recovers. If
we roll back all the processors, not only is a large amount of work on all pro-
cessors needlessly redone, but also any chance for the application to progress
during the recovery is completely wiped out. Unlike weakly coupled applica-
tions, strongly coupled applications cannot make significant progress while the
crashed processor is recovering. However, it is still useful to avoid rollback
on all the processors. Processors save power by not re-executing parts of the
application needlessly. This is especially important when one out of a large
number (say 10000) nodes has failed. Moreover, with most processors idling,
the recovering processor has the interconnect network as well as the file system
to itself, thus aiding its faster recovery. It also assures that any data that the
recovering processor requests from others is supplied to it quickly. Therefore,
we developed a fast restart protocol that does not roll back all processors when
one processor crashes.
1.2 Thesis Objectives
The thesis focuses on the development, implementation and evaluation of a
protocol that allows a crashed processor to recover much faster than the time
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between the crash and the processor’s previous checkpoint and without adding
significant overhead to the normal no-fault execution of an application. We
combine the ideas of object-based virtualization and message logging to create
such a protocol. Apart from a fast restart, the protocol has the additional
property that it never rolls back a processor that has not crashed. We do not
assume the existence of an idealized ‘stable’ storage that never goes down. Our
protocol works within this restriction to handle common failure modes very
efficiently, and does not aim for absolute tolerance of all failure scenarios. In
particular, the protocol tolerates all single processor failures and most multiple
simultaneous processor failures. We increase the overall reliability of a system
made out of unreliable components.
As we will show in Chapter 7, a fast restart after a crash can cause a load
imbalance among the processors. This load imbalance needs to be rectified to
retain the performance advantage of fast recovery. Object based virtualization
is helpful for this problem as well since it enables runtime measurement-based
dynamic load balancing among processors. Load balancing improves the par-
allel performance of a number of different applications, particularly on large
parallel machines. It is particularly useful for the fast recovery protocol since
it can redistribute work after a fast restart. However, as we show later, load
balancing negatively affects the reliability of our basic message logging protocol.
We augment our message logging protocol so that load balancing does not com-
promise its reliability while still balancing the work load among the processors
in an application.
We implement our protocol by modifying the Charm++/AMPI runtime
system. Object based virtualization is the central idea behind the Charm++
runtime system. Since AMPI is a MPI implementation on top of the Charm++
runtime system, our protocol is available to most MPI applications. We evaluate
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the benefits afforded by our fast restart protocol. For both Charm++ and
AMPI applications, we compare the recovery time for the fast restart protocol
to the recovery time for those of other fault tolerance protocols such as log-based
protocols without fast restart and checkpoint-based methods. The effect of load
balancing on the performance of our protocol is also studied. We also measure
the overheads introduced by our protocol and quantify the performance penalty
of our protocol for various classes of applications. We characterize the type of
applications that are most suitable to our protocol.
1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 discusses the existing literature for fault tolerance protocols. We
evaluate the extent to which existing protocols match the objectives set forth in
the previous section. Chapter 3 describes the idea of object-based virtualization
and the Charm++ run-time system that implements it. We also describe
Adaptive MPI which is an implementation of MPI on top of the Charm++
run-time.
Chapter 4 describes the basic version of our fault tolerance protocol that
combines message logging and object-based virtualization. We show that sim-
ple message logging protocols do not work in the presence of virtualization,
and develop a new protocol that correctly handles the scenarios arising from
virtualization. We also provide a proof of correctness for the basic protocol.
Chapter 5 talks about the modifications to the basic protocol that are nec-
essary to support recovery from multiple simultaneous faults. It includes an
analysis of the improved reliability provided by our protocol along with a proof.
Chapter 6 presents the fast restart protocol that can speed up recovery from a
crash. It also contains a simple mathematical model to help an user predict if
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the fast recovery protocol will be useful for a particular application on a certain
machine.
Chapter 7 empirically evaluates the protocol as described till Chapter 6. It
shows that the fast restart protocol indeed speeds up the recovery of an applica-
tion from a processor crash. We also investigate the performance penalty paid
by different applications while using our protocol. We also apply optimizations
to our message logging protocol that help us reduce the performance penalty
paid by different applications while using our protocol.
Chapter 8 demonstrates the need for using load balancing along with our
fast restart protocol. We describe the existing load balancing framework in
the Charm++ run-time system and how it was modified to work along with
message logging. Chapter 9 evaluates the effectiveness of load balancing in
different situations. We also compare the performance of our protocol with
that of a traditional checkpoint based protocol. Chapter 9 also includes an
evaluation of the memory overhead and optimizations to reduce the memory
overhead significantly.
Chapter 11 examines an approach to evacuate a processor where a crash
might be imminent. It describes the strategy and the changes to the Charm++
run-time system required to implement it. Experimental results to evaluate the
effectiveness of our protocol are also included.
Chapter 12 summarizes the thesis and highlights the primary contributions.
It also points out limitations in our work. Future work that might reduce these




The existing fault tolerance techniques for parallel systems can be divided into
two broad categories: checkpoint-based and log-based recovery protocols [22].
There are a number of variations within both categories. All the variations have
different pros and cons for our target of providing fast restarts by not rolling
back all processors in case of a processor crash.
2.1 Checkpoint Based Protocols
All checkpoint based protocols periodically save the state of a computation to
stable storage. After a crash, the computation is restarted from one of the
previously saved states. This simple description of checkpoint based protocols
belies the fact that the processors in a parallel application need to coordinate to
determine the state of the computation at a point in time. The major variants
of checkpoint based protocols differ on the degree of coordination between all
the processors while taking a checkpoint. There are three major categories of
checkpoint based protocols:
• There is no coordination among processors before saving the state of the
application in the case of uncoordinated checkpointing methods. Each
processor saves its state independently of the other processors. The lack
of coordination means that checkpoints are fast. Each processor can take
its checkpoint when it is most convenient for it (for example, when the
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m becomes an 
Orphan 
(b) After crash during recovery
Figure 2.1: Orphan message in an uncoordinated checkpoint
However, uncoordinated checkpointing is usually susceptible to rollback
propagation during recovery. Rollback propagation is caused by orphan
messages generated while recovering from a crash. A message is called an
orphan when the global state of the computation is such that the mes-
sage’s receiver has received the message but its sender has not sent it.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of an orphan message. In Figure 2.1(a) pro-
cessor A sends message m to processor B. Processor A checkpoints before
sending m whereas processor B checkpoints after receiving m. Shortly
thereafter, processor A crashes. The two processors are rolled back to
their previous checkpoints. At this state of the computation, processor A
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has not sent m but B has received m. Thus message m ends up as an
orphan. Such a global state is said to be inconsistent and can not be used
as the starting point of a recovery. If we were to start recovery from this
global state, processor A would resend message m and processor B would
end up processing it again. Thus, processor B would end up processing
message m twice, possibly leading to erroneous results. For a correct re-
covery, processor B needs to be rolled back to an earlier checkpoint where
it has not yet received message m. Of course, rolling back the receiver
might make it necessary to rollback other processors, thereby propagating
the rollback. Thus uncoordinated checkpoint-based methods not only roll
back all processors to previous checkpoints, but the rollback is potentially
unbounded as well. This type of recovery makes uncoordinated check-
pointing unsuitable to our goal of speeding up the restart time of failed
processors.
• All the processors in a computation coordinate to avoid orphan messages
and save a globally consistent state in coordinated checkpointing schemes.
In one of the simplest coordination schemes all processors stop sending
messages and wait for all previously sent messages to be received. Once
all such messages have been received, all the processors save their state to
form a consistent checkpoint [50]. Since there are no messages in transit
during a checkpoint, it is guaranteed not to produce any orphan mes-
sages. A more efficient non-blocking scheme is Chandy-Lamport’s famous
distributed snapshot algorithm [18]. The central idea behind this algo-
rithm is the observation that orphan messages can be avoided by storing
the messages in transit as a part of the global state of the computation.
The coordination mechanism is used to identify exactly which messages
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are in transit during a particular checkpoint. Thus, unlike uncoordinated
schemes coordinated checkpoints do not suffer from cascading rollbacks
caused by orphan messages.
However, coordinated checkpointing forces all processors to rollback to
their previous checkpoint when a single processor crashes. Since all pro-
cessors redo their work since the last checkpoint, recovery time has a lower
bound equal to the time difference between the crash and the previous
checkpoint. Coordinated checkpoint protocols are the most common fault
tolerant technique. A number of implementations provide fault tolerant
versions of MPI such as CoCheck [48], Starfish [3], Clip [19] and AMPI
[30, 54]. A non-blocking coordinated checkpointing algorithm that uses
application level checkpointing is presented by Bronevetsky et. al. [16].
• Communication-induced checkpointing tries to combine the advantages of
coordinated and uncoordinated checkpointing. It tries to reduce the cost
of checkpointing by allowing processors to take most checkpoints indepen-
dent of each other. It keeps a cap on cascading rollbacks by forcing proces-
sors to take additional checkpoints at certain points in the computation.
These checkpoints are taken to periodically create a set of checkpoints
(one from each processor) that forms a consistent global state.
However it was found that communication induced checkpoint methods
did not scale well to large numbers of processors [5] as the large quantity
of forced checkpoints nullify the benefit accrued from the autonomous
uncoordinated checkpoints. Moreover, like all checkpoint-based methods,
during recovery all processors are rolled back to some previous checkpoint.
This means that the recovery time is at least equal to the time between
the crash and the previous checkpoint. Thus, communication-induced
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checkpointing does not meet our criterion of fast restarts.
2.2 Message Logging
The second category of fault tolerance protocols are those that depend on stored
message logs for recovery. All messages sent during an application are saved
in message logs. After a processor crashes, all the messages are resent to the
crashed processor and reprocessed in the same order as before the crash. This
brings the restarted processor to its exact state before the crash. The piecewise
deterministic(PWD) assumption [49] is the key idea underlying all log based
recovery protocols. PWD assumes that all the non-deterministic events that
affect the state of a process can be recorded in a log along with the data re-
quired to recreate those events. All the events are recreated after a crash and
reprocessed in the same order as before the crash. This brings the restarted
processor to its exact state before the crash. Message logging is based on the
observation that messages are the sole source of non-deterministic events in a
parallel program. Therefore logged messages can be used to restore the state of
a crashed processor after a crash. A message’s entry in a message log not only
includes the message itself but also the sequence in which it will be processed
by the receiver.
Message logging is rarely used in its pure form. Instead it is commonly used
in conjunction with periodic checkpoints. Figure 2.2 is an example of such a
generic message logging protocol running on 2 processors. Figure 2.2(a) shows
the processors periodically take checkpoints in addition to saving messages in
message logs. This means that after a processor crashes, an application does
not need to rollback to the very start and replay all the messages. As shown











































m3 m5Replay m3 m5
(b) After crash during recovery
Figure 2.2: A simple example of a generic message log based fault tolerance
protocol
checkpoint and replays the messages A received between the checkpoint and
the crash(m3 and m5). Thus, unlike checkpoint based methods, message log
based methods do not have to rollback all processors to previous checkpoints.
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However, this means that during recovery a processor might re-send messages
that have already been received by other processors (like m4). Message logging
protocols are designed to discard such repeated messages .
The different message logging protocols vary in the way message logs are
saved. We now discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different vari-
ants for our goal of a fast recovery protocol. As an aside, we will see that the
pros and cons of different message logging protocols have strong parallels with
those of the checkpoint protocols.
2.2.1 Pessimistic Message Logging
Pessimistic log based protocols ensure that each received message, including the
sequence in which it will be processed, is saved to stable storage before being
processed by the receiving processor. If a processor crashes, all the messages
processed by it before the crash (messages that might have affected its state)
are available on stable storage. So, during recovery it can re-process these
messages in the same sequence as earlier to restore its pre-crash state. Any
messages that the crashed processor might have sent before the crash are resent
during recovery. This means that there can be no orphan messages in the case
of pessimistic log based protocols. Therefore pessimistic log based protocols
do not suffer from rollback propagation. As a result, each processor needs to
store only one checkpoint. Moreover, once the checkpoint of a processor has
been saved in stable storage, all the logs of messages processed by it before the
checkpoint can be thrown away. This garbage collection of old logs helps keep
a cap on the memory overhead of pessimistic message logging protocols.
Pessimistic protocols avoid the problem of rollback propagation by paying
the performance penalty imposed by having to save each message’s log to stable
storage before it can be processed by the receiver. This increases the message
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latency and hurts the application’s performance.
In spite of this overhead, pessimistic protocols are promising since they do
not roll back any processors apart from the crashed ones and meet one of our
targets described in Chapter 1.1. Moreover, there are techniques to ameliorate
the cost of saving message logs to stable storage. The overhead of logging can be
decreased by using specialized hardware [12]. Sender-based message logging [32]
is a more interesting and widely applicable method of reducing the performance
penalty associated with pessimistic log-based protocols. It is based on the idea
that the volatile memory of one processor can act as stable storage for another
processor. Therefore, when a processor (say B in Figure 2.2) sends a message to
another processor (A), processor B retains a copy of the message in its volatile
memory. When A crashes, B can simply re-send its copy of the message. This
reduces the overhead of message logging since we do not need to store the
message in a central stable storage system. This also reduces the complexity of
the system by removing the requirement for any stable storage. MPICH-V1 and
V2 [13, 14] are systems contemporary to our work that provide fault tolerant
versions of MPI by using pessimistic log based methods. MPICH-V1 is a stable
storage based protocol whereas MPICH-V2 is sender based. However, none of
the existing systems provide restarts faster than the time between the crash
and the previous checkpoint.
2.2.2 Optimistic Message Logging
Optimistic protocols save the message logs temporarily in volatile storage on
the receiver before sending them all to stable storage [49]. So, the message
latency overhead is significantly lower for optimistic protocols than pessimistic
ones. On the other hand, when a processor crashes, the message logs in volatile
storage are lost. During recovery, the crashed processor needs these messages
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to restore itself to the state before the crash. With the message logs missing,
the only way to get those messages again is to rollback the senders and have
them re execute so that the messages are generated again. This rolling back of
processors other than the crashed one makes optimistic protocols inappropriate
for protocols with fast restart. Moreover, garbage collection of message logs in
optimistic protocols is also complicated.
2.2.3 Causal Message Logging
Causal logging stores message logs temporarily in volatile storage of the receiver
but prevents cascading rollbacks by tracking the causality relationships between
messages [21]. Tracking causality and recovery from faults are complicated
operations in causal message logging protocols. Manetho[21], MPICH-Vcausal
[15] and the protocol by Lee et. al. [40] are examples of causal logging systems.
2.3 Fault Tolerance Support for MPI
Since Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the parallel programming paradigm
most commonly used by application programmers, most parallel fault tolerant
schemes are also implemented for MPI. As the examples cited in the previous
two sections show, there is more than one MPI implementation for most of
the different fault tolerant techniques. These range from Cocheck, Starfish and
AMPI for coordinated checkpoints to MPICH-Vcausal for causal logging. An
interesting feature of AMPI is its ability to pack up user data for checkpoints
automatically without requiring any user code on some architectures. A pro-
tocol that is a hybrid of uncoordinated checkpointing and message logging has
also been proposed for MPI [47, 16]. It avoids orphan messages by storing the
message logs for messages that are potential orphans. However, like all check-
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point based methods it rolls back all processors during recovery after a crash.
FT-MPI [23, 24] is a fault tolerant MPI which lets the application handle the
rollback and recovery. A detailed discussion about MPI and its relation to fault
tolerance can be found in Gropp et. al. [28]. CiFTS (Coordinated Infrastruc-
ture for Fault Tolerance Systems) is a recent project that aims to develop a
fault awareness and notification mechanism that can be used by different fault




Object based virtualization [34] encourages the user to view his parallel com-
putation as a large number of interacting objects. These objects, also known as
virtual processors (VPs) interact only by sending messages to each other. The
user decomposes his application into objects without taking into consideration
the number of physical processors. Figure 3.1 shows the user view of such an
application in which circles represent objects with the arrows representing mes-
sages between them. These objects are mapped to physical processors by the
run-time system. The system view shows one such possible where the square
boxes represent physical processors containing messages. The run-time system
is also responsible for assuring message delivery between objects irrespective of
their location.
User View System View
Processor 1 Processor 2
Processor 3
Figure 3.1: The user and system views of an application in Charm++
Object based virtualization enables automatic adaptive overlap between
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computation and communication. While an object on a processor is waiting for
a message, another object can continue with it computation. Thus, the commu-
nication and computation of different objects on a processor can be overlapped
without any extra programming effort on behalf of the user. This makes the
application more latency tolerant.
Virtualization also lets the runtime system perform measurement based dy-
namic load balancing. Since the run-time system is solely responsible for map-
ping objects to physical processors, it can also change the mapping during
execution by migrating objects from one processor to another. Moreover, since
the runtime system is responsible for all message delivery it can accurately track
the communication and computation load of different objects. As most scien-
tific applications are iterative and show good persistence of communication and
computation loads over time, the measured load data acts as a good predictor
for loads in the immediate future. So, the run-time system can use the load data
to calculate a new mapping of objects to processors that provides a good com-
putation and communication load balance across processors. Such periodic load
balancing is very useful for obtaining good performance in applications whose
load characteristics change with time. Run-time load balancing is also useful
because it frees the user from having to load balance his code himself. Instead
all he needs to do for a good load balance is to decompose his computation into
a large number of objects.
3.1 Charm++
Charm++ [33] is a C++ based object oriented message driven parallel pro-
gramming language based on the idea of object based virtualization. The vir-
tual processors are C++ objects that send messages to each other through
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asynchronous method invocations. Charm++ arranges the virtual processors
into collections that can have user defined indices. The underlying Charm++
run-time system supports efficient message delivery between the virtual pro-
cessors even when some of them are migrating from one physical processor to
another [39]. Charm++ also supports collective operations such as broadcasts,
reductions and multicasts over these collections of virtual processors.
Charm++ also has an elaborate load balancing framework. It includes in-
strumentation code to accurately capture the communication and computation
load of different virtual processors. This instrumentation code can be turned
on and off at the discretion of the user. The framework can be used to collect
this instrumentation data from all objects on all processors to come up with a
mapping of objects to processors. A large number of strategies have been im-
plemented to calculate this mapping. Different strategies have been found to be
suitable for different applications. The load balancing framework is discussed
in greater detail in Chapter 8.
Charm++ has been used to develop a number of highly scalable application
codes like NAMD for molecular dynamics [44, 35], Changa for computational
cosmology [27], leanCP for quantum chemistry [11] as well as frameworks such
as ParFUM for unstructured mesh applications [38, 42].
3.2 Adaptive MPI
Adaptive MPI ( AMPI ) is an implementation of MPI on top of Charm++. Each
MPI process is implemented as a user level thread, with many such threads on
one physical processor. Every user level thread is associated with a Charm++
object and such a pair is referred to as an AMPI virtual processor. In an AMPI
VP the user MPI code runs in the context of the user level thread. Blocking
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MPI calls are implemented by simply suspending the user level thread. This
blocks the user code running within the VP that made the blocking call, while
leaving the physical processor free to run user code from other VPs. This allows
a user to adaptively overlap communication and computation even while using
blocking calls. In a traditional MPI, such overlapping would require the use of
non-blocking calls, frequent probing and a more complicated algorithm. Most
MPI codes can be run using AMPI with very minor changes.
All the communication of an AMPI VP is handled by its Charm++ object.
The Charm++ object not only is responsible for simple point to point messaging
but also collective operations like broadcasts, multicasts, scatter-gather etc.
Since a Charm++ object performs all the communication, AMPI can make use
of communication libraries within Charm++ that optimize different patterns
of communication among Charm++ objects on multiple physical processors.
The user level threads used in AMPI are migratable and can be moved
among different physical processors. This allows an AMPI VP to migrate
to another processor by moving both the user level thread and the associ-
ated Charm++ object to that processor. Thus AMPI can take advantage
of the Charm++ load balancing framework to perform dynamic measurement
based run-time load balancing. We augment the MPI specifications with a
MPI Migrate function. MPI Migrate is a collective blocking call that can
be used to perform load balancing among all the AMPI VPs in an application.
The user calls MPI Migrate to show exactly when in an application he wants
load balancing to occur.
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Chapter 4
Combining Message Logging and
Object Virtualization
Our fault tolerance protocol is entirely software based and doesn’t depend on
any specialized hardware. However, it makes the following assumptions about
the hardware:
• The processors in the system are fail-stop [46]. It means that when a
processor crashes it remains halted and other processors may detect its
crash. This is a reasonable assumption for common failure modes on
parallel machines.
• All communication between processes is through messages.
• The PWD assumption should hold. It is assumed that the only non-
deterministic events affecting a processor are message receives.
• No event other than a fault interrupts the processing of a message.
• The machine is assumed to have a system for detecting faults.
We bring together the ideas of sender based pessimistic message logging and
object based virtualization to develop a fault tolerance protocol that provides
fast recovery from faults on a machine that meets the above assumptions. As
mentioned in Chapter 2.2 a sender side message logging protocol stores a mes-
sage and the sequence in which it will be processed by the receiver on the sender.
This reduces the overhead of pessimistic message logging and also removes the
need for an idealized stable storage. Virtualization also affords us a number
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of potential benefits with respect to our message logging protocol. It is the
primary idea behind faster restarts since it allows us to distribute the work of
the restarting processor among other processors. The facility of runtime load
balancing can be utilized to restore any load imbalances produced during fast
recover. Virtualization also makes applications more latency tolerant by over-
lapping communication of one object with the computation of another. This
can help us hide the increased latency caused by the sender side message logging
protocol.
Although a synthesis of virtualization and message logging can lead to sig-
nificant advantages, there are considerable challenges in combining the two.
One major problem occurs when dealing with virtual processors on the same
processor sending messages to each other. We discuss this in greater detail in
Chapter 4.1.2. Similarly moving objects from one processor to another during
load balancing also introduces additional complications. That issue is discussed
in Chapter 8.
We combine the ideas of virtualization and message logging by treating
the virtual processors, and not the physical processors, as the communicating
entities that send and receive messages. Since an object’s state is modified
only by the messages it receives, we can apply the PWD assumption to virtual
processors instead of physical processors. After a crash, if a virtual processor
re-executes messages in the same sequence as before, it can recover its exact
pre-crash state. So, we run the sender based message logging protocol with the
objects as participating entities instead of physical processors.
Our design of a pessimistic sender based message logging system that works
alongside processor virtualization has three major components: message log-
ging, checkpointing, and restart. Although all three components are very closely
related, we describe them as separate protocols for the sake of clarity. As we
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shall see, processor virtualization has a significant impact on all components.
We discuss the protocol for single faults in this chapter. We extend it to deal
with multiple faults and perform fast restart in Chapter 6.
4.1 Message Logging Protocol
We designed the message logging protocol such that during recovery after a
crash:
• A Charm++ object (or AMPI thread) on the crashed processor processes
the same messages in the same order as before the crash.
• A Charm++ object on other processors does not process a message that
it has already processed.
In order to meet these objectives, an object establishes a strict ordering
among the messages it receives and processes them in that order. We store
both the messages and the order in which they are processed on the sender
side. A receiver also keeps track of the number of messages it has processed
and the ordering established among those messages. We do some additional
book keeping for messages between objects on the same processor.
The protocol augments each Charm++ message sent between objects with
four data fields as depicted in Figure 4.1 :
1. The unique id of the object that sent this message, that is sender id. In
the example in Figure 4.1 the sender is object α.
2. The unique id of the object that is to receive this message, that is receiver














α β 3 12
Figure 4.1: Protocol data added to a Charm++ message
3. The sequence number(SN) of this message. The SN is a count of the
number of messages sent from the message’s sender to its receiver at the
time this message was generated. In the example this is the 3rd message
sent by object α to object β.
4. The ticket number(TN) of this message. The receiver of a message assigns
it a TN. An object processes all the messages it receives in increasing
order of their TNs. TNs for all the messages received by an object form a
single contiguous sequence. The message in the example will be the 12th
processed by object β.
As seen in Figure 4.2 each Charm++ object maintains a number of data
fields and tables:
1. Each Charm++ object is given a unique id, for example α in case of the
object shown in Figure 4.2.
2. An object stores the highest TN processed by it as TNProcessed. In the
example object α has already processed 17 messages.
3. An object stores the highest TN assigned by it asTNCount. Object α has
assigned ticket numbers to 19 distinct messages.
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Object ID              α
Charm++ Object
α β 3 12 Data ...
Message Log
TNProcessed     17
TNCount          19








γ,  4 18
β, 13 19
TNTable
Figure 4.2: Protocol data added to a Charm++ object
4. Each message sent by an object is stored in the object’s message log. The
example shows two messages in the message log of α sent to objects β and
δ. The protocol data for each message, namely sender ID, receiver ID, SN
and TN, are stored along with the message.
5. Every object maintains a table called the SNTable for the number of mes-
sages sent to different objects. It is indexed by the receivers’ id. In the
example α has sent 3 messages to β and 6 to δ.
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6. An object stores the sender’s id, SN and TN for each message received
since the last checkpoint in a table called the TNTable. The TNTable
is indexed by the sender’s id and SN of the message. In the example α
assigned TNs 17 and 19 to two message with SN 12 and 13 respectively
from β. A message with SN 4 from γ was alloted a ticket number 18. As
described in Section 4.1.1, this table is used by an object to assign TNs
to all messages destined for it.
4.1.1 Remote Mode
When the sender(α) and receiver(β) objects are on different processors, the
message logging protocol is said to operate in the remote mode. Figure 4.3
illustrates an example in which object α sends message m to β on another
processor. Before sending a message, α looks up β in its SNTable and finds the
number of messages sent to β previously. Object α increments that count and
assigns it as the SN of the message. In the example in Figure 4.3 the message
m gets a SN of 4. Object α then stores the message in its message log. As seen
in Figure 4.3, the sender α then sends a request for a ticket, consisting of α’s
id and the message’s SN, to β.
On receiving the request, β looks up the tuple {α, SN} in β’s TNTable. If
there is no matching entry in the TNTable, there are two possibilities: i) the
common case that α is sending a new message to β, ii) the rare case where
the sender α is recovering from a fault and is re-sending a message that was
processed by β before its last checkpoint. We can distinguish between the two
cases by comparing the SN in the ticket request to the lowest SN from α in β’s
TNTable (say l). If the SN in the ticket request is higher than l, then we are
dealing with the common case that α is sending β a new message. Object β





























































Figure 4.3: Remote mode of the message logging protocol
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for the tuple {α, SN, TN} to its TNTable. The TN is returned to the sender
α along with α’s id and the SN. The example in Figure4.3 is this common case
and β allots it a TN of 23.
If the SN in the ticket request is lower than l then the sender α has sent a
ticket request for a message that was processed by β before its last checkpoint.
Since pessimistic message logging does not suffer from cascading rollbacks, β
can safely tell α to discard this message by labeling the ticket as stale.
If β finds an entry corresponding to the ticket request in its TNTable, it
means that in the past β has assigned a TN to this message from α and that α
is recovering from a fault. Object β will reply back with this TN. If the value
of this TN is lower than the TNProcessed for β, β marks the TN as old. An old
TN corresponds to a message β has already processed since the last checkpoint.
When α receives a ticket in reply, it checks if the ticket is stale. If it is not
it assigns the TN to the message stored in its log. As Figure 4.3 shows, if the
received ticket is marked as new, α sends the message to β.
When β receives the message, it checks if the message’s TN is less than
or equal to its TNProcessed. If it is, β discards the message as it has already
processed this message and should not do so again. If the message’s TN is higher
than TNProcessed+ 1, β defers processing this message. If the message’s TN
is exactly equal to TNProcessed + 1, then β processes the message and then
increments β’s TNProcessed by 1.
The time between the sender starting to send a message and the receiver
sending a message of its own as a result of processing the sender’s message is
increased by the the round trip time of a short message. This is the same as
in the sender side message logging protocols of [32, 14]. However, as we shall




If we were to use the above protocol for messages between two objects on the
same processor, the log of a message would exist on the same processor as its
receiver. If this processor crashes, all record of the TN allotted to the message
would be lost. It would become impossible to re-execute the messages in the
correct sequence. Therefore we define a local mode of the message logging





















































Figure 4.4: Messages in the local mode of the message logging protocol
Each processor is assigned a buddy processor. A processor has only one
buddy and is the buddy of only one processor. Let us say that object α on
processor C wants to send a message to object β on the same processor. As the
first step, α assigns the message a SN in the same way as in the remote mode
described in Chapter 4.1.1. As Figure 4.4 shows object α then asks β for a ticket
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by invoking the ticket generation routine with α’s id and the message’s SN as
arguments. The ticket generation routine uses the same algorithm described in
Chapter 4.1.1. We are able to use a method invocation instead of a message
because in this case, α and β are on the same processor. The example message
in Figure 4.4 is allotted a SN of 4 by α and a TN of 23 by β.
After β has returned a ticket number, α sends the message meta data to
the buddy of processor C, namely processor D. The message meta data consists
of the tuple sender’s id, receiver’s id, SN and TN of the message. For the
example, the message meta data is the tuple < α, β, 4, 23 >. Processor D,
buddy of processor C, stores the meta data for the message in the message meta
data table(MDTable). A processor stores the meta data for messages between
objects existing on it, in the MDTable maintained on its buddy processor. After
processor D has saved the meta data for the message in its MDTable, it sends
an acknowledgment to object α on processor C.
Object α sends the message to β only after receiving this acknowledgment
from D that the meta-data for the message has been stored in D’s MDTable. As
a result, the latency for a message to a local object becomes the same as that
of a message to a remote object. After β has processed the message, it tells α
to remove the message from its message log. Thus a local message need not be
maintained in the sender’s log once it has been processed by the receiver. So,
the memory overhead of local messages is less than that of remote messages. We
can throw away the message log after β has processed it because, if processor
C crashes later on the log of the message on α will disappear with the crash.
α will not be able to simply re-send the message to β from its log. It will have
to re-execute from the previous checkpoint and re-generate the message. So,
keeping the message in α’s log once β has processed it is useless and just wastes
memory. The reason why the log must be maintained till β has processed it is
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explained in Chapter 4.3.
4.2 Checkpoint Protocol
The checkpoint protocol not only stores an object’s checkpoint but also provides
a mechanism to perform garbage collection of the message logs. The state of a
Charm++ object consists of user data, a small amount of runtime system data
as well as TNCount, TNProcessed, SNTable and the messages in the message log
that were sent to objects on the same processor (the reason for this is explained
in Section 4.3). Since messages to local objects are deleted from the sender’s
log once they have been processed by the receiver, only those local messages
that have been sent but not processed by their receivers are part of an object’s
checkpoint. All objects on a processor are checkpointed at the same time.
Figure 4.5 shows an example in which processor C, containing two objects
α and β checkpoints. Before the checkpoint, object δ sends message m1 to β,
while γ sends message m2 to α. Objects γ and δ both exist on processor E.
Object β also sends a message, m3 to α on the same processor. The meta-data
tuple, consisting of sender, receiver, SN and TN, for each message is shown
in Figure 4.5. All the messages are processed before processor C checkpoints.
Processor C packs up the state of all the objects on it and sends it to its
buddy, processor D. Each object on C also stores its TNProcessed at the time
of checkpoint as TNCheckpointed. In the example α gets a TNCheckpointed
of 17 and β gets 18. D stores the new copy of C’s checkpoint, deletes the old
copy and sends an acknowledgment to C. On receiving the acknowledgment,
the TNTable of each object on C can garbage collect entries with TN less
than TNCheckpointed. Although not shown in the figure to avoid cluttering,































































 : Remove m2 from log




Figure 4.5: Messages in the checkpoint protocol
on C sends out garbage collection messages containing TNCheckpointed to all
objects that had sent it messages since its previous checkpoint. If we send
out a separate garbage collection message from each object on processor C to
all its senders, we will end up sending a large number of tiny messages. We
avoid this by consolidating all the garbage collection messages from all objects
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on processor C to all objects on another processor into one garbage collection
message. As a result, processor C sends only one garbage collection message to
each processor that has at least one object that sent a message to an object on
processor C. In the example processor E receives a combined garbage collection
message: α with TNCheckpointed 17 for γ, β with TNCheckpointed 18 for δ.
When a processor receives a garbage collection message, it gives each of its
object the relevant portion of the garbage collection message. When γ receives
the garbage collection message from object α it removes all messages to α in its
message log that have a TN lower than the TNCheckpointed. In the example
γ removes m2 from its message log, while δ removes m1. A similar garbage
collection message is sent to processor D, so D can remove old entries from
the MDTable. Figure 4.5 shows processor D removing the entry for message
m3 from its MDTable. Garbage collection is done lazily so that it interferes as
little as possible with the application. An important point about the checkpoint
protocol is that it is never blocking. Objects are free to process messages while
the checkpoint protocol is ongoing.
We have to deal with an interesting trade off between memory and speed
while deciding when to checkpoint. If the checkpoint period is too low, the
message logs on senders are garbage collected frequently. This saves memory
but increases the time cost because of frequent checkpoints. If the period is too
high, the message logs on senders become large though the checkpointing cost
is lower. The rate of expected failure is also an important factor in deciding
the checkpoint period. Checkpoints might also be performed when the message
logs become larger than a particular size.
Storing the checkpoint in memory is not a problem for applications with a
small checkpoint state such as molecular dynamics. However, if the application
is memory intensive the checkpoint can be stored on the local disk of the buddy
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processor. If there are no local disks in the system, the checkpoint can be stored
on the cluster’s file system. Even message logs can be lazily moved to local
disk or the file system to keep the memory overhead low. Of course, moving
checkpoints and message logs to disks from memory will slow down restart.
4.3 Restart Protocol
In this section, we describe the basic restart protocol. We illustrate how it
works with the help of an example. Figure 4.6 shows the messages received by
two objects α and β on processor C after a checkpoint. α receives messages
m4, m6 and m7 from γ, β and δ respectively. β receives message m5 from δ.
The meta-data for each message is shown. After all the messages have been
processed processor C crashes.
We assume that a pool of spare processors is available to the parallel job.
When the crash detector finds out that processor C has crashed, it restarts a
Charm++ process on a spare processor. Figure 4.7 shows the messages ex-
changed after the new processor C has started up. Processor C asks D for its
checkpoint and MDTable. C recreates all the objects that used to exist on it
(α and β in the example) from the checkpoint fetched from D. The entries in
the MDTable are separated by receiver and added to each receiver’s TNTable.
C then broadcasts a request to resend logged messages. The request to resend
logged messages contains the id and TNProcessed at time of the checkpoint for
each object on C.
When a processor, like E, receives a request to resend logged messages, each
object resident on it looks in its message log for messages sent to the objects
recreated on C. If such a message has a TN more than the TNProcessed for the
























Figure 4.6: Messages before a crash
m5 and m7 to β and α respectively. Message m6 sent by β to α is regenerated
during β’s re-execution. α looks in its TNTable and finds the entry for m6 that
was added from the MDTable fetched from D during the re-creation of α. Thus
m6 gets its old TN 19.
While resending if an object finds a message in its log, that is destined for
an object on the restarted processor but does not have a ticket, a new ticket
request is issued for that message. However, a restarted object like α must not
only give messages the same TNs after a crash as before it but also make sure
that no TN is skipped. α should not skip handing out any TN since α will not
be able to process any message with a TN higher than the skipped one. Object
α on processor C collects a list of the TNs of all the messages resent to it. α






























































Figure 4.7: Messages during a restart
buddy D. This list of TNs is then sorted in increasing order. After sorting this
list α might find that some TNs in the middle are missing. These missing TNs
correspond to messages that were given TNs but were not processed by α before
the crash. We are sure they were not processed since α would have processed
a message only after its TN had been saved in either the sender’s log or the
MDTable. So when α gives out new TNs it hands out these missing TNs before
continuing with TNs higher than TNCount. Each processor combines the list of
TNs sent to different objects on the restarted processor into one message. Thus
in Figure 4.7 processor E sends a message containing the TNs of messages sent
to α as well as β by objects on processor E.
Figure 4.8 shows a special case that the earlier example does not. Figure
4.8 shows the situation during the forward path. Object α sends message m8
to object β also on processor C. As the first step α saves m8 in its message
log. According to the local mode of the message logging protocol the meta-data
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for m8 needs to be saved in the MDTable of C’s buddy processor D before m8
can be processed. However, before the acknowledgment for m8 can come back
from D, processor C checkpoints. Since the checkpoint of an object includes
messages in its log sent to other objects on the same processor, α includes m8


























Remove m8  
from  log
Figure 4.8: A special case for the restart protocol.
When processor C crashes later, it is rolled back to this checkpoint. In this
state, α will not regenerate m8 since it was sent before the checkpoint and we
never rollback beyond one checkpoint. So, α needs to resend message m8 for
β to recover correctly. Since m8 is present in α’s message log as part of its
checkpoint, α can easily resend the message to β. Therefore during restart,
not only objects on other processors but also objects on the restarted processor
need to resend messages in their logs.
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4.4 Proof of Correctness
Our fault tolerance protocol, like all other such protocols, seeks to guarantee
that after recovery from a crash the state of the computation is globally con-
sistent. Alvizi et al. provide a precise specification of the global consistency
property [6] in the context of message logging protocols. It states that at the
end of recovery, there should be no orphan processors. This means that after
recovery is complete there should be no processor which has processed a mes-
sage that has not been sent by any processor. This amounts to saying that
there should not be any orphan messages, as defined in Chapter 2.1, in the sys-
tem once recovery is complete. We extend this definition to objects by saying
that there should not be any orphan objects in the system once our protocol
has finished recovery. The state of the sender of any message, processed by its
receiver, should reflect the fact that the message has been already sent.
Alvizi et al. also prove that a receiver side pessimistic protocol that writes
to stable storage never produces orphans. However, this proof deals only with
the availability of the meta-data of messages within the system and not with
the availability of the messages themselves. This is not sufficient for a practical
framework that involves checkpoints and garbage collection. We extend the
basic idea to prove the correctness of our object based sender side pessimistic
message logging protocol that uses periodic checkpoints. The proof deals only
with the part of the protocol described till now, that is the basic restart protocol
in the face of single failures only. Each object is modeled as a state machine in
which processed messages are the only inputs and sent messages are the only
outputs. An object transitions from one state to another only as the result
of processing a received message. Messages sent to other objects are the only
output produced during these transitions.
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We define a system N , consisting of n objects running on p processors. The
set of objects is O with the jth object being represented by oj. The set of
processors is P with the ith processor denoted as pi. The objects on a pro-
cessor pi are represented by the set O(pi) and the processor of an object oj
is returned by the function P (oj). As mentioned earlier, objects interact only
through messages and messages are the only non-deterministic events affect-
ing the state of objects. Processing message m is represented by the event
process(m). These events are ordered by the irreflexive partial order happens
before → that represents potential causality [37]. process(m1) → process(m2)
means that processing m1 might cause the processing of m2 and therefore m1
must always be processed before m2. The meta-data for a message m, defined
as the tuple < sender, receiver, SN, TN > is represented as |m|.
Theorem 1 There is enough information, including meta-data of messages and
checkpoints, to avoid orphans at the end of recovery from a single processor
failure.
We define a subset of O, for each message m processed during an execution.
This subset Depend(m) is the set of all objects whose state was affected by the
processing of m. m happens before some message processed by the members of
Depend(m). We define a helper boolean function processed(m) that returns




((o = m.reciver) ∧ processed(m))
∨
∃m′ : ((process(m)→ process(m′))
∧(o = m′.receiver) ∧ processed(m′))


We define another set Log(m), which is a subset of P , as the set of proces-
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sors that contain information that can prevent m from becoming an orphan.
This includes any processor that has a copy of the meta-data of message m or
the state of m.receiver once it has processed m. If m.receiver and m.sender
objects are on different processors, then according to the remote mode of the
protocol P (m.sender) contains a copy of |m| before m is processed. Once
processed(m) is true, Log(m) also includes P (receiver(m)) . If m.receiver
checkpoints after processing m, Log(m) includes the buddy of P (m.receiver)
(written as B(P (m.receiver)) since the checkpoint of m.receiver is stored there.
However, after the checkpoint Log(m) no longer contains P (m.sender) since
m’s entry in m.sender’s message log would have been garbage collected after
m.receiver’s checkpoint. If m.sender and m.receiver are on the same processor
then, |m| is saved in the MDTable of B(P (m.receiver)) before m is processed.
So, Log(m) includes B(P (m.receiver)) along with P (m.receiver). Even if
m.receiver checkpoints and the entry for m in B(P (m.receiver))’s MDTable is
deleted, Log(m) still include B(P (m.receiver)) as the checkpoint of m.receiver
is stored there before garbage collection starts. So, Log(m) once processed(m)
is true, has the following values:

{P (m.receiver), B(P (m.receiver))} P (m.sender) = P (m.receiver)
{P (m.sender), P (m.receiver)}

P (m.sender) 6= P (m.receiver)
∧ P (m.sender) has no
checkpoints since process(m)
{P (m.receiver), B(P (m.receiver))}

P (m.sender) 6= P (m.receiver)
∧ P (m.sender) has a
checkpoint after process(m)
Now, let us see what happens when pc fails. An object o on some other
processor will become an orphan if P (o) does not fail but the state of o depends
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on a message m whose meta-data has been lost. The meta-data of message m
can be lost if Log(m) contains only pc. So the condition for o to be an orphan
can be expressed formally as:
orphan(o) =
 P (o) ∈ P − pc
∧∃m : ((o ∈ Depend(m)) ∧ (Log(m)− pc = ∅))

A processor is never it’s own buddy in our protocol:
∀p ∈ P : B(p) 6= p.
Therefore Log(m) is never a set with a single processor, that is:
∀m : |Log(m)| > 1
So, Log(m)− pc is never an empty set:
∀m : Log(m)− pc 6= ∅
This means that orphan(o) is never true for our system as long as a single pro-
cessor has crashed:
orphan(o) =
 P (o) ∈ P − pc
∧∃m : ((o ∈ Depend(m)) ∧ false)
 = false
Thus, our system has enough information in message meta-datas and check-
points to avoid orphans at the end of recovery from a single processor failure.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 All messages, necessary to avoid orphans after recovery from a
single processor failure, are available during recovery.
Now, we aim to prove that all the messages necessary to avoid orphans and
not just their meta-data are available during recovery from a single processor
failure. The state of an object oj is represented by S(oj). The state of a
processor pi at any point is given by the state of all the objects in O(pi) at
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that point. So, S(pi) = {S(o) : o ∈ O(pi)}. The state of the whole system at
some point is specified by the state of all the objects at that time : S(N ) =
{S(o) : o ∈ (O)}. Each execution of the system is represented by a run. A run
is a sequence of global states. Each state transition is caused by a single object
processing a single message.
A run is punctuated by processors taking checkpoints. The kth checkpoint
of object oj is represented by Sk(oj). The k
th checkpoint of processor pi is given
by Sk(pi) = {Sk(o) : o ∈ O(pi)}. Sk(pi) is a state that actually occurs as part of
a global state during a run since all the objects on a processor checkpoint at the
same time and the checkpoint of a processor can not interrupt the processing
of a message. The same can not be said for Sk((N)) = {Sk(o) : o ∈ O}, since
the checkpoints of different processors are asynchronous.
S(oj) ; S
′(oj) represents a sequence of process events that changes the
state of object oj from S to S
′. The set of messages processed by oj during this
sequence is represented by M(S(oj), S
′(oj)).
Now we look at what happens after a crash. Let the crashed processor be
pc. Let its state just before the crash be given by Sc(pc) and its checkpoint just
before the crash be Sk(pc). At the beginning of recovery all objects oj ∈ O(pc)
would have been rolled back to Sk(oj). At this point, the global state is incon-
sistent. Our recovery protocol aims to remove this inconsistency by eliminating
all potential orphans. An object o is a potential orphan if it exists on another
processor and it’s state depends on a message that has not been processed in
the system’s current state. It must be noted that this definition of potential
orphans is subtly different from the previous definition of orphans because it
deals with messages themselves and not just their meta-data. So, formally the
definition of a potential orphan is if at the beginning of recovery:
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potential orphan(o) =
 P (o) ∈ P − pc
∧∃m : ((o ∈ Depend(m)) ∧ ¬processed(m))

The only messages which have not been processed in the current global
state but have affected the state of objects on other processors, are those whose
processing events were lost due to pc’s crash and subsequent rollback to the




In order to avoid orphans, we need to prove that all these messages in MReq
will be available during recovery. Theorem 1 has already proven that the meta-
data for all messages in MReq are present in the system.
Lemma 1 Every message m ∈ MReq, such that P (m.sender) 6= pc will be
available during recovery.
A message m whose sender is not on the crashed processor, must have used
the remote mode of our message logging protocol. So, m.sender would have
stored m in its message log along with |m| before m was processed. Moreover, all
messages in MReq were processed by their receivers on pc after the checkpoint
Sk(pc) had been taken. This means that m’s entry in m.sender’s message log
would not have been garbage collected. So, m.sender can resend m during
recovery. Therefore, every message m ∈MReq, such that P (m.sender) 6= pc is
available during recovery.
Lemma 2 Every message m ∈ MReq, such that P (m.sender) = pc will be
available during recovery.
A message m ∈Mreq between two objects on pc would have used the local
mode of our message logging protocol (called local messages for brevity). The
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sender m.sender does not keep a copy of m anywhere once m has been processed
by m.receiver. This means that most locals messages in Mreq would have to
be regenerated. So, we will try to prove that all the local messages with missing
logs will be regenerated during the recovery of pc.
Let us consider the sequence of process events that would have happened
on processor pc between the checkpoint Sk and the crash Sc. We can write this
sequence of events that happened before the crash as Sk(pc); Sc(pc).
Let us consider the first local message in the sequence Sk(pc); Sc(pc) (call
this message m1). m1.sender could have sent this message either before or
after the checkpoint Sk. First, we look at the case when m1.sender sent m1
before the checkpoint. During recovery, m1.sender’s checkpoint would contain
m1 in its message log. This is because the checkpoint of an object includes
any messages in it message log that were sent to other objects on the same
processor and such a message is removed from the message log only after it
has been processed. Since m1 had not been processed by m1.receiver by the
time the checkpoint Sk happened, m1 would appear in m1.sender’s message
log as part of m1.sender’s checkpoint. Therefore, m1.sender can simply resend
m1 during recovery. Now for the second case, when m1 was sent after the
checkpoint. All the messages processed in the sequence Sk(pc); Sc(pc) before
process(m1) have their senders on some processor other than pc (by definition of
m1). During recovery, by Lemma 1 all these messages processed before m1 will
be resent and by Theorem 1 their meta-data will also be available. This means
that all these messages before m1 can be processed in the correct sequence by
their receivers. This is sufficient to assure that during recovery m1.sender will
pass through the same state that caused it to send m1 the first time. This
means that m1 would be sent again in this case as well.
Now, let us assume that at least the first i locals messages (m1 to mi) in the
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sequence Sk(pc); Sc(pc) have been re-generated during recovery. Moreover, by
Lemma 1 all messages with senders on processors other than pc can be resent
during recovery. Combining these facts with Theorem 1’s assertion that the
meta-data for all messages needed for recovery are present, we can conclude
that all the messages in the sequence Sk(pc) ; Sc(pc) before the i + 1
th local
message (mi+1) can be processed. This means that during recovery mi+1.sender
will process all those messages that it had processed before sending mi+1 prior
to the crash. Moreover, it will process all those messages in the same sequence
during recovery as it did before the crash. This means that mi+1.sender would
pass through the same state that caused it to send mi+1 the first time.
Thus, if at least the first i local messages have been regenerated the i+ 1th
local message will also be regenerated. Therefore, by mathematical induction
all local messages will be regenerated. This proves Lemma 2.
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 taken together prove Theorem 2. Theorem 1 and
Theorem 2 taken together prove that after a single processor failure, our message




The protocol discussed in Chapter 4 works for all single processor failure cases.
As long as all processors have checkpointed at least once between two processors
crashing, the application can recover from the crashes and continue execution.
However, in systems with multi-processor nodes all the processors in a node
would probably go down at the same time. Therefore, we study the reasons for
this restriction and extend the protocol to allow it to deal with most multiple
failures. However, the assumption that a processor and its buddy do not go
down at the same time is still maintained.
5.1 Challenges and Solutions
This section describes the exact challenges faced by the current message logging
protocol when trying to recover from multiple processor failures within a short
time. It also discusses how the current protocol can be modified to meet these
challenges. There are two major sources of problems:
• Missing message logs
• Missing message meta-data
We discuss the exact sources of these two challenges and their solutions in the
following subsections.
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5.1.1 Missing Message Logs
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate a problem faced by the simple message logging
protocol when two processors crash close to each other. Figure 5.1 shows the
initial state of our example. Object γ on processor H sends a message m to
object δ on processor I. According to the remote mode of the message logging
protocol, γ saves a log of m, including m’s meta-data in its message log. For
the sake of clarity, we skip the protocol messages in this figure. To simplify our
example we also assume that processor H is not a buddy of I and vice-versa.
Processor H takes a checkpoint after m has been sent. At the checkpoint object
γ’s state reflects the fact that it has already sent message m. However, processor
I checkpoints before m has been processed. This is shown in Figure 5.1 by the
fact that when processor I checkpoints object δ has TNProcessed = 184, while
the TN of message m is 187. Some time after the checkpoint, processor H
crashes.
In stage 2, shown in Figure 5.2(a) processor H starts recovery by fetching its
checkpoint from its buddy. Processor H recreates object γ from this checkpoint.
However, in our message logging protocol the logs of messages sent to objects on
other processors are not part of the checkpoint state of the sender. Therefore,
when object γ is recreated, its message logs do not contain a log of message
m. Moreover, according to its current state γ has already sent message m and
will not regenerate it. A little later, before processor I has had the chance to
checkpoint again, processor I crashes.
In stage 3 in Figure 5.2(b) processor I is now restarted using its previous
checkpoint. Object δ is recreated and starts its recovery. At this point, it
has a TNProcessed = 184. At some point during recovery, object δ will need












Figure 5.1: Object γ on processor H sends a message to δ on processor I. After
that processor H takes a checkpoint and then crashes. This is Stage 1 of the
problem of lost message logs which occurs when two processors crash within a
short time of each other. Figure 5.2 contains the remaining two stages.
object γ will not resend message m. Therefore, during recovery object δ is never
going to get message m from object γ. So the recovery of object δ on processor
I gets stuck.
The solution involves forcing object γ to resend message m. One way to do
this would be to roll processor H back to an even earlier checkpoint. This would
force object γ to re-execute and re-generate message m. However, this would fail
to meet one of the primary aims of our fault tolerance protocol that the crash
of one processor should not cause another to be rolled back. Moreover, it would
require each processor to store multiple checkpoints increasing the overhead of
our protocol. Therefore, rolling back processor H even further can not be a
solution to our problem.
We solve the problem by making the entire message log of object γ and its
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resend m
(a) Stage 2: Processor H is recovering. Processor I crashes
Processor H
Processor I



















(b) Stage 3: Processor I’s recovery gets stuck.
Figure 5.2: Illustrates the problem of lost message logs faced by the simple
message logging protocol when two processors crash within a short time of each
other
the message log that contained messages to other objects on the same processor
as γ during its checkpoint. Now, we save all entries in its message logs to
all objects whether on processor H or not. When object δ begins recovery,
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object γ resends all messages in its message log with TN higher than 184 (δ’s
TNProcessed at the checkpoint). Since message m has a TN of 187 it gets
resent and reprocessed by object δ. It should noted that we are not suggesting
that all message logs from the very beginning of the program are a part of γ’s
checkpoint state. Garbage collection still continues, with messages in message
logs being deleted whenever their receivers checkpoint.
5.1.2 Missing Message Meta-data
If two processors crash very close to each other, the meta-data of some messages
can be lost during recovery in our current message logging protocol. This means
that during recovery a message can get a TN different from what it got before
the crashes. We illustrate how this can happen with an example shown in
Figures 5.3 and 5.4. In Stage 1 of the example, shown in Figure 5.3, the first
thing to occur is the checkpoint of processors H and I. Objects γ and  save their
states as a part of processor H’s checkpoint. Object δ is a part of the checkpoint
of processor I. At the time of the checkpoint, the highest ticket handed out by
object δ is 187. After the checkpoint, objects  and γ send messages m and
n respectively to object δ. Object  sends message m as a result of receiving
message a from an object on some processor other than H or I. Similarly object
γ sends message n as a result of receiving message b from yet another processor.
It should be noted that there is no predefined ordering between when messages
a and b are processed. In this case as message a happens to arrive first, object 
processes it before object γ processes message b. As a result, object  sends its
ticket request for message m before object γ sends one for message n. Object
δ assigns message m a TN of 188 by incrementing TNCount. It gives message
n a TN of 189. When the tickets are received by objects  and γ, the tickets
are stored in the message logs and the messages are sent to object δ. Object δ
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processes the messages in the increasing order of TN: first m and then n. At























































Figure 5.3: Stage 1 of the problem of lost message data which occurs when
two processors crash within a short time of each other. Figure 5.4 contains the
remaining two stages
Stage 2 in Figure 5.4(a) has processor H starting its recovery. It fetches
its checkpoint from it buddy. It recreates objects  and γ and restarts their
execution. At this point objects  and γ do not contain the log of messages
m and n respectively. The logs are not part of their checkpoint state since
the messages were sent after the checkpoint as shown in Figure 5.3. Objects
on other processors resend messages to objects  and γ. Messages a and b are
also resent by their senders. Unlike the situation in Figure 5.3, during recovery
message b arrives before message a. However, before messages b or a can be
processed, processor I crashes.
Stage 3 in Figure 5.4(b) shows processor I recovering from the crash. It
gets its checkpoint from its buddy and recreates object δ. At this point, its











































































(b) Stage 3: Processor H and I both continue their recovery
Figure 5.4: Illustrates the problem of lost meta-data for regenerated messages
faced by the simple message logging protocol when two processors crash close
to each other
checkpoint (namely messages m and n). Moreover, the TNCount for object δ
is 187 at the start of recovery. Object δ sends out a request to resend messages
to it. However, messages m and n will not be resent because of this request
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since their logs were lost when processor H crashed and forced objects  and γ
to restart from their previous checkpoint. Instead, messages m and n will be
resent because objects  and γ re-process messages a and b respectively during
their own recovery. However, this time message b for γ arrives before message a
for . This happens because messages a and b are sent from different processors
to different objects on processor H. When message b is processed, object γ sends
out a ticket request for message n to δ, while object  processing a leads to a
ticket request for message m. When object δ receives the ticket request for
message n, it has no idea that it had ever allotted a TN to this message. So
object δ treats message n as a new message. It increments TNCount and gives
n a TN of 188. Similarly, object δ assigns message m a TN of 189. Object δ
then proceeds to process these messages in the increasing orders of their TNs.
As a result, object δ ends up processing message n before m. However, in Figure
5.3 δ had processed message m first and then n. This invalidates the primary
aim of the recovery protocol that an object should process the same messages
in the same sequence after a crash as before it.
This problem can be solved by borrowing an idea from the local mode of
operation of the message logging protocol. Figure 5.5 shows how the modified
version of the remote mode works. In this example object γ on processor H sends
message n to to object δ on processor I. The first step is the same as earlier,
object γ assigns a SN (24) to the message n and saves a log of n. However,
the sender object γ no longer sends out a ticket request to the receiver object
δ but sends the message itself along with the sender id, receiver id and SN
tuple. The receiver δ, on processor I, calculates a new TN (189 in this case)
and stores an entry for it in the TNTable. It then sends the meta-data of this
message n, consisting of the sender id, receiver id, SN and TN tuple to the
buddy of processor I, namely processor J. Processor J stores this meta-data
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in its MDTable and sends an acknowledgment for message n back to object
δ on processor I. Once object δ receivers this acknowledgment, it can process





























 processes n in
increasing order 
of  TN
Store n in 
MDTable
Figure 5.5: The modified version of the remote protocol designed to deal with
multiple failures
If processor I were to crash, object δ would be restarted from a previous
checkpoint stored on processor J. Processor J would also send the message
meta-data stored in MDTable along with the checkpoint. The meta-data for
different messages fetched from the MDTable would be stored as entries in
object δ’s TNTable. Object δ would then ask all objects to resend messages to
it. Object γ would re-send message n from its log. However, this message would
not contain a TN. Instead, object δ would look up the message n’s TN in its
TNTable. It is bound to find an entry in the TNTable as long as the message
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is an old one that was processed before the crash. Thus, we solve the problem
of missing meta-data in the face of multiple failures by making sure that the
meta-data of all messages processed by an object are stored on the buddy of
its processor. This reduces the restarted object’s dependency for meta-data of
processed messages on multiple objects on multiple processors. It must be noted
that we are saving just the meta-data of messages on the buddy and not the
messages. The messages would still be logged and resent from (in the case of
single failure) or regenerated by (in the case of simultaneous failure) the sender
objects.
We implement the improvements for tolerating multiple faults, but let the
user turn it off to avoid the overhead of checkpointing message logs, if he thinks
that the chances of simultaneous failures are low.
The only case in which our solution might fail occurs when processor I
crashes just after its buddy processor J has crashed and restarted. As processor
J no longer has processor I’s MDTable, the objects on I cannot successfully
recover. The probability of such a pair of unrecoverable crashes happening can
be reduced by having processor I checkpoint as soon as processor J restarts.
Once processor I has checkpointed, the objects on I do not need the meta-data
stored in the MDTable on processor J that were lost when J crashed. This
shortens the length of the time window during which a crash might cause an
unrecoverable error. This situation arises because unlike [13, 14] we do not use
an idealized stable storage.
5.2 Reliability Improvement Analysis
We present a calculation based on a simple model to prove that our protocol
increases the reliability of a system, in spite of not being foolproof. Let the
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number of processors be p. Let the failure rate of a single processor be λ. Let
λ be the same for all p processors. Let the run time of the application without
a fault tolerance protocol be R units. The probability of a particular processor
crashing during the runtime of the application can be approximated by λR.
The probability of a particular processor not failing through out the runtime
of an application is then 1 − λR. The probability of none of the processors
failing during the application’s execution is given by (1− λR)p. Therefore, the
probability that the application will fail = 1− (1− λR)p (1).
Now, we consider the case when the application uses our fault tolerance
protocol. Let the run time of the application in this case be R′ units, where
R′ > R, to account for the unavoidable performance cost of fault tolerance.
The probability of any particular processor crashing during the runtime of the
application is λR′. The application would now face an unrecoverable error only
if the buddy of the crashed processor crashes before taking a checkpoint. In
our protocol, processors are free to take their checkpoints at any point of time.
However, practical considerations such as growing message log size normally
place an upper bound on the time difference between two consecutive check-
points taken by a processor. This upper bound also determines the amount of
computation that has to be redone due to a crash. We shall see that it is also
a factor in the reliability of the system. In order to simplify the analysis, we
assume that the upper bound is t units of time for all processors.
It is also assumed that the probability of failure of a processor doesn’t change
after its buddy crashes. Choosing a buddy, such that the co-relation of failure
between a processor and its buddy is low, validates this assumption to a large
extent. Since each processor is assumed to take a checkpoint at least once ev-
ery t units, the probability of an unrecoverable error, given that a processor has
crashed, is λt. So the probability of a particular processor causing an unrecover-
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able fault is (λt)(λR′) = λ2tR′. A processor runs successfully with a probability
of 1 − λ2tR′. The probability of a successful run, with no processor suffering
an unrecoverable crash is given by (1−λ2tR′)p. Therefore the probability of an



























Figure 5.6: The probability of failure for runs without and with our fault tol-
erance protocol for different values of Mean time between failures(MTBF):
5,20,50 years. The probability of failure is plotted against the numbers of
processors. R (runtime without fault tolerance)=400. R′(runtime with fault
tolerance)=1200.t(time between checkpoints)=.5hours.
In order to bring out the huge difference between the expressions in (1) and
(2), we evaluate them for a range of plausible system parameters. Figure 5.6
shows the probability of failure for a particular runtime duration without(PNoFt)
and with (PFT ) our fault tolerance protocol. The probability of failure is cal-
culated for an execution time of 400 hours without fault tolerance and 1200
hours with fault tolerance. The same execution time is used for all numbers of
processors. We choose a 3 time increase in run-time as a worst case scenario
since our protocol increases short message latency to 3 times. We plot the prob-
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ability of failure for 3 different values of mean time between failure(MTBF) for
each processor: 5 years, 20 years and 50 years. For our fault tolerance protocol,
we assume a processor checkpoints at least once every half an hour, therefore
t = .5 hours. Figure 5.6 clearly demonstrates that our protocol drastically
reduces the probability of failure, even on large machines made up of unreli-
able components. Without any fault tolerance support, the chance of failure
rises sharply with increasing numbers of processors. It becomes impossible to
get successful runs with probability of failure reaching 1 when running on 1000
or more processors. Our protocol, on the other hand even with very unreliable
components (MTBF=5years) still manages to run 99% of the time even on mas-
sive machines with tens of thousands of processors. With moderately reliable




















Figure 5.7: Probability of failure of runs with our fault tolerance protocol, on
different numbers of processors, for different values of t(the maximum time
between two checkpoints). The execution time R′ is 1200 hours and the MTBF
for individual processors is 20 years.
Figure 5.7 shows the variation in the probability of failure of our fault tol-
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erance protocol with different periods of checkpointing. The higher the time
between checkpoints, the higher is the probability of an unrecoverable occur-
ring during a run. This makes sense intuitively since a higher time between
checkpoints, means that a crashed processor’s buddy has a longer time during
which if it fails, the application will suffer an unrecoverable error. So when a
processor crashes it is important for its buddy to checkpoint and try to reduce
the window of time during which a crash can lead to an unrecoverable error.
If one does not do that while using our protocol, then the checkpoint period
becomes a factor in the reliability of the protocol itself. This complicates the
traditional tradeoff in message logging protocols between checkpoint frequency
and the size of message logs.
5.3 Proof of Correctness
Theorem 3 There is enough information, including meta-data of messages and
checkpoints, to avoid orphans at the end of recovery from multiple simultaneous
processor failures as long as a processor and its buddy do not crash at the same
time.
We use the definition of Depend(m) from Chapter 4.4 as the set of all ob-
jects whose state was affected by the processing of message m. Just for the sake
of clarity we present the formal definition of Depend(m) again as:
o ∈ O
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
((o = m.reciver) ∧ processed(m))
∨
∃m′ : ((process(m)→ process(m′))
∧(o = m′.receiver) ∧ processed(m′))


The definition of Log(m), as the set of processors that contain informa-
tion that can prevent message m from becoming an orphan, is also reused.
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However, with the changes to the remote mode of the message logging pro-
tocol the value of Log(m) changes from that in Section 4.4. If m.receiver
and m.sender are on different processors, the meta-data of m is stored in the
MDTable of the buddy of P (m.receiver) instead of P (m.sender). Even af-
ter a checkpoint of P (m.receiver), when |m| gets garbage collected from the
MDTable on B(P (m.receiver)) the checkpoint of m.receiver itself is stored
on B(P (m.receiver)). So, Log(m) always includes B(P (m.receiver)) for the
remote mode of the protocol, the same as the local mode. As a result Log(m)
now has the same value for all messages m as long as processed(m) is true.
Therefore, the value of Log(m) can be formally written down as:
Log(m) = {P (m.receiver), B(P (m.receiver))}
Now, a set of processors C ⊂ P crash. It should be noted that our protocol
assumes that this does not include a processor and its buddy. Therefore, C is a
set of the following form:
C = {pc : pc ∈ P ∧B(pc) /∈ C}
An object o on some other processor will become an orphan if P (o) does not
crash but the state of o depends on a message m whose meta-data has been
lost. The meta-data of a message can be lost if Log(m) is a subset of C. We
express the condition for o to be an orphan formally as:
orphan(o) =
 P (o) ∈ P − C
∧∃m : ((o ∈ Depend(m)) ∧ (Log(m) ⊆ C))

Since, for every pc in C its buddy is not in C: Log(m) * C
Therefore, orphan(o) is never true for our system as long as a processor and its
buddy have not crashed together:
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orphan(o) =
 P (o) ∈ P − C
∧∃m : ((o ∈ Depend(m)) ∧ false)
 = false
Therefore, our protocol has enough information in message meta-datas and
checkpoints to avoid orphans at the end of recovery from multiple simultaneous
processor failures as long as a processor and its buddy have not failed at the
same time. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4 All messages, necessary to avoid orphans after recovery from a
multiple simultaneous processor failure, are available during recovery as long as
a processor and its buddy do not crash.
The case for the multiple failure case is different from that in Theorem 2
only for the messages sent between objects on the crashed processors. If objects
on the crashed processors had not sent any messages to each other, there would
be no difference between the two cases. The recovery on the different crashed
processors would simply proceed independent of each other. So, we concentrate
on messages exchanged between objects on the crashed processors. We will try
to prove that all such messages along with local messages between objects on
the same processor will be regenerated. The proof will turn out to be quite
similar to that of Lemma 2.
For every processor pc ∈ C, the state of pc at the checkpoint just before the
crash is given by Sk(pc) and its state just before the crash is given by Sc(pc).
For all pc ∈ C, consider the process events in the sequence Sk(pc); Sc(pc). Let
us interleave all these process events on the different crashed processors into one
sequence such that causality is never violated (if process(ma) → process(mb),
event process(ma) occurs before event process(mb) in the interleaved sequence).
We are sure that such a sequence exists because, it is possible to have an exe-
cution in which we place all objects on the crashed processors (the set given by
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⋃
pc∈C O(pc)) on one single processor such that all messages have the same meta-
data as before. This is possible because in a virtualized system, placement of
objects on processors does not impact the state of the object. Let us represent
one such interleaved sequence by Sk(C); Sc(C). Of course, any process event
m in this sequence such that P (m.sender) ∈ P −C, will be resent according to
our recovery protocol.
Consider the first process event in the sequence Sk(C) ; Sc(C), such that
the sender of the corresponding message exists on a crashed processor (call
this message m1). There are two possibilities: message m1 was sent before
or after m.sender checkpointed. If it is the former, m1 would be a part
of the checkpoint state of m1.sender. This is true, irrespective of whether
P (m1.sender) = P (m1.receier), since the modified version of the protocol saves
all entries in m1.sender’s message log as a part of its checkpoint state. Now
for the second case, in which m1 was sent after m1.sender checkpointed. All
the messages processed in the sequence Sk(C); Sc(C) before process(m1) have
their senders on some processor p ∈ P −C. This is true by the definition of m1.
Moreover, one such process event in the sequence Sk(C) ; Sc(C) earlier than
the event process(m1) is responsible for sending message m1. This is bound to
be true since the interleaved sequence does not violate causality. Since all mes-
sages with senders on processor other those in C will be resent and by Theorem
3 their meta-data will be available, all the messages in the sequence before m1
will be processed. This means that during recovery m1.sender is bound to pass
through the same state that caused it to send m1. Therefore m1 is bound to be
available during recovery.
Now, let us assume that at least the first i messages in the sequence Sk(C);
Sc(C) that have their senders on crashed processors have been re-generated
during recovery. Moreover, all the messages in the sequence with senders on
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processors other than the crashed ones will be resent. Theorem 3 also states that
the meta-data of all these messages will be available during recovery. Therefore,
at least all messages in the sequence Sk(C); Sc(C) before the (i+1)th message
(mi+1) with a sender on a crashed processor will have been processed. This
means that the object mi+1.sender will pass through the same state that led it
to sending mi+1 in the first place. Therefore, if at least the first i messages with
a sender on a crashed processor have been regenerated, the i + 1th will also be
regenerated. By mathematical induction, all messages with senders on crashed
processors will be regenerated. This along with the fact that all messages with
senders on uncrashed processors will be resent means that all messages necessary
for an orphan less recovery in the face of multiple simultaneous failures (but




We discuss the fast restart protocol in this chapter. The fast restart protocol
makes use of object based virtualization to distribute the work on the recovering
processor among other processors. This parallelizes the recovery of the crashed
processor, leading to faster recovery. This is expected to be particularly useful
for scientific applications which are tightly coupled. While a processor is recov-
ering in a tightly coupled application, other processors start waiting for data
from the recovering processor. Our fast restart protocol utilizes these waiting
processors to shorten the time wasted in waiting for the recovery to finish.
However, moving objects from one processor to another is a fraught process.
Figure 6.1(a) shows one of the problems faced while moving objects from one
processor to another. Object  is to be moved from the recovering processor
C to processor E. Processor C packs up the state of object  and sends it
in a message to processor E. Processor C deletes its copy of object  after
sending the message containing . Now if processor E were to crash before the
message got to processor E, neither processor C nor E would have a copy of
. Moreover, during processor E’s recovery  would not be created since its
buddy would not have object ’s checkpoint. One could think of solving this
problem, by having processor C not delete its copy of object  until processor E
acknowledges that it has received and created object  on itself. However, this
solution merely postpones the problem. Figure 6.1(b) shows the situation when
processor E crashes after it has sent an acknowledgement to processor C. As a
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result, processor C does not contain a copy of object  and moreover processor
E’s buddy does not contain a checkpoint of object . Thus object  will not be

























(b) Object  lost after migration from processor C to E
Figure 6.1: Examples of problems faced while trying to parallelize restart by
moving objects from one processor to another.
We developed a fast restart protocol that migrates objects from the recov-
ering processor to another, while making sure that if another processor were
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to crash, all lost objects would be recreated and only one copy of each object
would be created. Figure 6.2 shows the messages involved in the fast restart
protocol. Object  is to be moved from processor C to processor E. Processors
D and F are the buddys of processors C and E respectively. Processor C marks
object  as migrating to processor E. It also sends a message to this effect to
its buddy processor D. On receiving that message processor D marks object 
as migrating to processor R in ’s checkpoint stored on processor D. Processor
D then sends an acknowledgment message back to processor C. At this point,
processor C packs the state of object  into a message. The message containing
object  is sent to the destination processor E and its buddy processor F. Pro-
cessor C does not yet delete its copy of object . However, it does stop object
 from processing any further messages and buffers any messages for .
When processor E gets the message containing object , it stores the message
and sends acknowledgments to processors C and D. After processor F gets the
copy of object , it adds  to its copy of processor E’s checkpoint. After that
processor F sends acknowledgments to processor C, D and E. Once processor
C receives the acknowledgments from both processors E and F, it can delete
its copy of object . Processor D waits to get an acknowledgment each from
processor E and F and then marks object  as migrated in its checkpoint
of processor C. Processor E waits for the acknowledgment from processor F
before creating object  from the stored message. It then allows object  to
start processing messages. At this point object  has successfully migrated
from processor C to E. If processor E were to crash now, object  would be
re-created on processor E from its checkpoint on processor F.
We now briefly discuss how the fast restart protocol behaves if one of the
four involved processors crashes, before the fast restart protocol has finished.


























































Figure 6.2: Messaging when processor C sends object  to restart on processor
E
has received the acknowledgments from processors E and F, D asks if object 
and its checkpoint exist on E and F respectively. Processor E stops processing
messages for object  after being asked this question. If both processors E
and F answer in the positive, processor D does not recreate object  on C and
asks E to continue with the execution of messages for . If not, it recreates
object  on processor C and asks processors E and F to throw away object 
and its checkpoint respectively. The case in which processor E but not F has
received object  and processor E crashes can be resolved by continuing with
’s execution on processor C after confirming that processor F does not indeed
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have ’s copy. If processor E crashes after processor F has got the copy of object
, the object can simply be recreated on processor E from the copy on processor
F. In that case processor D does not recreate object  on processor C since it
finds that processor F has a copy.
Though the fast restart protocol is more complicated than the basic one,
the speed up in recovery gained by dividing the work among multiple proces-
sors more than makes up for the additional overhead. The small number of
short messages sent during fast restart is overshadowed by the large number
of messages being resent as a part of the restart. Fast restart can potentially
significantly shorten the recovery time for an application.
6.1 Analysis
We do a rough analysis of our fast restart protocol. We compare the completion
time of an application running the fast restart protocol with the same applica-
tion running a traditional checkpoint/restart protocol.
Let the mean time between failure for the system be m time units.
Let the system checkpoint every c time units (not including the checkpoint pe-
riod itself).
Let duration of a checkpoint be d.
Let the runtime of the application without any fault tolerance support be t0.




If there are n faults, the worst case runtime under the checkpoint scheme will
be
t′c = tc + n(c + kc) where kc is the constant overhead for restarting in the
checkpoint scheme.
On an average, we expect n =
t′c
m
faults during a run, so the execution run time
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t′c goes rapidly to infinity as m approaches c + kc. In other words as the
mean time between failure approaches the worst case recovery time per failure,
the application can make very little progress and spends most of the time just
recovering from faults. As a result the total execution time blows up.
For the message logging protocol, runtime without faults is
tml = r(t0 +
t0
c
d) where r is the ratio of increase in runtime due to the message
logging protocol.
If the number of objects per processor is v and kml the overhead of fast restart,
















+ kml. In the case of the message logging protocol too, execution
time increases sharply once the mean time between failure becomes close to the
recovery time. The difference between the two protocols lies in the fact that
the recovery time for the message logging protocol is lower than that of the
checkpoint protocol in most cases. As long as kml is not much larger than kc,
c
v
+ kml is smaller than c + kc and the message logging protocol can tolerate a
higher rate of failure than a checkpoint based protocol.
This shows that our fast recovery protocol can deal with higher rates of
failure than the checkpointing protocol. Moreover the performance of the fast
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m− (c+ kc) .
This gives us a condition that can be used to decide whether for a given





































Figure 6.3: Compares the worst case performance of the checkpointing proto-
col and our message logging protocol for different ratios of overhead (r) of the




). The x-axis plots the mean time between failures (m). The exe-
cution time for the message logging protocol with values of overhead 0%, 10%,
20%,50%,100% is shown.
Figure 6.3 is used to illustrate with an example exactly how the overhead
of our protocol and the mean time between failure on a machine can affect
the decision to choose between our fault tolerance protocol and a checkpointing
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against the mean time between failure. It does so for an application that is
assumed to checkpoint once every hour (c = 1 hour) for both protocols and has
16 objects per processor in the case of our fault tolerance protocol (v = 16).
Moreover, the constant overhead for restarting is assumed to be the same for
the checkpoint and message logging protocols and is assumed to be 3 minutes
(kc = kml = .05hours). This is actually a conservative assumption since the
checkpoint protocol has to restart all the processors and needs to fetch all
their checkpoints, whereas the message logging protocol needs to get only one
checkpoint. We plot the total execution time for the message logging protocol
for multiple values of overhead(r), namely 0%, 10%, 20%,50%,100%.
The first thing to note in Figure 6.3 is that the time for the checkpoint
increases sharply once the mean time between failures starts approaching the
time between checkpoints (1 hour). This does not happen for the calculated
time for the message logging protocols. The execution time remains reasonable
even when failures are more frequent than checkpoints. Their execution time
increases sharply only when the time between failure starts approaching their
recovery time (close to 7 minutes).
Next, we see that if our message logging protocol does not impose any over-
head (or a negligible one) on an application, then our message logging protocol
performs better than a checkpoint based one even when failures are rare. This
is borne out by the line for r = 1.0 which is always lower than that for t′c. For
higher overheads, our protocol continues to perform better than a checkpoint
based protocol for certain ranges of fault frequency. Exactly at which frequency
of faults, the checkpoint based method becomes better for an application de-
pends on the overhead of our protocol for that application. The higher the
overhead for an application, the lower the time between failures at which our
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protocol starts out performing the checkpoint based one. This point is the one
at which the line for t′ml for a given overhead (value of r) crosses the one for t
′
c.
From this analysis, we see that our fault tolerance protocol will out perform a
checkpoint based one in high fault frequency regimes. It can allow an applica-
tion to make progress when it becomes impossible for a checkpoint based one.
However, even if the fault frequency is low our fault tolerance protocol is better




We evaluate the performance of the recovery protocol in both the basic and fast
recovery modes. We also characterize the applications that are most suitable
for our message logging protocol. We investigate the different performance
penalties paid by various applications while using our protocol. Optimizations
to reduce these overheads are also presented and evaluated.
We tested different parts of our protocol on 4 different machines:
• The Architecture cluster is a cluster of 16 dual Opteron (Processor 244)
machines with 1 GB of memory, connected by Gigabit switched ether-
net. We used gcc 4.0.1 and gfortran as the C++ and fortran compilers
respectively.
• Uranium is a cluster of 20 dual processor 1 GHz Pentium III processors
with 1.5 GB of memory and swap each. The nodes are connected with
Gigabit switched ethernet and myrinet. We used gcc 3.3.5 as the C++
compiler.
• Abe is a cluster of 1200 nodes connected by Infiniband and Gigabit eth-
ernet. Each node consists of 2 quad-core 64 bit 2.33 Ghz Intel Clovertown
processors. We used the icc 10 suite of compilers for C and C++.
• Tungsten is a cluster of 1280 compute nodes connected by Gigabit eth-
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Table 7.1: Comparison of restart performances on 16 processors

















Launching the new process
Figure 7.1: Different phases of the Basic and Fast restart protocols. The ba-
sic protocol was run with 1 virtual processor per processor. The fast restart
protocol shows the times for 2,4,8 and 16 virtual processors per processor.
We use a 7-point stencil with 3D domain decomposition written in MPI to
evaluate the performance of the restart protocols. In each iteration a Charm++
object gets data from its neighbors on all 6 sides and performs some computa-
tion. We ran the stencil code with two versions of AMPI, one with (AMPI-FT)
and the other without (AMPI) the fault tolerance protocol. In the case of
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AMPI-FT we checkpointed every 30 seconds. Our aim with this application is
to evaluate the performance of the restart protocols. We simulate a fault on a
processor by sending SIGKILL to a process running on it. After a processor
crashes and restarts, the objects on the surviving processors wait for the ob-
jects on the restarted processor to catch up. The amount of time each object
waits shows up as an increase in the run time of the ongoing iteration. We use
the maximum increase in iteration runtime over all the surviving objects as a
measure of the restart time for both the basic and fast restart protocols.
Table 7.1 shows the time taken for basic and fast restart for different numbers
of virtual processors per processor. We ran the stencil code on 16 processors
and checkpointed every 30 seconds. For each run a fault was triggered about 27
seconds after a checkpoint. Higher numbers of virtual processors per processor
allowed the fast restart to distribute work among more processors and led to
significantly shorter restart times. Even having just two objects per processor
reduces the restart time significantly. Fast restart thus lets us restart much
faster than the time between the crash and the previous checkpoint.
Recovery Phase Basic Fast-2 Fast-4 Fast-8 Fast-16
Launch New Process 1.29 s 1.24 s 1.34 s 1.27 s 1.28 s
Retrieve Checkpoint 0.44 s 0.76 s 1.05 s 1.31 s 1.55 s
Recreate Objects 0.05 s 0.09 s 0.12 s 0.17 s 0.21 s
Distribute Objects NA 0.65 s 0.71 s 0.81 s 0.91 s
Re-execute 25.18 s 15.57 s 10.23 s 6.01 s 3.64 s
Table 7.2: The exact time spent in different phases of the restart protocol
for Figure 7.1. The basic restart protocol was run with 1 virtual processor
per processor. The fast restart protocol shows times for 2,4,8 and 16 virtual
processors per processor.
Figure 7.1 compares the time spent in different phases of the basic and
fast restart protocols. We measure the time taken to launch a new process,
retrieve its checkpoint, recreate the objects and distribute them among other
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processors. We subtract the total time taken during these four stages from the
overall restart time to obtain the time taken to re-execute the work lost due to
the crash. For the fast restart protocol, the re-execution time includes the time
taken to receive the recovering objects on other processors. Table 7.2 shows the
exact time spent in different parts of the restart protocols. The basic restart
case was run with 16 objects on 16 processors and the fast restart protocol was
run with numbers of objects per processor varying from 2 to 16.
The time to launch a new process is constant across the different runs.
The overhead for retrieving the checkpoint increases with increasing number of
objects because the checkpoint size grows with the number of objects. Some of
the increase in checkpoint size is caused by data structures that are constant
for every object such as the AMPI thread’s stack and protocol data structures.
Moreover, in a stencil application the amount of communication (in bytes not
just number of messages) increases as we decompose the same domain into more
pieces. Since the number of physical processors remains constant, this means
that the sum of the size of the message logs of all objects on a processor increases
with the number of objects. As message logs are a part of an object’s state in the
modified protocol, the checkpoint size increases with the number of objects on a
processor. Therefore, the time to retrieve the checkpoint rises as the number of
objects per processor increases. In fact, with 16 virtual processors per processor
it becomes a significant part of the total restart time, taking about 20.4% of
the total restart time.
The cost of recreating the objects is low and although the cost increases with
the number of objects, it remains a small part of the overall restart time even
when there are 16 virtual processors per processor. The overhead of redistribut-
ing the objects across different processors increases slowly with the number of
objects per processor. Larger numbers of objects per processor means that ob-
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jects are distributed among more processors and the fast restart protocol sends
out more messages. When there are 16 virtual processors per processor, the
cost to redistribute the objects forms about 12% of the total restart time.
However, the re-execution time decreases sharply with increasing number
of objects per processor as the work of the restarted processor gets distributed
among more processors. For the fast restart protocol with 16 virtual processors
per processor the time to re-execute is a fraction of the basic restart protocol.
In fact in this case, the overheads (first four rows in Table 7.2) associated with
the fast restart protocol add up to more than the re-execution time itself. Thus
the overall restart time starts to get limited by the increasing restart overheads.
However, the decrease in re-execution is still far more than the rise in restart
overheads due to higher numbers of objects. As a result, with larger numbers
of objects per processor the fast restart protocol can recover much faster than
the basic restart.
We also found that the forward path overhead (ie. overhead in absence of
faults) for the stencil application was around 10% for the 16 processor run (a
more detailed analysis of the forward path cost is presented in Section 7.2).
Thus, our protocol provides the stencil application with fast recovery without
imposing an unacceptably high performance cost.
We compared the recovery times of the basic and fast restart protocols for
varying time durations between a crash and its previous checkpoint. We ran the
3D stencil MPI application with 512 virtual processors on 32 processors of the
uranium cluster and triggered faults at varying times after a checkpoint. Figure
7.2 shows the recovery time while using the basic and fast restart protocols. As
the time between the crash and the previous checkpoint increases, the amount
of work that needs to be redone also increases. For the basic restart protocol,
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Figure 7.2: The Recovery time for the Basic and Fast restart protocols for
different time durations between the crash and the previous checkpoint.
time is more or less equal to the time between the crash and the previous
checkpoint. So, the line for the basic restart protocol has a slope more or less
equal to 1.
The fast restart protocol speeds up recovery by distributing the work of the
recovering processor among other processors. Its recovery time is a fraction of
the time between the crash and its previous checkpoint. So even when there is
more work to be done during recovery, its recovery time rises far less sharply
than that of the basic restart protocol. Therefore, the line for the fast restart
protocol is flatter in Figure 7.1. Moreover, as the time between a crash and
its previous checkpoint increases, the recovery time for the fast restart protocol
becomes a smaller fraction of that of the basic restart protocol. This happens
because the overheads of the fast restart protocol (identified earlier in this sub-
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section ) form a smaller fraction of the total recovery time as the time duration
between a crash and its previous checkpoint increases.
Thus, we see that the fast restart protocol speeds up recovery compared to
the basic restart protocol in different situations. The recovery process of the fast
restart protocol does have some extra overheads compared with the basic restart
protocol. However, the advantage derived by parallelizing the re-execution of
work during recovery far outweighs the extra costs of fast restart.
7.2 Application Studies
We want to characterize the applications that are most suitable to our message
logging protocol. We want to evaluate the overhead of our protocol for different
types of applications. We expect the increase in message latency to be the main
source of overhead. We found that, on our Opteron cluster, short message la-
tency for AMPI is 45 µs and that for AMPI-FT is 125 µs. This is exactly what
we expect with the short message round trip (twice message latency for AMPI),
needed to log the meta-data of a message, accounting for this difference. We
use the NAS parallel benchmarks to categorize the types of applications that
would suffer large or small performance penalties in the face of this increased
message latency. We run NPB3.1 with versions of AMPI with and without the
fault tolerance protocol. We show data for the class B of four representative
benchmarks : CG, MG, SP and LU. For a particular number of physical pro-
cessors, we run each benchmark with varying numbers of virtual processors and
report the best performance for AMPI. In the case of AMPI-FT we report the
performance for different numbers of virtual processors on a certain number of
physical processors. As we are trying to measure the overhead of the message
logging protocol, we do not take any checkpoints during the execution of the
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benchmarks.
Figure 7.3 shows the performance of the MG benchmark on a varying num-
ber of physical processors. Since performance is measured in terms of Mflops, a
higher bar represents better performance. For each physical processor we show
the performance of AMPI-FT with 1,2,4 and 8 virtual processors per proces-
sor. For a small number of processors the performance penalty of our protocol
is low when using 1 virtual processor per processor. On a small number of
processors, the application is mostly computation dominated and the increase
in communication time due to the increased message latency does not affect
overall performance that much.
However, on higher numbers of processors the increased message latency
starts to make its effects felt. AMPI-FT with just 1 VP per processor suffers
a severe performance penalty. Figure 7.3 show that this penalty can be mit-
igated by adding more virtual processors per processor. The performance of
MG on AMPI-FT improves sharply with higher degrees of virtualization. This
happens because having more virtual processors per processor enables adap-
tive overlap of communication and computation. While one virtual processor
is waiting for a message, another virtual processor on the same processor can
continue with its execution. This allows MG to effectively hide the increased
latency due to the message logging protocol. The number of virtual processors
needed per processor to achieve the best performance varies between 4 and 8
for MG class B on this range of processors. This represents a compromise point
between the divergent performance impacts of virtualization. Too few virtual
processors means that there is not enough adaptive overlap of communication
and computation. On the other hand, having too many virtual processors in-
creases the number and volume of communication for a particular application.
The best performance occurs where there is a good degree of adaptive overlap
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Figure 7.3: Performance of the MG class B benchmark. The AMPI FT values
are shown for different numbers of vp per processor.
but the benefits of adaptive overlap have not been wiped out by the increased
communication costs.
Figure 7.4 shows the performance of the SP benchmark on AMPI and AMPI-
FT. The SP benchmark is designed so that it can only run on a square number of
virtual processors. This meant that for a certain number of physical processors,
there were only a few possible values for total number of virtual processors
that were a square and yielded an integral number of virtual processors per
processor. So, we simply ran the SP benchmark with 1 virtual processor per
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Figure 7.4: Performance of the SP class B benchmark.
processor. In this case, we found that AMPI-FT had a low performance penalty
even without the benefit of virtualization.
The performance of the CG benchmark is shown in Figure 7.5. Increasing
the number of virtual processors per processor, improves the performance of
CG even on small numbers of processors. CG, as we shall see a little later,
is more communication intensive than MG. Therefore, even on small numbers
of processors, adaptive overlap of computation and communication helps per-
formance. The performance penalty of CG is low until 16 processors. On 32
processors, having 2 virtual processors per processor improves performance over
the 1 virtual processor per processor case only a little. With higher number of
virtual processors, the performance in fact deteriorates. This happens because
on 32 processors the amount of work per processor is low for CG and there
is not sufficient computation to overlap with the increased communication la-
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Figure 7.5: Performance of the CG class B benchmark. The AMPI FT values
are shown for different numbers of vp per processor.
tency. Moreover, increasing virtualization adds communication load of its own.
As a result, CG’s performance on AMPI-FT deteriorates with higher numbers
of processors. One thing to note about CG is that even on AMPI, without the
fault tolerance protocol, the performance of CG does not scale well beyond 16
processors.
Figure 7.6 shows that the LU benchmark performance. The performance
penalty is low for small numbers of processors with virtualization moderating
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Figure 7.6: Performance of the LU class B benchmark. The AMPI FT values
are shown for different numbers of vp per processor.
the overhead of the increases message latency. However, LU pays a significant
performance penalty while using AMPI-FT on larger numbers of processors.
Having more virtual processors per processor, decreases the penalty significantly
even on large numbers of processors. However, even after the improvement the
penalty for LU is high (33% on 32 processors).
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show that the performance penalty is low for the MG
and SP benchmarks respectively. The performance penalty for CG in Figure
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7.5 is moderate, whereas that for LU in Figure 7.6 is significant. MG’s good
performance is expected since it sends the least number of messages[25, 52]. For
the same class of problem and number of processors, MG sends about a quarter
the number of messages as any of the other benchmarks. Similarly LU’s bad
performance is expected as LU sends almost 5 times as many messages as any
of the other 4 benchmarks. The situation gets a bit confused when we consider
CG and SP’s performance. We know that for the same class and number of
processors SP actually sends a larger number of messages than CG [25]. The
different performance penalties imposed by AMPI-FT on each benchmark can
be explained if we consider the number of instructions executed per message sent
by each benchmark. We find that the MG and SP benchmarks execute about
the same number of instructions per message sent [20]. Both the benchmarks
execute about a couple of million instructions per message send on 16 or more
processors. On the other hand LU and CG execute a few (less than 6) hundreds
of thousands of instructions per message sent. This means that the increase in
message latency forms a smaller fraction of the computation time per message
for MG and SP than for LU and CG. So the overall performance penalty is
lower for MG and SP. SP has a higher performance penalty compared to MG
since SP sends more and larger messages than MG [20].
In Figures 7.7 and 7.8 we look at the CPU overheads associated with dif-
ferent parts of the message logging protocol for the MG and LU benchmarks
respectively.. Both benchmarks were run on 32 processors, MG with 128 vir-
tual processors and LU with 64. These were the best configuration for each
benchmark on 32 processors. The time spent by the CPU in different phases
of the protocol is expressed as a percentage of the runtime while using AMPI.
In addition to the protocol components, the time spent in computation as well































Figure 7.7: Break up of the execution time in the case of AMPI and AMPI-FT
relative to the total AMPI runtime for MG on 32 processors. We use the number
of virtual processors that was the best for both runs. The number of virtual
processors per processor for AMPI was 1, whereas it was 4 for AMPI-FT.
different components are averaged over all the processors.
Figure 7.7 shows that for MG the computation time, as expected, remains
unchanged while using our message logging protocol. The idle time actually
shows a decrease while using the message logging protocol. This happens be-
cause some of the computation related to the protocol gets overlapped with the
time spent waiting for communication. So, a processor which would have been
idle in AMPI utilizes a part of that time in AMPI-FT. The message send time
is marginally higher in the case of AMPI-FT since the protocol requires some
book keeping when a message is being sent as a result of receiving a ticket.
Sending ticket requests takes up about the same time (4% of AMPI runtime) as


































Figure 7.8: Break up of the execution time in the case of AMPI and AMPI-FT
relative to the total AMPI runtime for LU on 32 processors.We use the number
of virtual processors that was the best for both runs. The number of virtual
processors per processor for AMPI was 1, whereas it was 2 for AMPI-FT.
saging protocols consume only a small amount of CPU time. These small CPU
overheads of the different parts of the message logging protocol are the primary
source of overall increased execution time in the case of MG. The MG bench-
mark can hide the increase in message latency by overlapping the computation
of one virtual processor with the communication of another. However, the in-
creased CPU usage due to the message logging protocol can not be overlapped
completely with the idle time and ends up increasing the overall execution time.
The LU benchmark in Figure 7.8 presents a situation very different from
that of the MG benchmark. Although, the computation time remains the same
for AMPI and AMPI-FT, the idle time sees a substantial increase when the fault
tolerance protocol is being used. The increased message latency due to message
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logging means that objects have to wait longer for messages. LU manages to
overlap some amount of computation with this waiting time and thus partially
mitigate the penalty of increased latency. This is borne out by the fact that
in Figure 7.6 the performance of LU with AMPI-FT on 32 processors is much
better when there are two virtual processors per physical processor rather than
one. However, LU has such a fine granularity with low instructions per message
that there is just not enough work to overlap with the increased message latency.
Attempts to increase the amount of possible overlap between communication
and computation by increasing the number of virtual processors also fail beyond
a certain point because dividing the work into more pieces just increases the
number of messages and reduces the granularity further. The cost of these over-
heads outweigh any benefits of overlapping communication and computation.
Thus, in the case of the fine grained LU benchmark the performance penalty of
the fault tolerance protocol is mostly caused by the increase in idle time due to
higher message latency.
7.3 Protocol Overhead for Different
Application Granularity
We found in Section 7.2 that the performance penalty imposed by the message
logging protocol on an application depended on the number of instructions
executed per message. We use a synthetic benchmark to take a closer look at
the relationship between performance and the number of instructions executed
per message.
The synthetic benchmark is a very simple iterative MPI program. The
MPI processors are logically arranged in a ring. In every iteration, each MPI
process sends a short message each to its neighbors on the left and right. Each
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MPI process also receives a message from each of its neighbors on the left and
right. After that, every MPI process performs some calculations for a specified
amount of time. The amount of time spent in the calculation in each iteration
is a measure of the granularity of the application. Although, this measurement
of granularity is not the same as the number of instructions, the two are closely



















Figure 7.9: Iteration time against granularity for AMPI and AMPI-FT with 8
virtual processors on 8 physical processors
We tested the synthetic benchmark on the Tungsten cluster using the myrinet
interconnect. In the first experiment, we evaluated the synthetic benchmark
with 8 virtual processors on 8 physical processors for both AMPI and AMPI-
FT. We varied the granularity from 100 µs to 400 ms. Figure 7.9 shows the
iteration time for different values of granularity for both AMPI and AMPI-FT.
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We see that the performance penalty is insignificant when the granularity is
more than equal to 10 ms. For the lower values of granularity, the increased
message latency FT and the CPU overhead of the protocol impose a high per-
formance penalty. Since there is one virtual processor per physical processor
in this experiment there is no adaptive overlap between communication and
computation to hide the increased message latency.
Next, we tested our hypothesis that increasing the number of virtual proces-
sors per processor helps us reduce the performance penalty of our protocol. We
ran the synthetic benchmark with 32 virtual processors on 8 physical proces-
sors. We break up the same amount of work into more pieces. So, each virtual
processor now does a quarter of the work done in the previous experiment. The
amount of work per physical processor remains the same. Figure 7.10 shows the
iteration time for different granularities when there are four virtual processors
per processor. The performance penalty for high values of granularity is negligi-
ble as in the previous experiment. More importantly, the performance penalty
for the low granularity cases is lower when there are more virtual processors per
processor. The 1 ms granularity case sees the performance penalty decrease by
40% when we have 4 virtual processors per processor instead of 1. Increasing
the number of virtual processors improves the performance for the 100 µs case
as well. However, the improvement is small and even with 4 virtual processors
per processor the iteration time for AMPI-FT is nearly 2.5 times that of AMPI.
It seems to suggest that for very low granularities, increasing the number of vir-
tual processors introduces an additional source of overhead that nearly cancels
out the benefit of adaptive overlap of computation and communication. This
additional source of overhead is associated with the message logging protocol
since the performance of AMPI actually improves when the number of virtual



















Figure 7.10: Iteration time against granularity for AMPI and AMPI-FT with
32 virtual processors on 8 physical processors
One major difference between AMPI and AMPI-FT is that messages be-
tween virtual processors on the same physical processor result in messages to
an external processor in the case of AMPI-FT but not in the case of AMPI.
In AMPI-FT, the meta-data for a message between virtual processors on the
same processor needs to be saved on the buddy processor before the message
can be processed. This difference can lead to a much higher number of messages
being sent on the network for AMPI-FT than AMPI. We measured the num-
ber of messages being sent on the network in every iteration of the synthetic
benchmark for AMPI and AMPI-FT. The measurements were performed with
32 virtual processors on 8 processors in both cases. In the case of AMPI, each
physical processor sent 2 messages on the network per iteration. For AMPI-FT,




















Figure 7.11: Iteration time against granularity for AMPI, AMPI-FT and AMPI-
FT-combining with 32 virtual processors on 8 physical processors
iteration, 6 were meta-data being sent to the buddy to be saved and another 6
were acknowledgements of the receipt of these TNs. This meant that in the 100
µs granularity case, each processor was trying to send 180000 messages per sec-
ond for AMPI-FT instead of 20000 messages per second for AMPI. Moreover,
120000 of these messages per second were exchanged between a processor and
its buddy. We suspect that this deluge of messages stressed the network and
its performance degraded sharply.
We ran a pingpong program to test myrinet’s performance at high message
rates. We measured the round trip time between two processors at different mes-
sage rates. We found that the round trip time for a message increased sharply
when more than 60000 short messages were exchanged per second between two
processors. So, we concluded that the very large number of messages being
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exchanged by a processor and its buddy in the 100 µs case degrades AMPI-FTs
performance.
This leads us to try and reduce the number of messages being exchanged
by a processor and its buddy. We merged multiple meta-data being sent to a
buddy into one message. We also merged multiple acknowledgements being sent
by the buddy into one message. The number of meta-data being merged into
one message is configurable by the user. The user can also choose a timeout
period such that when the timeout expires, the processor stops waiting for more
meta-data and sends to the buddy the meta-data it has accumulated till then.
This does not affect the ability of the protocol to handle faults since the protocol
does not depend on how meta-data are delivered to the buddy or how long it
takes them to reach the buddy. As long as the buddy gets the meta-data, stores
it and sends an acknowledgment, the protocol’s ability to tolerate faults is not
affected.
Figure 7.11 shows the performance of AMPI-FT when message combining is
used. AMPI-FT with combining shows a significant performance improvement
over AMPI-FT for the 100 µs case. When there are 4 virtual processors per
processor, the performance penalty for AMPI-FT with combining is 53 % lower
than that for AMPI-FT. Message combining also decreases the performance
penalty for all the other values of granularity as well.
7.4 Optimizations and their Effects on
Application Performance
The previous section showed that the performance of fine grained programs with
our message logging protocol can be improved by temporarily buffering mes-
sage meta-data being sent to a buddy and combining the buffered meta-data
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into one message. We also used only one message to send the acknowledge-
ments for all the meta-data that arrived in one message. Moreover, when the
buddy relationship is symmetric, meta-data can be piggybacked on returning
acknowledgements and vice-versa.
7.4.1 Fine Grained Application
We now evaluate the effectiveness of this idea when dealing with a real fine
grained application. We run the very small BUTANE molecular system on
leanMD to evaluate the idea of combining multiple meta-data messages required
for the local protocol into one message. For this evaluation, we run the protocol
in the single simultaneous failure mode to clearly isolate the effect of the local
and remote modes of the protocol. There are two configurable parameters in
our scheme to buffer meta-data being sent to a buddy:
• The maximum number of local mode messages whose meta-data are com-
bined into one message to the buddy processor. We refer to this as the
number of buffered local messages (LB).
• The time-out duration after which buffered meta-data are sent to the
buddy even if the number of buffered messages is less than the allowed
maximum. We simply call this the time-out (T)
Buffering meta-data for local mode messages has multiple effects, some ben-
eficial and some harmful. The number of messages on the network can be
reduced by buffering meta-data. This improves network performance and re-
duces message latency. This in turn can reduce the amount of idle time during
which processors wait for messages. Moreover, buffering multiple meta-data
into one message reduces the per meta-data CPU cost on both the sending
and receiving processors. Combining multiple meta-data and acknowledgment
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messages helps amortize the fixed portion of the CPU overhead of sending a
message. Thus buffering multiple local message meta-data leads to a reduction
in the CPU overhead of the local mode of the protocol.
On the other hand, buffering meta-data for local messages delays the pro-
cessing of those messages, since a local message can not be processed until the
buddy processor acknowledges that it has saved the meta-data for that mes-
sage. This delayed processing can potentially boost the idle time by further
increasing message latency. This is particularly true when we use long time-out
durations with large buffer sizes. We end up waiting for long periods of time just
waiting for the buffer to fill up with meta-data being sent to the buddy. This
hurts performance and can cancel out potential benefits of combining meta-data
messages for the local mode of the protocol.
We try to evaluate what parameters for LB and T are most suitable for
leanMD simulating the the fine grained BUTANE molecular system on 16 pro-
cessors of Abe. On 16 processors, each processor sends about 6600 messages
per second when leanMD simulates BUTANE without using the fault tolerance
protocol. We use only 16 processors for this example since BUTANE is too fine
grained a problem to scale beyond that. We show the results on a bigger molec-
ular system on a larger number of processors later. The average iteration time
for BUTANE without fault tolerance is .055 s on 16 processors. The average it-
eration time with fault tolerance but no buffering on 16 processors is .164 s. So,
the performance penalty of the fault tolerance protocol without any buffering
is extremely high (about 200%). It increases execution time to 3 times, close to
the worst case scenario discussed in Section 5.2. We now evaluate the efficacy
of buffering meta-data for the local mode of the message protocol. Figure 7.12
















































(b) Iteration time for time-outs equal to 16ms,32ms,64ms
Figure 7.12: The average iteration time for the BUTANE molecular system in
leanMD on 16 processors. We vary the number of message meta-data buffered
as well as the time-out for the buffer.
Figure 7.12(a) shows the performance for lower values of time out durations.
We are limited to using a time-out duration of 1ms as the smallest time-out
by the resolution of the timer in the Charm++ run-time system. We find
in Figure 7.12(a) that T=1 ms does not improve performance much for any
value of LB. A time-out of 1 ms is not sufficiently long enough to buffer a large
number of messages. The cases for T = 2 ms and T = 4 ms show better
performance. However, the best iteration time is obtained when T = 8 ms
and LB = 8. At this point, the gap between the benefits of buffering meta-
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data and their drawbacks is the largest. Higher values of LB do not improve
performance since they force the time-out to occur thereby wasting time and
increasing idle time. Figure 7.12(b) shows the performance for higher values of
time out durations. They show some performance improvement for low sizes of
local buffer. However, with large sizes of buffer their performance deteriorates
as time-outs become frequent leading to an increase in idle time.
Buffer Time out Total Protocol time Total
size Duration Local mode / local message Idle
(ms) time(ms) (µs) Time(s)
Unbuffered NA 36.330 28.84 3.041
8 8 11.607 9.21 2.914
16 2 16.857 13.38 2.936
128 64 5.637 4.48 3.176
Table 7.3: Compares the total time and per message time spent in the local
mode of the message logging protocol for different local message buffer sizes and
time out durations. These times pertain to a 30 iteration run. The idle time
for the different values are also shown.
Table 7.3 can be used to understand how buffering meta-data for local mes-
sages affects performance of leanMD simulating BUTANE on 16 processors. We
look at the total time spent in the local mode of the protocol, the per local mes-
sage time spent in the local mode of the protocol as well as the total idle time for
a run lasting 30 iterations. We instrumented our message logging protocol code
to obtain this detailed breakup. We used only 30 iterations to limit the amount
of performance data generated while still getting a representative picture of the
application’s performance. We looked at the breakup for 4 runs: unbuffered, the
best with LB = 8 T = 8 ms, another well performing one LB = 16 T = 2 ms
and the worst of the buffered runs LB = 128 T = 64 ms. All the buffered runs
spend, in the local mode of the protocol, only a fraction of the time spent by the
unbuffered run. The per local message time is also much lower for these runs.
The run with the lowest values is the worst performing one with the largest
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buffer and longest time. This apparent anomaly can be explained by looking at
the total idle time for each run. The 4th entry, ie the worst buffered run, has a
significantly higher idle time than the other buffered runs. This increase in idle
time for the worst buffered run is much higher than its savings in the local mode
of the protocol. This is in line with what we discussed earlier in this section.
The best times are obtained by runs which reduced not only the local time but
also the idle time. These runs managed to do so by distributing the fixed cost
of sending a message among multiple meta-data and acknowledgments without
wasting too much time waiting for new local message meta-data.
Although, buffering meta-data of local messages improves performance, the
improvement is marginal. It decreases average iteration time from .164 s to
.0.154 s, compared to a time of .055 s without fault tolerance. Therefore, we
need to look into where the extra time is being spent. Figure 7.13 shows the
amount of time spent in different phases of the protocol for different values of
LB and T . We use the same runs and in the same sequence as Table 7.3.
The most obvious thing about Figure 7.13 is that the time spent in the local
mode of the message protocol is a very small portion of the total time spent in
the message protocol. The time spent in the local mode of the protocol does
indeed decrease for the buffered cases. However, any improvements are dwarfed
by the time spent in the remote mode of the protocol. This explains why even
the best runs with local meta-data buffering show only a slight improvement in
performance.
It is imperative to reduce the time consumed by the remote mode of the pro-
tocol if we want to improve the overall performance of the application with the
fault tolerance protocol. The remote mode of the protocol sends short messages
to request tickets and send tickets back to the requesters. The BUTANE bench-
mark on 16 processors has every processor sending about 4100 ticket requests
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Figure 7.13: The total time spent in different parts of the message logging
protocol for different values of local buffer size and time out duration. LB
refers to buffer size for local messages, T refers to the time out duration.
per second. on average. Each processor needs to reply to a similar number of
ticket requests and send tickets in reply. Thus, BUTANE on leanMD creates a
flood of small messages in the remote mode of the protocol as well. We extend
the same idea of combining multiple small messages going to the same processor
into one message to reduce the overhead of the remote mode of the protocol. A
major difference between message combining for the local and remote modes is
that in the case of remote mode a processor sends small protocol messages to
multiple processors and not just the single buddy processor.
We buffer the protocol messages for the remote mode being sent to different
processors. Messages to each processor are buffered separately. Moreover, these
buffers are created for a processor only when there are protocol messages being
actually sent to that processor. The maximum number of protocol messages
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being combined into one message is configurable and the parameter is called the
remote buffer size (RB). We re-use the time-out duration parameter from the
local meta-data buffering scheme. There is a separate timer for every destination
processor. When a timer for a particular destination processor runs out, all
the buffered protocol messages destined for that processor are sent. Buffered



















































(b) Iteration time for time-outs equal to 16ms,32ms,64ms
Figure 7.14: The average iteration time for the BUTANE molecular system on
16 processors with at most 4 remote protocol messages being combined into one
protocol message. We vary the number of local messages being buffered as well
as the time-out.
We evaluate the performance benefit of buffering remote mode protocol mes-
sages. Figure 7.14 shows the performance of leanMD simulating the BUTANE
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molecular system on 16 processors when RB = 4. With at most 4 protocol
messages between two processors being combined into one message, we vary
the number of local meta-data being combined into one message as well as the
time-out duration. We see that buffering remote protocol messages provides a
substantial improvement in performance. It reduces the average iteration time
from .154 s with local meta-data buffering to .0.0894 s with RB = 4 LB = 4
and T = 32 ms. This sharp decrease in average iteration time holds for most
values of LB and T tested in Figure 7.14. If we look at the case where LB = 1,
ie no local meta-data are being buffered, we still see a substantial performance
improvement. For high values of T we get average iteration times slightly less
than .1 s. This confirms that the performance improvement in Figure 7.14 is
mostly due to remote mode protocol message buffering. Moreover, it should
be noted that, without local buffering, increasing the value of T reduces the
average iteration time till T = 32 ms. This means that for the BUTANE sys-
tem, the improvement in performance obtained by reducing the remote mode
protocol time through higher time-out outweighs the increase in idle time.
Varying the LB and T produces improvements of the same order as in
Figure 7.12. Moreover, for most values of T , average iteration time decreases
with increasing LB, till the range of 4 to 16 before starting to increase slowly for
larger values of LB. The performance of the T = 64 case deteriorates sharply
when the number of buffered local message is increased to 16 and beyond. We
investigate this in greater detail later. However, we can safely guess that the
very high time-out duration and high local buffer size combine to increase the
idle time as processors wait for meta-data messages to be acknowledged. For
lower values of time-out, the cost of waiting for more buffered messages is low.
When the buffer size is lower, the processor does not have to wait as long for






















































(b) Iteration time for time-outs equal to 16ms,32ms,64ms
Figure 7.15: The average iteration time for the BUTANE molecular system on
16 processors with at most 8 remote protocol messages being combined into one
protocol message. We vary the number of local messages being buffered as well
as the time-out.
Figure 7.15 shows the performance of leanMD simulating BUTANE when
RB = 8. We found the greatest performance improvement with remote protocol
message buffering in this case. The average iteration time is lowest, 0.0784 s,
when LB = 8 and T = 8 ms. The performance curve is similar for all values of
T less than 16 ms. In all these cases, even without any local message buffering
(LB = 1) there is a significant improvement in performance over the case with-
out any remote protocol message buffering. The performance improves as LB
is increased till a value between 4 and 16. In this range, more buffering reduces
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total time spent in the remote mode protocol without increasing the idle time
too much. After that, the time wasted by waiting for more and more messages
increases the idle time and wipes out the benefits of buffering.
It is interesting to note that the difference in average iteration time between
different values of T for the same value of LB is more or less constant across all
values of LB. It is particularly true for T between 1 ms and 16 ms. This differ-
ence can be attributed to the difference in performance improvement achieved
by buffering remote protocol messages for varying time-out durations. Increas-
ing T increases the efficacy of the remote buffering until T = 8 ms. After that
the increase in idle time caused by longer waits starts to cancel out benefits
of buffering. The T = 64 ms case is a stark example, where a lot of time is
wasted while waiting for time-outs so that remote protocol messages and local
meta-data can be sent.
Figure 7.16 shows the performance achieved when RB = 16. For, small
values of T it shows performance similar but a little worse than the RB = 8 case.
Its performance for these moderate values of T is better than the RB = 4 case.
It shows a pattern similar to the previous cases, with increasing LB improving
performance initially before it starts to negatively affect performance. However,
the situation is very different for higher values of T . Higher values of T mean
that when there are not enough messages to fill up the buffer, we end up waiting
for longer before sending those messages. Since with RB = 16, we wait for more
messages than the RB = 4 or RB = 8 cases, we also end up waiting longer. For
low values of T the benefit of combining more messages is close to the possible
cost of increased idle time. However, when T is high the increase in idle time
is far higher than any reduction in protocol time.
Figure 7.17 helps us evaluate the effectiveness of buffering just the protocol
























































(b) Iteration time for time-outs equal to 16ms,32ms,64ms
Figure 7.16: The average iteration time for the BUTANE molecular system on
16 processors with at most 16 remote protocol messages being combined into
one protocol message. We vary the number of local messages being buffered as
well as the time-out.
against RB for different values of time-out (T ). Buffering of meta-data of local
mode messages is turned off at this point. We see that buffering remote protocol
messages improves performance significantly for all time-out durations. For
short time-out durations, performance keeps improving till RB = 8 and then
starts to level off. The reduced idle time and CPU protocol overhead produced
by buffering overshadows any increased latency to reduce the average iteration
time. In fact the best time with local buffering turned off, 0.088 s, is obtained
























































(b) Iteration time for time-outs equal to 16ms,32ms,64ms
Figure 7.17: The average iteration time for the BUTANE molecular system on
16 processors with varying values of RB and time-out(T ). There is no local
buffering (LB = 1).
help since there are not enough remote protocol messages and the time-out
gets triggered repeatedly. As a result, the number of remote protocol messages
combined into one network message does not increase. So, no further benefit
accrues from increasing the buffer size. In fact for large time-out durations, the
increased latency due to messages being buffered for longer starts to overpower
the advantages of buffering. For T = 64 ms, the average iteration time starts
rising beyond RB = 4. Thus, we see that buffering protocol messages for the
remote mode just by itself helps performance greatly, particularly for certain
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ranges of RB and T .
Figure 7.18 looks at the amount of time spent in different parts of the mes-
sage logging protocol as well as the idle time for various values of RB, LB
and T . The times shown are for 30 iterations of BUTANE on 16 processors.
We show data for 5 cases: the unbuffered case, the best performing one with
RB = 8 LB = 8 T = 8 ms, another well performing one with RB = 8 LB = 4
T = 8ms, a worse performing one with RB = 4 LB = 16 T = 64ms and one
of the worst with RB = 16 LB = 128 T = 64ms.





















Figure 7.18: The total idle time as well as the total time spent in different parts
of the message logging protocol for different values of remote buffer size, local
buffer size and time out duration.
All the runs with buffering show a substantial decrease in the time spent in
portions of the message logging protocol when compared to the unbuffered run.
The decrease in the time taken for sending ticket requests to remote objects and
the local mode of the protocol are particularly sharp (almost a factor of 10). The
time taken to send tickets decreases less sharply but still by a factor of about
3. This is so because the CPU time needed to send a short message is a bigger
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fraction of sending a ticket request than of sending a ticket. Generating a ticket
consumes more CPU-time than generating a SN. So, amortizing the cost of a
short message send by combining multiple protocol messages into one message
is even more effective when sending a ticket request than while sending a ticket.
The cost of sending messages decreases too but only by about 25%. We do not
combine the actual data messages being sent by the user code since that would
lead to an unfair comparison with the non fault tolerant version. Still there
is an improvement because now multiple messages are sent out as the result
of processing a single message containing multiple tickets from objects on a
particular processor. This divides the fixed cost of processing a message among
multiple messages sends. This is responsible for the observed improvement.
These improvements are seen for all the buffered runs, even those with high
average iteration times.
The biggest difference between the best performing runs and the bad ones
is the idle time. For the 2nd and 3rd runs in Figure 7.18, the idle time is
less than half that of the unbuffered run. Buffering remote protocol messages
and local meta-data not only reduces the protocol overhead but also decreases
the time wasted waiting for messages. This shows up in the halved idle time.
However, for the last two runs, their high time-out durations mean that if there
are not sufficient messages to fill up a particular buffer, those messages get
delayed substantially before they are sent. This means that any object waiting
to process those messages is also held up. This increased latency ends up
keeping processors idle for longer durations. As a result, the idle time increases
wiping out most of the benefits accrued by reducing the CPU time consumed
by different parts of the protocol. The increase in idle time is sharp enough for
the last run that it actually takes longer to run than the unbuffered run.
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We used buffering for both remote protocol messages and local meta-data
to improve performance of leanMD simulating BUTANE on 16 processors. The
best performance of .0784 s was obtained with RB = 8,LB = 8 and T = 8 ms.
This is a marked improvement over the unbuffered time of .164 s. Although the
improved performance still represents a 42% overhead over the average iteration
time of .055 s, obtained when not using the fault tolerance protocol, it must
be remembered that the BUTANE molecular system represents a worst case
scenario for our message logging protocol.
7.4.2 Coarse Grained Application
We next evaluated the performance penalty of our fault tolerance protocol
on a more coarse grained application running on a much larger number of
processors. We used leanMD to simulate a different molecular system called
HCA GRP SHAKE . This molecular system is considerably more coarse grained
than BUTANE. Therefore we were able to run it on 256 processors on Abe. Each
processor sends only about 700 messages per second when leanMD simulates
HCA GRP SHAKE on 256 processors. leanMD takes on average .112 s to per-
form one iteration of its simulation of HCA GRP SHAKE on 256 processors
without the fault tolerance protocol.
When run with the fault tolerance protocol without any buffering, the aver-
age iteration time increases to .131 s. This represents a performance penalty of
only about 17%. Thus the performance penalty for HCA GRP SHAKE with-
out any optimizations is much lower than the close to 200% penalty faced by
BUTANE without optimizations. So, as discussed in Section 7.2, applications
with coarser granularities suffer far lower penalties. However, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.19, buffering remote protocol messages and local message meta-data sent


















































Figure 7.19: The average iteration time for the HCA GRP SHAKE molecular
system on 256 processors. We vary the number of local messages being buffered,
the number of remote messages being buffered as well as the time-out.
Figure 7.19 shows the average iteration time for different values of LB, for
certain values of RB and T . It plots the performance for the subset of collected
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data point that showed the best performance. The point at which LB = 1 on
the line for RB = 1 T = 1 ms represents the unbuffered case. When LB = 1,
we find that increasing RB helps improve performance a lot. We get the best
performance without local buffering when RB = 8 and T = 2 ms. The average
iteration time at LB = 1 RB = 8 T = 2 ms is .124 s, which represents a 10%
penalty over a run without fault tolerance. Thus, remote buffering just by itself
helps reduce the performance penalty significantly.
Increasing LB improves performance a bit for some values of RB and T ,
particularly for RB = 4 T = 1 ms, RB = 4 T = 2 ms cases. leanMD simulating
the HCA GRP SHAKE molecular system running on 256 processors has fewer
local messages. Therefore buffering local messages does not yield as much ben-
efit as for the BUTANE example. Still, it helps reduce the performance penalty
in some cases. Overall, the best performance is observed when LB = 64 RB = 8
T = 1 ms, with an average iteration time of 0.122 s. This represents a 9% per-
formance penalty for simulating the HCA GRP SHAKE molecular system on
256 processors. We think that this is an acceptable level of performance penalty
for our fault tolerance protocol.
Figure 7.20 shows the total idle time and the total time spent in different
parts of the protocol when leanMD simulated the HCA GRP SHAKE molecular
system for 10 timesteps on 256 processors. We show data for 5 cases: 1) no
remote protocol message or local meta-data buffering 2) the best performing
example with local buffering but no remote buffering LB = 32 RB = 1 T = 1ms
3) the best performing example with remote buffering but no local buffering
LB = 1 RB = 8 T = 2ms 4) the overall best performing example with LB = 64
RB = 8 T = 1ms 5) the worst data-set that we measured LB = 128 RB = 64
T = 2ms.
When we compare the second bar in Figure 7.20 with the first one, we find
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Figure 7.20: The total idle time as well as the time spent in different parts of
the message logging protocol for different values of LB, RB and T during 10
timesteps of HCA GRP SHAKE
that for the HCA GRP SHAKE example local buffering makes a very small
impact. This is in line with our observations in Figure 7.19. Although the time
spent in the local mode of the protocol decreases, it is so small to begin with that
the difference in the overall execution time is very small. Local buffering does
not change the idle time much. The contrasting effects of increased idle time
due to higher latency and lower idle time due to lower CPU protocol overhead
cancel out.
Comparing the third bar in Figure 7.20 with the first one shows that buffer-
ing remote protocol messages reduces the time spent in the remote mode of the
protocol significantly. The CPU overhead of sending and receiving messages on
the network is amortized over multiple protocol messages by combining proto-
col messages into one message on the network. Particularly, the total time to
send ticket requests goes down sharply. The time to send tickets and messages
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also decreases. The total idle time decreases marginally due to the reduced
CPU protocol overhead. However, most of the reduction in execution time is
due to the reduced remote protocol overhead. The fourth bar, which represents
the run with the overall best performance shows a performance similar to but
slightly better than the third bar.
The last bar represents the worst performing run among the large set of
runs we made. It also shows a reduction in protocol time for the remote mode.
However, this benefit is completely wiped out by the increase in idle time.
The high value of RB which leads to frequent time-outs increases the message
latency. This causes the observed increase in idle time.
Thus we see that for a high granularity application with few local messages,
buffering protocol messages in the remote mode of the protocol improves per-
formance. This improvement in performance is caused by a decrease in CPU
protocol overhead and not the decrease in idle time as in the case of a fine
granularity application. There are multiple possible reasons for this. Firstly,
as seen in Section 7.2 the idle time of a coarse grained application is relatively
unaffected by our message logging protocol. As long as there are enough objects
per processor, adaptive overlap of computation and communication helps hide
the increased latency due to the message logging protocol. In a coarse grained
application, unlike a fine grained application, there is enough computation to
hide almost the entire increase in latency. Therefore, the scope for reducing
idle time by buffering protocol messages is small. Secondly, in a coarse grained
application the network is not as stressed by extra protocol messages as in a
fine grained application. Therefore combining multiple protocol messages into
a single message on the network does not provide as big a boost to network
performance by relieving congestion. So in a coarse grained application com-
bining messages does not reduce idle time as much. However, buffering does
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help reduce the protocol overheads even for coarse grained applications and thus
improve the overall execution time.
Therefore, we found that buffering protocol messages is an effective optimiza-
tion technique to improve the performance of our message logging protocol. It
improves performance for both fine and coarse grained applications. However,
the improvement is more dramatic for fine grained application since there is
more scope for improvement in such applications. These performance optimiza-
tions help reduce the cost of our fault tolerance protocol without affecting its
ability to tolerate faults.
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Chapter 8
Load Balancing With Message
Logging
This chapter first shows why we need to be able to perform load balancing
to take full advantage of the fast restart protocol. The Charm++ run time
system already has elaborate support for load balancing. In later sections of
this chapter we shall see how the current load balancing system works and the
challenges in combining it with a message logging based fault tolerance protocol.
We shall then describe our solutions to those challenges.
8.1 Need for Load Balancing Along With Fast
Restart
We shall now see how our fast restart protocol might lead to a load imbalance
after the recovery of a crashed processor is complete. Let us consider as an
example, the stencil application used in Chapter 7.1. We look at the case when
there are 64 objects running on 16 processors. The amount of work on each
object is about the same. The application is tightly coupled such that if an
object stops making progress, then other objects stop within a short time as
well.
The application is initially load balanced, that is there are 4 objects on each
processor. When a processor, say P, crashes, the 4 objects on P are recreated















Figure 8.1: Iteration times for the 7-point stencil before and after a restart for
both the basic and fast restart protocols
P and sends one object each to three other processors (let Q be one of these).
The 4 objects originally on Q are waiting for the recreated objects to catch up
with them. Until the recreated objects catch up with the rest of the application,
the recreated object on Q has the entire processor to itself. However, once the
recreated objects catch up and the application starts making progress, a new
problem shows up. Now there are some processors with 5 objects, some with 4
and one (processor P) with just one object. This load imbalance increases the
computation time for each iteration. Figure 8.1 shows the iteration time for the
7 point stencil program used in Section 7.1 before and after a restart for both
the basic and fast restart protocols. The spike around iteration 100 denotes a
processor crashing and recovering. It can be seen that in the case of the basic
restart protocol, iteration times before and after the crash are more or less the
same. However, for the fast restart protocol the iteration time after the crash
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and recovery is distinctly higher than the iteration time before the crash.
Time (s)













Figure 8.2: Progress of the 7 point 3D stencil application with both the basic
and fast restart protocols. It shows that though the fast restart protocol shows
faster recovery, it makes slower progress after the recovery.
Although fast restart improves recovery performance, it has a deleterious ef-
fect on the performance of an application after the recovery is complete. Figure
8.2 shows the effect of the performance penalty imposed by the fast restart pro-
tocol. For the same run as above, Figure 8.2 plots the iteration number against
the cumulative time taken by the application to get to the end of that iteration.
So, this graph shows the progress an application makes, with a steeper slope
representing faster progress. We can see that until about the 100th iteration
both the fast and basic restart algorithms progress at the same rate. There is a
crash around the 100th iteration. At that time, the application stops computing
further iterations and is busy recovering from the fault. This shows up as a flat
horizontal section in the progress curve. This flat section is much longer for the
basic protocol than the fast one. So, immediately after the recovery phase the
fast restart progress curve is above the basic restart one. This shows that the
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application started making progress sooner while using the fast recovery pro-
tocol. However, the basic restart progress line has a steeper slope, essentially
the same slope as before the crash, and around the 220 iteration mark crosses
the fast restart line. Thus the load imbalance caused by the fast restart proto-
col migrating objects during recovery can destroy the benefits of swift recovery
from a crash.
8.2 Existing Load Balancing
The Charm++ load balancing framework is a very flexible framework that is
used to implement a wide variety of measurement based dynamic load balanc-
ing strategies [9, 17, 53, 36]. The framework measures the computation and
communication load of the different Charm++ objects and then utilizes this
data to redistribute objects among processors to obtain a better load balance.
The different strategies can broadly be divided into two categories: centralized
and distributed. Centralized strategies are ones in which the load data of all
objects in an application are collected on one processor and a new mapping
of objects to processors is calculated. In distributed load balancers, processors
communicate the load data of their objects with only a subset of processors and
objects are exchanged among these subset of processors. Hybrid load balancers
mix the characteristics of centralized and distributed load balancers by trying to
take a global decision without having all processors send their load data to one
processors. However, till date most applications in the Charm++ system have
used centralized load balancers to scale to large numbers of processors. We con-
centrate primarily on centralized load balancers in this thesis since they are the
common case. But the methods we develop are also applicable to hierarchical
load balancers such as those development in Zheng’s thesis [53].
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Figure 8.3 shows exactly how the different elements involved in load bal-
ancing interact within a processor. The load balancing framework is closely
integrated with the Charm++ runtime system and instruments all the mes-
sages processed and sent by all the objects on a processor. This load data
for each object is stored in the LBManager(Load Balancer Manager) object on
each processor. Whenever object α on processor A processes a message, the
time taken to process that message is logged in the LBManager on processor A.
Moreover, any messages sent out by object α as a result of processing a message
are also logged, with the LBManager storing the size and destination of each
message sent. As a result, the LBManager not only has an exact idea of the
computation time utilized by each object but also the number of messages as
well as the total size of messages sent to other objects. The user can however
choose to not log communication data for a certain application.
The Charm++ load balancing framework lets the application decide when
exactly it wants to perform a load balancing step. All the objects in the appli-
cation agree to do a load balancing step and as shown in Figure 8.3 signal their
readiness by calling the AtSync method. On processor A these AtSync method
calls get communicated to the CentralLB object (Centralized Load Balancer)
on processor A. Once all the objects on processor A have called their AtSync
methods, CentralLB asks the LBManager for the load data for all the objects
on processor A. In the example shown in Figure 8.3, it is assumed that the user
has chosen not to collect communication data. As a result, LBManager sends
just the computation load for the different objects to CentralLB. The unit of
computation load is normally cycles or seconds depending on the user choice. In
the example objects α, β, χ have loads of 4, 2 and 3 seconds respectively. The
CentralLB object collects this load data into a Statistics Message and sends it
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Figure 8.3: The interactions between Charm++ objects, LBManager and Cen-
































































Figure 8.4: Messages exchanged during load balancing among processors
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A processor is designated as the central processor for each load balancing
step of centralized load balancers. The central processor can be changed from
step to step. For the step shown in Figure 8.4, processor A is the central
processor. Each processor sends its statistics message to the central processor.
In the example, processors B and C send the statistics messages containing the
computational load of their objects to processor A. Processor A collects all the
data from the received statistics messages into one global load data structure.
Once processor A has received statistics messages from all processors, in-
cluding itself, it invokes a centralized load balancing strategy on the global load
data. The strategy calculates a new mapping of objects to processors based
on this global load data. The user can choose exactly which load balancing
strategy is invoked. The strategies range from those based on simple greedy
algorithms on the computational load, to elaborate algorithms that map ob-
jects to machine topologies. After the load balancing strategy has calculated
the new mapping, each processor is informed about the new mapping. Each
processor is given a list of objects that it needs to send to other processors and
another list of objects to expect from other processors. These lists are sent in
a Migrate Message to each processor from the central processor. In Figure 8.4,
processor B receives a Migrate message telling it to send object  to processor
C and expect object χ from processor A. Complementary Migrate messages are
sent to processor A informing it that it should send object χ to processor B and
to processor C telling it to expect object  from processor B. After receiving a
Migrate message, a processor packs any object it needs to send into a message
and sends it. Once each processor has received all the objects it needs it calls
the Resume Clients method to restart computation on every object existing on
it.
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8.3 Challenges in Merging Load Balancing
and Message Logging
There are multiple challenges involved in trying to get the Charm++ load
balancing framework to work with message logging. We not only want to make
sure that load balancing itself works correctly, but also that it does not break
the fault tolerance provided by the message logging protocol. Moreover, the
load balancing step itself needs to be fault tolerant. Any processor crashing in
the middle of a load balancing step should not cause the application to hang or
leave the global state of the computation in an inconsistent state. We divide
the multifarious challenges into three broad categories:
• Effect of object migration on reliability
• Crashes during the load balancing step
• Interaction of load balancing and the fast restart protocols
We discuss these categories of challenges in the following subsections.
8.3.1 Reliability
The proof of our fault tolerance protocol for multiple faults in Chapter 5.3 hinges
on the fact that for any message m, Log(m) contains both P (m.receiver) and
B(P (m.receiver)). Since a processor and its buddy are assumed to never crash
simultaneously Log(m) does not ever become an empty set. If a processor goes
down while its buddy is recovering from a crash of its own, we have an unrecov-
erable error. However, we showed in Chapter 5.2 that despite this potentially
unrecoverable error, our protocol increases the reliability of a system by a few
orders of magnitude. It gives an application a high probability of running suc-
cessfully even in a high fault environment although it does not use any idealized
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stable storage. The increase in reliability is provided by the fact that the objects






























































Figure 8.5: Illustrates the reliability created by migrating objects. Object α
migrates from processor A to processor C
However, migrating objects during the execution of an application can po-
tentially break this condition. Figure 8.5 shows this with the help of an example
in which object α is migrating from processor A to processor C. It receives a
message m1 from object β with a SN of 23. Object α assigns message m1 a
TN of 128 and sends the meta-data of m1 to be logged on processor B, the
buddy of processor A. Processor B stores the meta-data of message m1 in its
MDTable and sends an acknowledgment back to processor A. After receiving
the acknowledgment, object α processes message m1. After that, there is a load
balancing step. For simplicity’s sake, the load balancing step is represented as
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a single event. As a result of that step, object α is moved from processor A to
C. After that, object α processes another message (m2) from object β. Message
m2 with a SN of 24 is given a TN of 129. The meta-data for message m2 is sent
to the buddy of processor C, namely processor D, to record in its MDTable.
Once the meta-data for message m2 has been added to the MDTable of proces-
sor D, an acknowledgment is sent back to processor C which then proceeds to
process m2.
At this point, if processor C were to crash there are multiple problems with
the recovery of object α. There is the basic problem of which processor has the
checkpoint of object α and where should it be created. Processor D, the buddy
of the crashed processor C, does not have its checkpoint. Therefore according to
our current fault tolerance protocol, object α would not get created on processor
C during its recovery. Moreover, object α has already been deleted on processor
A. So, when processor C restarts, object alpha is neither on processor C or A
and thus disappears from the system, preventing a full recovery. Of course, the
checkpoint of α exists on some processor, the buddy of whatever processor it was
on when it last checkpointed. Assuming that object α was on processor A when
processor A last checkpointed, processor B might actually have a checkpoint of
α. One could fetch object α’s checkpoint along with its MDTable from processor
B during the recovery of processor C. Although this would solve the problem
of missing checkpoints it hurts the reliability of the system. Processor C is now
dependent not only on processor D but also processor B for its recovery. If
processor B were to crash, not only would the checkpoint of object α disappear
but also the meta-data for some messages it processed. If processor C were to
crash after processor B had crashed, we would end up with an unrecoverable
error even though processor B is not a buddy of processor C or vice-versa.
The problem with the meta-data is potentially worse than that of the miss-
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ing checkpoint. Let us assume that there have been a large number of load
balancing steps since object α last checkpointed. So object α could have been
temporarily located on a large number of processors. The last checkpoint of
object α would exist on one processor and as long as that processor did not
crash the checkpoint of α would be available during recovery. However, the
meta-data for the messages processed by object α would be spread on the bud-
dies of all the processors on which α was located since its last checkpoint. In the
example in Figure 8.5, the meta-data for messages processed by α are found
on both processors B and D, the buddies of processor A and C respectively.
Thus, the recovery of object α is dependent on all the processors containing
the meta-data of its messages being available. This increases the probability
of failure since the crash of any of these processors would stop the recovery of
object α. Moreover, it also invalidates the proof in Chapter 5.3 since Log(m) is
not necessarily m.receiver’s current processor and its buddy. Instead, Log(m)
is now the m.receiver’s current processor and the buddy of some processor ob-
ject m.receiver existed on earlier. For message m1 in Figure 8.5, Log(m1) is
{C,B}. Since, we do not make any assumption about the relation between the
failures of processors C and B (they are not buddies) we invalidate our proof in
Chapter 5.3.
8.3.2 Crashes During the Load Balancing Step
The load balancing step involves a large amount of data collection within a
processor as shown in Figure 8.3 as well as messages between processors as
in Figure 8.4. If a processor crashes, the current implementation of the load
balancing framework will stall. This is because some of the communication
between objects within one processor during load balancing uses function calls.
Function calls are used because the load balancing framework is considered to be
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a part of runtime system and uses these function calls instead of local messages
as an optimization. However, this breaks a very basic assumption inherent in
our protocol that objects interact with each other only through messages whose
meta-data can be stored. As a result, during recovery we are not able to model
all the state changes of objects on the recovery processor in the same sequence




























Figure 8.6: Object α is migrated from processor A to C during load balancing.
Processor A crashes immediately after that.
Figure 8.6 illustrates another problem faced when there is a crash during a
load balancing step. Initially objects α and β are both on processor A. Then
processor A checkpoints, as a result of which the state of both objects α and
β are saved. At some point after the checkpoint, object α sends message m1
to object β. Although Figure 8.6 does not show it for the sake of clarity, the
meta-data of message m1 is logged on the buddy of processor A. After that the
message m1 is processed. Since message m1 is exchanged between two objects
on the same processor, it uses the local mode of the message logging protocol.
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Therefore, once message m1 has been processed object α deletes its log of
m1. This is followed by a load balancing step. Processor A receives a migrate
message from the central processor asking it to send object α to processor C.
Processor A packs up the state of object α and sends it to processor C. Processor
C recreates object α from this message. Some time after this processor A
crashes.
During the recovery of processor A, according to the current protocol, object
α and β will both get recreated from their previous checkpoint. However object
α already exists on processor C. If we were to recreate object α on processor A
as well, we would end up with two copies of object α in the system. There are
two possibilities at this point:
1. Leave the copy of object α on processor C and do not recreate α on
processor A.
2. Pull down the copy of object α on processor C and recreate α on processor
A from the checkpoint.
The first possibility seems more logical since, object α already exists on
processor C and has probably made some progress since the last checkpoint.
If we were to delete object α on processor C and recreate it on processor A
from the checkpoint, we would seem to be not only undoing work unnecessarily
but also increasing the work done during recovery. However, there is a problem
with this solution. Object β needs message m1 from object α to complete its
recovery. Object β has the meta-data for message m1, but it needs object α
to either resend or regenerate the message itself. As mentioned earlier, since
message m1 is a local message object α did not store its log once message m1
had been processed by object β. Therefore, object α can not resend message
m1. So, object α has to regenerate message m1 and for that it needs to be
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rolled back to the checkpoint. Of course, one could have solved this problem by
storing the log of local messages as well. That would have let object α simply
resend message m1. However, this would impose a massive memory overhead,
since local messages are very common. This overhead would be imposed on
the common case, just to improve the performance of a comparatively rarer
event, that is recovery from a crash during a load balancing step. Therefore,
we instead chose to go with the second possibility mentioned above. We delete
object α on processor C and recreate it on object α on processor A from the
previous checkpoint. This means that object α and β both go through their
recovery together and all local messages between the two are regenerated. We
describe the exact implementation in Chapter 8.4.
8.3.3 Load Balancing and Fast Recovery
The current load balancing protocol is designed with the assumption that it is
the only source of object migrations in the system. If any object migrates into
a processor, the load balancer always counts it as one of the objects expected
during a load balancing. The fast recovery protocol of course breaks this as-
sumption. After a processor crashes, the fast recovery protocol distributes its
objects among other processors to speed up recovery. If on these recipient pro-
cessors, the load balancer assumes that these migrations are due to itself, it can
get confused with some processors ending up with more objects than expected
and others less. Of course, this is a relatively easy problem to fix. Every object
migration is marked as whether it is caused by load balancing or not. The load
balancing framework only counts messages that have been marked as caused by
load balancing.
However, the load balancing framework and the fast recovery protocol can



































Figure 8.7: Processor C crashes during a load balancing step. However, proces-
sor E has already received a migrate message telling it to expect object β.
in which a crash occurs during load balancing. When we use the fast restart
protocol to recover from the crash, it leads to processors expecting objects that
they may never receive. Figure 8.7 lays out the situation just before the crash.
Processor C has three objects, α, β and γ. Processor C checkpoints the states
of these objects. Some time after that, load balancing begins. Processor A
sends the statistics message for the objects on its processors. Once the central
processor has calculated a mapping, it sends migrate messages to the different
processors. The central processor sends a migrate message to processor E telling
it to expect object β from processor C. Once processor C receives this message,
it starts waiting for object β to arrive on it. However, before the migrate
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message for processor C, telling it to send object β to processor E, can be
received processor C crashes.
Processor C’s crash triggers the fast recovery protocol. Figure 8.8 shows
that the checkpoint of all the objects on processor C are fetched from its buddy.
These objects are then distributed among other processors. Object α is retained
on processor C. However, objects β and γ are sent to processors A and B
respectively for their recovery. Sending the objects of course involves running
the fast restart protocol described in Chapter 6, although we do not show it
to avoid cluttering the diagram. Thus each object α, β and γ is recovered on
a different processor. The recovery continues fine until the recovering objects
reach the state they were in right before the load balancing step.
Once the recovering objects want to enter the load balancing step, there
could be a few problems. Objects β and γ are no longer on processor C and
their AtSync calls would get forwarded to the CentralLB object on their current
processor and not on processor C as happened before the crash. However, this is
basically the same problem discussed in Chapter 8.3.2. If the AtSync calls were
to become local messages instead of being function calls, this problem would
disappear. Therefore, this particular challenge is not a new one. However,
once the objects enter the load balancing step other challenges crop up. When
processor C receives the old migrate message, asking it to send object β to
processor E, it can not do so since object β no longer exists on it. Similarly
processor E has been waiting for object β to come from processor C, whereas
processor C is in no state to send β. Therefore processor E’s load balancing



































Figure 8.8: During the fast recovery of processor C, objects β and γ are dis-
tributed to processors A and B. As a result processor E is left waiting for object
β
8.4 Fault Tolerant Load Balancing
We modified the existing load balancing framework as well as parts of the
message logging protocol to get them to work with each other correctly and
avoid the pitfalls described in the previous section. Most of the changes to the
message logging protocol are limited to the recovery protocol. The changes in
both parts of the run time system are of course closely intertwined. However,
we describe them in separate subsections below to simplify the description.
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8.4.1 Modified Load Balancing Step
The instrumentation and data collection parts of the load balancing framework
are left untouched. However, the protocol of the load balancing step itself
undergoes a major overhaul. The very first part, in which each object calls
the AtSync method to notify its readiness for load balancing, is modified. The
AtSync calls no longer result in function calls to the CentralLB object on the
local processor. Instead, local messages are sent from the participating user
objects to the CentralLB object. In case of a crash, these AtSync messages can
be resent during recovery. This restores a basic assumption of our protocol that
the state of any object is only affected by the messages it processes. Moreover,
during fast recovery objects distributed among other processors can signal their
readiness for load balancing to the CentralLB object on their original processor.
Thus this also removes an obstacle in the path of getting load balancing and
message logging to co-operate.
There is no change in the parts of the load balancing protocols that involve
sending the statistics from a processor to a central processor, calculating a new
mapping and sending migrate messages to the other processor. We can get
by without modifying these messaging portions of the load balancing protocol,
since the load balancing protocol is itself implemented using Charm++ objects
(the CentralLB objects). These objects belonging to the runtime system also
communicate via the message logging protocol. As a result, during recovery
from a crash the CentralLB objects also resend necessary messages from their
message logs. This greatly simplified the process of making the load balancing
framework fault tolerant.
Although the statistics and migrate messages are Charm++ messages, the
messages used to actually send objects from one processor to another can not
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be Charm++ messages. We can not use Charm++ messages for sending
objects since the objects themselves are the communicating entities. So, a
Charm++ message containing an object would break our idea of applying
the PWD assumption to objects instead of processors. Thus, we deal with
messages containing objects as a special case outside Charm++, in which
communication occurs purely between processors. These messages are assumed
to not change the state of the object being communicated, just its location.
Figure 8.9 shows the different messages sent during a load balancing step.
It leaves out the statistics collection part and starts from the migrate messages
sent to different processors. Before load balancing, objects α and β are located
on processors A and C respectively. The migrate message tells processor A to
send object α to processor C and expect object β from processor C. Similarly
processor C receives a migrate message that tells it to send object β to processor
A and expect object α from A. At this point, we assume that the processors
A and C both agree to send objects α and β to their destinations. Later, we
discuss the case when a processor does not send an object on receiving a migrate
message.
Processor A starts the migration of object α to C by sending a message to its
buddy processor B. The message informs processor B of object α’s intention to
migrate to processor C. Processor B marks object α’s checkpoint as migrating to
processor C. Processor B then sends an acknowledgment message to processor
A. After receiving the acknowledgment message, processor A sends object α
to processor C. However, at this point processor A does not delete its copy of
object α. It just marks it as being under migration. Similarly, processor C,
informs its buddy processor D that it is migrating object β to processor A.




















































































Figure 8.9: The messages involved in migrating an object during the load bal-
ancing step
Once a processor has received all the objects that it expects and has sent
all the objects that it needs to, it takes its checkpoint. During the checkpoint,
a processor does not include the state of the objects that are under migration.
That means that when processor A checkpoints it includes the newly arrived
object β, but not object α, which is under migration, in its checkpoint. As
usual processor A’s checkpoint is sent to its buddy processor B. At this point,
processor B stores the checkpoint of object β. However, it does not yet delete
the old checkpoint of object α. Processor B then sends an acknowledgment to
processor A. Unlike the earlier case, processor A does not send out garbage col-
lection messages when it receives the acknowledgment. Once all the processors
have had their new checkpoints acknowledged they participate in a barrier.
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The barrier marks the point in the system at which all the processors have
had their checkpoints acked. This means that there is no chance that an object
will have to be created from an older checkpoint. Therefore, at this point the
old checkpoints and objects marked as migrating can be deleted. This means
that processor A deletes the old copy of object α and processor B deletes the
old copy of α’s checkpoint marked as migrating. Moreover, objects can restart
processing messages now. Garbage collection messages are also sent out at this
point instead of being sent out when the checkpoint was acknowledged.
The modified load balancing protocol solves a number of problems mentioned
in Chapter 8.3. The copy of object α is not deleted at its old location, processor
A, as well as at A’s buddy processor B, until its new location processor C has
checkpointed. This means that through out the load balancing step, copies of
object α are present on at least two processors such that one processor is a
buddy of the other. Object α has copies on processors A and its buddy B until,
it is confirmed that processor D, the buddy of processor C, has stored object
α’s checkpoint. This solves the reliability problem associated with checkpoints
mentioned in Section 8.3.1. Of course, it also means that at some points there
are more than two processors with a copy of object α. We describe in the next
section how we modify the recovery protocol to deal with the situation. Since
we always checkpoint during a load balancing step, object α does not require
meta-data for any messages from before the load balancing step. Moreover,
object α does not process any messages until the load balancing step is over.
This means that object α’s recovery is not dependent on meta-data stored
on multiple different processors. Thus, we also solve the reliability problem
associated with having meta-data spread over multiple processors as described
in Section 8.3.1.
We now discuss the case where a processor might not send an object to
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another processor after receiving a migrate message. Let us say processor E
which contains objects γ, δ and  crashes during the load balancing step. The
crash happens right after processor E has received the migrate message. The
migrate message asks processor C to send object δ to processor H but processor
E crashes before any objects have actually been sent. During fast recovery of
processor E, objects δ and  are sent to processors F and G respectively. After
recovery is nearly complete, processor E will receive the old migrate message
again. However, processor E can not send object δ to processor H, since it does
not have object δ. So, processor C sends processor H a message informing it that
it will not get object δ and that it should stop waiting for it. The converse case
that a processor is trying to send an object to the crashed processor is dealt
similarly. The sending processor does not send the object to the recovering
processor since it does not want to add to the load of the recovering processor.
The sending processor simply lets the recovering processor know that it will not
get that particular object and that it should not wait for the object.
8.4.2 Message Logging
The biggest modification to the message logging protocol happened in the re-
covery component. The recovery protocol had to be augmented to be able to
deal with the various transient but confusing situations created by object mi-
gration during load balancing. Figure 8.10 shows an example that we use to
illustrate the modifications. Processor C contains objects α and β. Processor
C had saved the checkpoints of these object on its buddy, processor D, during
the previous load balancing step. During the current load balancing step, it
receives a migrate message telling it to send objects α and β to processors E
and F respectively.
















































Figure 8.10: Processor C is sending objects α and β away, but crashes in the
middle
object α is being sent to processor E and β to processor F. Processor D makes
a note of these migrations in the object’s checkpoint. After this, processor C
starts sending the objects to their destination. It sends object α to processor E
safely, but crashes before it can send out object β to processor F.
Figure 8.11 shows the steps in the recovery protocol in this case. As usual, a
new processor C is started up that sends a request for its checkpoint to processor
D. However, at this point the modified recovery protocol diverges from the old
version. Processor D looks at the checkpoints of objects α and β and finds that
they were being sent to processors E and F respectively. Processor D sends
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Figure 8.11: Recovery of processor C, after it crashed during the migration of
objects α and β.
exists on it. In this case, processor E had successfully received object α from
processor C before it crashed. So, processor E has the object that processor
D is looking for. Moreover, it is found that processor E has not checkpointed
yet during this load balancing step. Object α is simply deleted on processor E
and processor D is told of the action. On the other hand, processor F does not
have a copy of object β and it tells processor D the same. After hearing back
from both processors E and F, processor D can be sure that it now has the only
copies of objects α and β in the system. It sends their checkpoints to processor
C and after that recovery can continue in the normal fashion.
Processor E might have already saved its checkpoint by the time the verify
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message from processor D arrived. In that case, processor E does not delete its
copy of object α. It simply tells processor E that it has object α and that it
has also checkpointed. Now, if processor D receives a similar reply for object
β, it realizes that there are newer versions of all the objects in the checkpoint
of processor C. Moreover, these new versions themselves have checkpoints and
are fault tolerant. So, processor D does not restore object α and β from their
old checkpoints and sends processor C an empty checkpoint. Processor C then
simply calls the checkpoint barrier for this interrupted load balancing step. On
the other hand, if processor F had replied that it had no copy of object β or that
it had deleted β, processor D would have to go through with the recovery of both
objects α and β. Processor D has to rollback both processors to their previous
checkpoint because of the reason explained in Chapter 8.3.2. So, processor D
asks processor E to delete its and its buddy’s copies of object α. After processor
E and its buddy confirm deleting their copies of object α processor D can send
the checkpoints of objects α and β to processor C.
Thus we extend both the load balancing framework and the message logging
protocol to make them work together without compromising the reliability of
the system. We provide an application with the performance benefits of load





Protocol With Load Balancing
We now evaluate the performance of the combined message logging and load
balancing protocol. This evaluation has two major parts: 1) showing that
load balancing continues to improve performance even when combined with
the message logging protocol 2) load balancing gets rid of the load imbalance
created by the fast recovery protocol.
9.1 Load Balancing Without Faults
We want to make sure that load balancing continues to function correctly when
used along with the message logging protocol. This means that load balancing
should continue to correctly collect load information about different objects.
Moreover, during a load balancing step it should use this collected load data to
map objects to processors such that the load is distributed more or less equally
among processors. We aim to assure that the extra messages and computa-
tion caused by the message logging protocol do not confuse the load balancing
protocol.
We modified the AMPI 7-point 3D stencil application we used earlier. The
modified version can increase the computational load of some virtual processors.
The user can specify which virtual processors do more computation and also
how much more. If the user does not specify higher computational load for any
virtual processor, we get uniform load across all virtual processors just as in the
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unmodified version.
We ran this modified stencil application with 512 virtual processors on 32
processors of the uranium system for this experiment. The base case was an
execution without any overloaded virtual processors. For the runs with non-
uniform loads we overloaded 10 of the 512 virtual processors. Each overloaded















Non-uniform Load, No LB
Non-uniform Load, With LB
Figure 9.1: Progress of the AMPI 7-point 3D stencil application on 32 processors
with uniform load, non-uniform load without load balancing and non-uniform
load with load balancing. There are 512 virtual processors in all three cases.
Figure 9.1 shows the progress of the stencil application for all three cases:
uniform load, non-uniform load without load balancing and non-uniform load
with load balancing. We plot the iteration against the cumulative time since
the start of the first iteration. A steeper line denotes faster progress. We check-
point every 100 iterations for the runs without load balancing, and perform
load balancing at the same frequency for the run with load balancing. These
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checkpoint and load balancing steps show up as small flat lines in the progress
curves. As expected the base case with uniform load makes the fastest progress.
For the first 100 iterations, both the runs with non-uniform loads perform sim-
ilarly. They make much slower progress compared to the uniform run, shown
by their flatter progress lines. However, after the first load balancing step the
performance of the non-uniform run improves markedly. It starts making much
faster progress after load balancing. The slope of the progress curve becomes
much steeper, though it is still flatter than the base case. This is to be ex-
pected, since we now are doing more total work per iteration (some objects are
doing eight times more work). Figure 9.1 very clearly illustrates the massive
difference in total execution time that load balancing makes. The non-uniform
case with load balancing takes nearly 40% less time to run for 600 timesteps
than the case without load balancing.
Type of Run
Average time Increase over
per Iteration (s) Uniform Load
Uniform Load 0.755 NA
Non-Uniform Load, Calculated Ideal 0.896 18.75%
Non-Uniform Load without LB 1.740 130.46%
Non-Uniform Load with LB 0.909 20.40%
Table 9.1: The measured average iteration time for the AMPI 7-point 3D stencil
application on 32 processors with uniform load, non-uniform load without load
balancing and non-uniform load with dynamic runtime load balancing. The
calculated ideal average iteration time for the non-uniform load is also shown.
Table 9.1 compares the average time per iteration for the different runs. The
average was calculated over the 99 iterations between 101 and 200. We choose
this range because the first load balancing step happens between the 100th and
101st iterations. Apart from the three runs, we also show a calculated value for
the best possible iteration time with non-uniform load.
We show how we derive the calculated iteration time. We say that each
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virtual processor does 1 unit of work in the uniform load case. Since there are
512 virtual processors in all, the total amount of work for that case comes to
512 units. For the non-uniform case, 10 of the 512 virtual processors do 8 units
of work each. Therefore the total amount of work in the non-uniform case is
502 + 10 ∗ 8 = 582 units. This means there is 582
32
= 18.1875 units of work
per processor. Since the work within a virtual processor is not divisible, some
processors will have 18 units of work and some 19 units of work. Therefore, the
average iteration time will be close to
19
16
∗0.755 s = 0.896 s. As shown in Table
9.1 this average iteration time reflects a 18.75% increase over the base uniform
load case. Moreover, a mapping that can possibly attain this performance
is easy to calculate. Assign each overloaded virtual processor to a processor
and then assign 8 normally loaded virtual processors each to the remaining
processors. Distribute the remaining normally loaded virtual processors among
the processors in a round robin fashion.
The initial mapping of the virtual processors to processors happens to be
such that some processors contain more than one overloaded virtual processor.
As a result, the average iteration time for the run with non-uniform load and no
load balancing is very high, more than double that of the uniformly load base
case. However, when the load balancer is used in the non-uniformly loaded
case, the average iteration time goes down sharply. The average iteration time
with the load balancer is very slightly (less than 3%) more than the ideal calcu-
lated runtime. This shows that the measurement based runtime load balancer
continues to function effectively even when combined with the message logging
protocol.
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9.2 Load Balancing After Faults
We saw in Chapter 8 that by distributing objects from the recovering processor
among other processors, the fast recovery protocol can set up a load balance
problem for the future. Once the recovering objects have caught up with the
rest of the computation, different processors end up with different loads. This
load imbalance means that the performance of an application is worse after fast
recovery than after basic recovery. We also saw how this performance loss can
entirely wipe out the time saved during fast recovery. We decided to remove
load imbalance by combining the Charm++ runtime system’s measurement
based dynamic load balancing system with message logging. We now evaluate
how effective load balancing is in getting rid of the load imbalance created by
fast recovery. We evaluate two scenarios: 1) the load across all the virtual
processors in a computation is uniform 2) the load distribution across virtual
processors in non-uniform.
9.2.1 Uniform Load
We used the 3D 7point stencil application running on AMPI to evaluate the
effect of load balancing after fast recovery from a crash. We ran the stencil
application with 512 uniformly loaded virtual processors on 32 processors. We
checkpoint every 100 iterations in the case of runs without load balancing. We
perform load balancing every 100 iterations for the runs with load balancing.
We introduce a fault close to the 185th iteration for all the runs.
Figure 9.2 shows the progress of the stencil application with uniform load
for three situations: basic restart without load balancing, fast restart without
load balancing and fast restart with load balancing. The application shows
















Basic Restart, No LB
Fast Restart, no LB
Fast Restart, with LB
Figure 9.2: Progress of the AMPI 7-point 3D stencil application when faced
with a fault under three different conditions: basic restart without load bal-
ancing, fast restart without load balancing, fast restart with load balancing.
The experiments were run with 256 uniformly loaded virtual processors on 32
processors.
is to be expected because the initial mappings in all three runs are the same
and load balancing has not occurred yet. Even after the first load balancing
step at iteration 100, the performance remains similar. Table 9.2 shows the
average iteration times in different phases of the application for these three
cases as well as another one involving basic restart along with load balancing.
The first column in Table 9.2 shows that there is very little difference in the
average iteration time before the crash among the different runs. Since, the
load on all virtual processors is uniform and the initial mapping distributed the
virtual processors uniformly, performance does not change even after the first
load balancing step.
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All three runs suffer a processor crash and start recovery close to the 185th
iteration. This shows up as a flat stretch in the progress curves of all three
runs. The length of the stretch represents the time taken in recovering from
the crash. Once recovery is complete, the application can start making progress
again. The basic restart run takes the longest to recover from the crash, about
three times the fast restart runs. As a result, by the time the basic restart




Before Between recovery After the
crash and next LB next LB or
or checkpoint checkpoint
Basic Restart, No LB .734 .732 .738
Basic Restart, With LB .732 .733 .740
Fast Restart, No LB .725 .817 .820
Fast Restart, With LB .723 .818 .748
Table 9.2: Compares the performance of the 3D stencil application during three
different phases of the run for four different cases: before crash, after the re-
covery from the crash but before the next checkpoint/load balancing step and
after the checkpoint / load balancing step following recovery
However, as seen earlier as well, the performance after recovery of the fast
restart protocol without load balancing is significantly worse than that of the
basic protocol. The second column in Table 9.2 shows that after recovery both
the runs using fast restart protocol have a significantly higher average iteration
time than the runs using basic recovery. The run that uses fast recovery without
load balancing continues to have a higher average iteration time through out
the rest of the application. We can see this in Figure 9.2, where the green line
representing fast restart without load balancing has a lower slope after recovery
than the basic restart. At some point, beyond the range shown, the green line
would be crossed by the red line. That would represent the point when the load
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imbalance created by fast restart wipes out the benefits of fast restart.
On the other hand, following a subsequent load balancing step the average
iteration time for the run using fast recovery goes down sharply. This is borne
out by the third column in Table 9.2. Similarly in Figure 9.2, the blue line
representing fast recovery with load balancing has a much higher slope than the
green line. The blue line remains more or less parallel with the red line showing
that, when used with load balancing, fast recovery can maintain its advantage
over basic restart. A small loss in performance for the blue line is caused by
the fact that it takes a little longer to do every load balancing step than the red
line takes for checkpointing. An user can avoid this repeated overhead by not
doing load balancing steps unless there has been a crash during the previous
phase.
We can fully exploit the advantages of the fast restart protocol only by
combining it with load balancing. The recovery process is shorter than the
basic restart protocol, while still preserving performance after recovery. Thus,
load balancing combined with fast restart protocol provides better performance
in the presence of faults, even for a uniformly loaded application.
9.2.2 Non-uniform Load
We now examine the effectiveness of combining load balancing and our fast
recovery protocol for an application with non-uniform load. We use the same
modified 7 point 3D stencil application as in Section 9.1 with the exact same
initial configuration. There are 10 overloaded virtual processors among the 512
virtual processors and their initial mapping to physical processors is also the
same as above. The test was run on 32 physical processors on uranium with
either load balancing or checkpoints being performed every 100 iterations. We















Fast restart with LB
Basic restart no LB
Fast restart no LB
Figure 9.3: Progress of the 7 point 3D AMPI stencil application with 512 non-
uniformly loaded virtual processors on 32 processors of uranium under three
different conditions: fast restart with and without load balancing and basic
restart without load balancing.
Figure 9.3 compares the progress of the non-uniformly loaded application
under three conditions: fast recovery with load balancing, basic restart without
load balancing and fast recovery without load balancing. As expected the per-
formance of all three runs till the first load balancing/ checkpoint step is very
similar. After the load balancing step the red line starts making much faster
progress than the other two runs. The second data column in Table 9.3 shows
that load balancing improves the average iteration time significantly for this
non-uniformly loaded application. The runs in Figure 9.3 correspond to the top
three rows in Table 9.3.
When a fault occurs, the fast restart protocols recover much faster than the
basic restart protocol. The basic restart protocol without load balancing takes
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more than double the time of either of the runs using the fast restart protocol.
The first data column in Table 9.3 shows the recovery time for the different
runs. It is interesting to note that the recovery time for the fast recovery
protocol is shorter for the run with load balancing than the one without. This
happens because load balancing at step 100 redistributes the overloaded virtual
processors among all the processors. In the run with load balancing, the crashed
processor does not happen to have any of the overloaded virtual processors. As
a result, the recovery is not dominated by the time taken to re-execute the
computation on a overloaded processor, unlike in the case of the run without
load balancing.
After the recovery, the green line (basic restart, no load balancing) continues
to make progress at the same rate as before. The runs employing the fast
restart protocol suffer from the post-recovery load imbalance problem discussed
earlier. The third data column in Table 9.3 illustrates this load imbalance and
the performance impact it has. In fact, the run using the fast restart protocol
without load balancing worsens the already bad load imbalance in this non-
uniformly loaded application. The fast restart protocol with load balancing
also takes a hit to its performance, but the average iteration time is still much
lower than the other two runs in Figure 9.3, since its load was well balanced
before the recovery. This performance hit shows up on the red progress curve
in Figure 9.3 as a flatter stretch between iterations 180 and 200. However,
after load balancing at step 200 the performance of the red line improves back
to its pre-crash level. The run with fast recovery as well as load balancing
makes much faster progress than the other two runs in Figure 9.3. It takes
35% less time to finish 600 iterations as the other two runs. This shows that
using the fast restart protocol along with load balancing for a non-uniformly
loaded application has many advantages compared to using either the basic or
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fast restart protocol without load balancing.
Type of Run
Recovery Average Iteration Time(s)
Time 100 Crash to 200
(s) to Crash 200 to 300
Basic Restart No LB 89.727 1.668 1.654 1.702
Fast Restart No LB 33.206 1.660 1.721 1.768
Fast Restart With LB 25.116 .906 1.16 .901
Basic Restart With LB 48.114 .920 .915 .917
No crash With LB NA .902 .899 .916
Table 9.3: Compares the performance of the 3D stencil application for four dif-
ferent cases during three different phases of the run: before crash (iteration 100
to crash), after the recovery from the crash but before the next checkpoint/load
balancing step (crash to iteration 200) and after the checkpoint / load balancing














Fast restart with LB
Basic restart LB
No crash simply LB
Figure 9.4: Progress of the 7 point 3D AMPI stencil application with 512 non-
uniformly loaded virtual processors on 32 processors of uranium under three
different conditions: fast restart with and without load balancing and basic
restart without load balancing.
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Figure 9.4 compares the progress of the run using fast restart protocol along
with load balancing to two other runs: a run employing the basic restart protocol
in tandem with load balancing and a run that suffers no crash but uses load
balancing. The last run is used as a base case to compare the performance of
the other runs with. These runs correspond to the last three rows in Table
9.3. Figure 9.4 and Table 9.3 show that the performance of the three runs is
very similar in all phases of the application except in the vicinity of the restart
protocol. The fast restart protocol with load balancing recovers in about half
the time as the basic restart protocol with load balancing. It is interesting to
note that the basic restart protocol takes much less time to complete recovery
when it is using load balancing than compared to when it is not. This happens
because the load balancing step at iteration 100 had reduced the load on the
processor that crashes. Therefore, less work needs to be done during recovery
of the crashed processor in the case of the run with load balancing. However,
even with load balancing basic restart takes longer to recover from a crash than
fast restart with or without load balancing.
As we saw earlier, the fast restart protocol suffers a performance penalty in
the iterations immediately following a recovery. The basic restart protocol when
used with load balancing performs better during this part of the computation
since it does not disturb the load distribution among the processors. As a
result, in between the iterations 180 and 200 the red line has a flatter slope
than the green line in Figure 9.4. However, in this application the overhead is
small enough that the fast restart protocol retains most of its advantage over
the basic restart protocol before hitting the next load balancing step. After the
load balancing step, the performance of all three runs is very similar. Therefore,
the fast restart protocol used along with load balancing has a lower overall
execution time than the basic restart protocol in this example. However, there
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is a possibility that if the load balancing step after a crash were to happen a
long time after the recovery, the slower performance of a run using fast restart
protocol during that phase might again wipe out the advantage gained by doing
fast recovery. We can avoid this problem by getting the runtime system to
trigger a load balancing step immediately after recovery is complete. This can
be investigated in greater detail in the future.
9.3 Comparing Performance With a
Checkpoint Based Protocol
We want to compare the performance of our fault tolerance protocol with that
of an existing checkpoint based protocol. The Charm++ run time system
provides us with two options: a disk based checkpointing protocol [30] and
a double in-memory checkpoint protocol [54]. During a run, the disk based
checkpoint protocol periodically stores the checkpoints of Charm++ objects
on the parallel file system of a machine. If a processor crashes during the run,
the whole job is terminated. Later, the user can resubmit the job and have the
execution restart from the last checkpoints saved on the parallel file system.
The user can restart the execution on a different number of processors than the
original run. The in-memory double checkpoint protocol also uses the idea of
a buddy processor. A processor stores the checkpoint of objects on it in the
memory of a buddy processor as well as its own memory. If a processor crashes,
the whole execution is not terminated. Instead a new process is started on
an extra processor. The objects on the restarted processor are recreated from
their checkpoints on the buddy of the crashed processors. All other objects on
all other processors are recreated from their previous checkpoints on the same
processor. The recovery proceeds once all objects in the execution have been
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recreated from their previous checkpoint. The in-memory protocol also has a
mode which does not require an extra processor when a processor crashes.
The disk based scheme did not seem appropriate for a comparison with our
message logging based protocol because it stores its checkpoints on the parallel
file system and also needs a job to be resubmitted for an execution to recover
from a fault. Storing a checkpoint on the parallel file system is bound to be much
slower than storing it in the memory of another processor. This would make
the comparison between the disk based protocol and our fast recovery protocol
unfair. Therefore, we decided to compare our protocol with the in-memory
double checkpoint based protocol. Both the schemes store their checkpoints in
the memory of a buddy processor and can use a pool of extra processors to
continue execution if a processor were to crash.
We used a 2 dimensional 5-point stencil application written in Charm++
as a benchmark to compare the performance of the two protocols. Figure 9.5
shows the progress of the application using the two different protocols, when
run with 1024 virtual processors on 128 processors of Abe. The fast recovery
protocol is used along with load balancing. Load balancing is performed every
200 iterations. The checkpoint based protocol also takes checkpoints every 200
iterations, but does not perform any load balancing. Since all the objects are
uniformly loaded and the initial mapping is well balanced load balancing is not
really needed for this application. The fast restart protocol uses load balancing
to get rid of the load imbalance problem created by the fast recovery. We insert
two faults into each run, one after about 370 iterations, the other around the
900th iteration.
Figure 9.5 shows that in the first 370 or so iterations before the first crash,
the application makes faster progress when using the in-memory checkpoint

















Fast Restart with LB
In memory checkpoint
Figure 9.5: Compare the progress of a 128 processor 2D 5 point Charm++
stencil program when run using the fast restart message logging protocol along
with load balancing against while using an in-memory checkpoint based proto-
col.
sage logging has a performance penalty. Moreover, the combined load balancing
and checkpointing step performed by the fast restart protocol takes longer than
the simple checkpoint step of the in-memory checkpoint protocol.
After the first fault, the fast recovery protocol recreates objects from the
crashed processor and distributes them among other processors. The in-memory
checkpoint protocol on the other hand rolls all Charm++ objects back to
their previous checkpoints. This difference means that a crash and subsequent
recovery show up differently in the progress curve for the two protocols. For
the fast recovery protocol, recovery is marked by a horizontal stretch at which
the rest of the application waits for the recovering objects to catch up. In the
case of the in-memory checkpoint, there is a nearly vertical fall to the previous
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checkpoint since all objects are rolled back to their previous checkpoints. Then,
re-execution starts on all the processors and can be considered complete when
the progress curve passes the iteration at which it originally crashed. The
fast recovery protocol takes about 65 seconds to recover from the crash. This
includes not just re-executing the work of the recovering objects but also re-
spawning a new processor, fetching its checkpoint and distributing the objects
among other processors. The in-memory checkpoint protocol takes 238 seconds
to complete its recovery (including re-execution of the lost steps). Thus as
expected, the checkpoint based method takes much longer to recover from a
crash than the fast recovery protocol. The effect of the faster recovery shows
up in the gap between the progress curves of the two protocols.
The second fault happens a little after the 900th iteration. As for the first
crash, the fast restart protocol recovers much faster from a crash than the check-
point based protocol. The fast protocol takes 71 seconds to complete recovery
and start making progress again. While using the in-memory checkpoint pro-
tocol, it takes the application 186 seconds to regain the state it had before the
crash. Thus, again the fast restart protocol saves time compared to the check-
point protocol while recovering from a crash. The fast restart protocol finishes
1600 iterations 164 seconds before the checkpoint protocol. Thus, we see an
example in which the fast restart protocol has a lower overall execution time
when compared to the in-memory checkpoint protocol.
Figure 9.6 shows a similar comparison between the fast restart protocol and
the in-memory checkpoint protocol for the 2 D stencil application running on
512 processors on Abe. This example uses a larger data-set than the previous
one and has 4096 Charm++ objects in all. The fast restart protocol load
balances every 200 timesteps. The checkpoint protocol takes checkpoints at
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Figure 9.6: Compare the progress of a 512 processor 2D 5 point Charm++
stencil program when run using the fast restart message logging protocol along
with load balancing against while using an in-memory checkpoint based proto-
col.
makes faster progress while using the checkpoint protocol than the fast restart
protocol. The first crash takes place around the 340th iteration. While using the
fast restart protocol the application takes 68.6 seconds to recover from the crash
and to start making progress again. However, when used with the checkpoint
protocol the application takes 280 seconds to reach the state it was in before
the crash.
The second crash happens at slightly different times for the two runs. This
happened because of the difficulty of triggering a crash at an exact point in
the execution, particularly after an initial crash. In fact, for the fast restart
protocol the crash happens in the middle of the load balancing step after it-
eration 800. The objects on the crashed processors are rolled back to their
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previous checkpoints, that is the ones taken at the end of the load balancing
step after the 600th iteration. The fast restart protocol manages to recover from
the crash during the load balancing step and takes 65 seconds for the recov-
ery. The in-memory checkpoint protocol crashes around the 920th iteration. All
objects are rolled back to the checkpoints taken after the 800th iteration. The
checkpoint protocol in fact has to redo fewer iterations than the fast recovery
protocol. Still, the checkpoint protocol takes 204 seconds, much longer than
the fast restart protocol, to complete recovery.
The crash during load balancing in the fast restart case illustrates a side
effect of our fault tolerant load balancing protocol. After the crash, the objects
on the recovering processor are distributed among other processors. This in-
cludes any objects that might have been destined to move to other processors
from the recovering processor according to the ongoing load balancing step. At
the same time, objects on other processors destined for the recovering processor
are no longer sent to it. Therefore, at the end of the recovery and the ongoing
load balancing step there might be a load imbalance among the different pro-
cessors. This is in fact the case since the average iteration time in the timesteps
between 800 and 1000 is 1.54 seconds instead of 1.36 seconds during other
fault free phases of the application. This 13.24% increase corresponds closely
to the increase in iteration time that would be caused if some processors had
9 Charm++ objects instead of 8. Therefore, during this time period, the gap
between the run using fast recovery and the run with in-memory checkpoint
closes somewhat. However, there still remains a large gap between the progress
of the two runs with the fast restart protocol retaining a significant advantage
over the checkpoint protocol. Moreover, after the next load balancing step at
iteration 1000, the run using fast restart and load balancing redistributes the
objects among the processors. This restores the load balance among the pro-
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cessors in the run and removes the performance penalty imposed by the load
imbalance created during fast recovery. So, at the end of 1400 iterations the
execution time using the fast restart protocol along with load balancing is still




Our protocol stores a significant amount of additional data in order to provide
fast recovery from faults. Objects sending messages store these messages in their
message log. Checkpoints of objects on a processor are stored in the memory
of the buddy of that processor. Moreover, in order to deal with multiple faults
message logs should be part of an object’s state. In addition, there are protocol
related data structures such as the TNTable, MDTable and SNTable. So, the
fast recovery protocol increases the memory consumption of an application. In
this section we measure the memory overhead imposed by our protocol on a
simple application. We also look at methods of reducing the overhead.
We chose to investigate the memory costs of our protocol using a simple
2D stencil application. The configuration we used for the experiment involved
a domain containing 268 million elements arranged in a 2D square gird with
sides of length 16384. This domain is divided among 256 virtual processors
with 16 virtual processors along each side of the domain. The application was
run on 32 processors. It was run for 1000 iterations with checkpoints or load
balancing happening every 200 iterations. The Charm++ run time system
traps memory allocation and deallocation calls. This lets us keep track of the
amount of memory being used on a processor by an application at any point of
time. At the end of a run, we can also find out the maximum amount of memory
used during the run on any processor. We decide to use this high water mark as
a measure of the memory consumption of an application with and without the
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fast restart protocol. This is a valid but somewhat conservative metric since
the average memory consumption can be much lower than the maximum. On
the other hand, the maximum memory consumption determines whether an
application will actually run on a machine without swapping or even crashing
due to a lack of physical memory.
We first ran the 2D stencil application in the described configuration with an
unmodified version of Charm++. We ran the application without performing
load balancing every 200 timesteps. The maximum memory consumed on any
processor during the run comes to 69.9 MBytes. This seems appropriate since
each Charm++ object has close to 8.5 MBytes of data and there are 8 objects
per processor.
Next, we ran the 2D stencil application with the fast recovery protocol but
without load balancing. We performed a checkpoint every 200 iterations. The
maximum memory used over all processors was 487.7 MBytes. This seemed
surprisingly large. We started investigating this massive increase in memory
consumption by looking at the checkpoint size. We found that checkpoint sizes
for each processor went up to 121 MBytes. Of this, the application data ac-
counted for 68 MBytes. The message logs at 52 MBytes accounted for the
bulk of the rest of the checkpoint. Thus, just the size of the checkpoint was not
sufficient to explain the much higher memory consumption.
We decided to look into the memory consumption at different points of the
checkpoint protocol. We found that the maximum memory consumed during
a checkpoint protocol varied between different checkpoint steps. Table 10.1
compares the current memory consumption at different stages of the check-
point protocol for two checkpoint steps on the same processor (processor 28):
1) during which memory consumption reaches the peak 2) during which mem-
ory consumption is significantly lower than the peak. At the beginning of the
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Phase of the checkpoint protocol
Memory usage(MB)
Peak-usage Non-peak
After sizing up the checkpoint 247.3 247.1
After allocating checkpoint buffer 367.5 367.2
After sending the checkpoint 487.7 367.2
Before storing received checkpoint 487.7 367.3
After storing received checkpoint 367.5 247.2
After receiving the checkpoint ack 247.3 247.2
Table 10.1: Compares the current memory consumption at different points in
the checkpoint protocol for two different checkpoint steps on the same processor.
The peak memory usage during the first step is also the maximum memory
consumption during the run. The second run shows memory consumption for
a checkpoint step whose maximum usage is less than the peak.
checkpoint, both steps have similar memory consumption, a little more than
247 MBytes. This memory consumption is expected since processor 28 con-
tains its objects along with the checkpoint of the processor whose buddy it is
(processor 3). As expected the memory consumption in both steps increases
when the message to contain the next checkpoint is allocated. After that, the
checkpoint message is filled up and sent to the buddy of processor 28. However,
the message is not freed until the underlying interconnect decides that all of it
has been received safely on the buddy. So, even after the message has been sent
the memory consumption does not fall in the case of the non-peak checkpoint
step.
The peak checkpoint step, on the other hand, shows an increase in memory
consumption at this point. This happens because processor 28 receives the
checkpoint message from processor 3. Thus, it ends up receiving that checkpoint
message from processor 3 before it has sent out and freed up its own checkpoint
message. Since it already contains its own objects along with a pre-existing copy
of processor 3’s checkpoint, it ends up with a total memory consumption about
4 times the checkpoint size. The checkpoint size of 120 MBytes and current
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memory consumption of 487.7 MBytes adheres very closely to this scenario.
The next step of the checkpoint protocol has processor 28 processing the
checkpoint message that it receives from processor 3. In the case of the non-
peak step, by the time processor 28 receives that message from processor 3, it
has sent off its own checkpoint message safely to its buddy. Therefore, memory
consumption does not change significantly between sending its checkpoint and
beginning to process processor 3’s checkpoint message. After processor 3’s new
checkpoint message has been stored, the old one is deleted. This brings down
the memory consumption for both the peak and non-peak step. In the peak
memory usage checkpoint step, processor 28 deletes its own checkpoint message
at some point after this, when the interconnect layer decides that the checkpoint
message has been received safely on the buddy. Therefore, by the time the
checkpoint protocol finishes with the acknowledgement from the buddy, memory
consumption in both steps is back to the pre-checkpoint level of 247 MBytes.
Therefore, the high memory overhead is caused by processor 28 having 3
checkpoint messages along with its objects in its memory at the same time.
An evident solution we tried was to store the received checkpoint on local disk.
This would reduce the maximum amount of data contained in memory at one
point. It does reduce the maximum memory consumed on any processor during
the whole run to 368.3 MBytes. However, this is still pretty high and moreover
the time taken to write the checkpoint to disk is close to 10 seconds. Another
problem is that many machines do not provide compute nodes with a local disk.
So, although saving the checkpoint to disk does reduce memory consumption,
it is not the ideal solution.
We approached the problem from another direction by noticing that half
the memory consumption is caused by the checkpoint messages received from
another processor. If we rule out using local disks, then we will always have two
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such messages in memory: one for the previous checkpoint step and another for
the current checkpoint step. Since we can not delete the old checkpoint without
first storing the new one, we are bound to have two such checkpoint messages
in memory at some point of the execution. Therefore, the only way to reduce
the memory overhead caused by the received checkpoint messages is to reduce
the size of the messages themselves. We tested this idea by compressing the
checkpoint message sent by a processor to its buddy. We used the compress2
function provided by the zlib library to compress the checkpoint message. We
send this compressed checkpoint message to the buddy. The buddy stores the
compressed message. If a processor crashes, it receives this compressed check-
point message and uncompresses it before starting recovery. It must be noted
that the large buffer for the checkpoint message is still allocated to create the
checkpoint message.
The compression was very effective and was able to reduce the checkpoint
message size from 120 MBytes to less than 10 MBytes. The compression took
about 2.1 seconds on the slow processors of uranium. However, it also re-
duced the time taken to transmit the checkpoint from a processor to its buddy.
It brought down the maximum memory consumption to 254 MBytes. Thus,
compressing the checkpoint message drastically reduced the memory overhead
caused by storing these messages without a big increase in the time taken to
checkpoint. We leave compression as an option for the user to choose if mem-
ory consumption becomes too large for the amount of memory available on a
machine.
We carried out a similar experiment with load balancing enabled. We per-
formed load balancing every 200 timesteps. We found that the peak memory
consumption on any processor while using load balancing but not the fault
tolerance protocol was 147 MBytes. Load balancing increases peak memory
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consumption since on some processors objects migrate in before their objects
have migrated out. This can double the memory consumption on a processor
and accounts for the higher peak usage during load balancing even when not
using the fault tolerance protocol. The fault tolerance protocol suffers from a
similar effect. In fact, the fault tolerance protocol has a higher chance of hav-
ing this problem since a processor does not delete an object that is migrating
away until its receiving processor checkpoints. So, the fault tolerance proto-
col, when used with load balancing but without checkpoint compression, has a
maximum memory consumption of 603 MBytes. Compressing the checkpoint
messages reduces the peak memory usage to 396.6 MBytes. Thus, compress-
ing the checkpoint messages helps reduce the memory consumption of the fault
tolerance protocol even when used with load balancing.
The compression technique in fact opens up a further avenue for reducing
the memory consumption during the fast recovery protocol. The current imple-
mentation calculates the size of the uncompressed checkpoint and then allocates
a message of that size before packing the object states into that message. The
compression happens only after this. This means that the maximum memory
consumption is bound to be larger than the sum of the size of the objects them-
selves and the size of their uncompressed checkpoint state. So, we can reduce
the maximum memory consumption by not allocating the checkpoint message
for the uncompressed size. We could use the stream compression functionality
of the zlib library to compress the object state while packing it. This would
reduce the maximum memory consumed during checkpointing by removing the
need for the large uncompressed buffer. Moreover, the same idea can be used
while moving objects during load balancing. The objects themselves as well
as the copies retained can be compressed to reduce the peak memory con-
sumption. However, this involves changing the packing unpacking framework
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in Charm++ significantly. So, it is left as future work if the peak memory




We have presented and evaluated a fault tolerance protocol for recovering quickly
from processor crashes. In this chapter we attack the problem of fault tolerance
from a different angle. Instead of waiting for faults to occur and then recovering
from them, we proactively migrate the execution from processors where failure
is imminent. We exploit the capability of runtime migration provided by object
based virtualizaiton to evacuate such processors. We evacuate the execution
of an application from these processors to the other processors involved in the
same application. We do not require extra spare processors while evacuating
processors that might crash shortly in the future. We modify the run-time
system such that if the warned processors were to crash, the rest of the compu-
tation can continue unhindered. We would like to point out that this work, in
its current state, is independent of the fault tolerance protocols discussed until
now.
This approach requires that failures be predictable. We leverage the fact
that current hardware devices contain various features supporting early fault
prediction. As an example, most modern disk drives follow the SMART proto-
col [4], and provide indications of suspicious behavior like transient access errors,
retries, etc. Similarly, motherboards contain temperature sensors, which can be
accessed via interfaces like lm sensor [2] and ACPI [29]. Meanwhile, many
network drivers, like those for Myrinet interface cards [10], maintain statistics
including packet loss and retransmission counts. In fact, the PAPI-4 toolkit pro-
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vides information from ACPI temperature sensors and Myrinet counters [41],
in addition to the traditional hardware performance counters.
Processor manufacturers, are building infrastructure to detect transient er-
rors inside processor chips and notify the O.S. [8]. Furthermore, recent stud-
ies have demonstrated the feasibility of predicting the occurrence of faults in
large-scale systems [45] and of using these predictions in system management
strategies [43]. Hence, it is possible, under current technology, to act appropri-
ately before a system fault becomes catastrophic to an application. We focus on
handling warnings for imminent faults and not on the prediction of faults. For
faults that are not predictable we can revert back to traditional fault recovery
schemes, like checkpointing and message logging.
Our strategy is entirely software based and does not require any special
hardware. However, it makes some reasonable assumptions about the system.
The application is warned of an impending fault through a signal to the appli-
cation process on the processor that is about to crash. The processor, memory
and interconnect subsystems on a warned node continue to work correctly for
some period of time after the warning. This gives us an opportunity to react to
a warning and adapt the runtime system to survive a crash of that node. The
application continues to run on the remaining processors, even if one processor
crashes.
We decided on a set of requirements before setting out to design a solution.
The time taken by the runtime system to change (response time), so that it can
survive the processor’s crash, should be minimized. Our strategy should not
require the start up of a spare process on either a new processor or any of the
existing ones. This eliminates the need to maintain a pool of extra processors in
case of a crash, as well as the overhead associated with running two application
processes on one processor, albeit one of the application processes has no user
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data. When an application loses a processor due to a warning, we expect the
application to slow down in proportion to the fraction of computing power lost.
Our strategy should not require any change to the user code. We verify in
Section 11.2 how well our protocol meets these specifications.
11.1 Fault Tolerance Strategy
We now describe our technique to migrate tasks from processors where failures
are imminent. Our solution has three major parts. The first part migrates
the Charm++ objects off the warned processor and ensures that point-to-point
message delivery continues to function even after a crash. The second part
deals with allowing collective operations to cope with the possibility of the loss
of a processor. It also helps to ensure that the runtime system can balance the
application load among the remaining processors after a crash. The third part
migrates AMPI processes away from the warned processor. The three parts are
interdependent, but for the sake of clarity we describe them separately.
11.1.1 Evacuation of Charm++ Objects
Each migratable object in Charm++ is identified by a globally unique index
which is used by other objects to communicate with it. We use a scalable al-
gorithm for point-to-point message delivery in the face of asynchronous object
migration, as described in [39]. The system maps each object to a home proces-
sor, which always knows where that object can be reached. An object need not
reside on its home processor. As an example (shown in Figure 11.1) , object β
on processor A wants to send a message to a object α. Object α has its home
on processor B but currently resides on processor C. If processor A has no idea















from processor B to C
exists on processor Cα
Figure 11.1: Message being sent from object β to object α. Object α exists on
processor C, whereas its home is on processor B. Processor A on which object
β exists does not know where α exists.
Processor B, being the home, knows that object α can be reached on pro-
cessor C. This means that either processor C contains object α or knows where
object α resides. Processor B forwards the message to processor C. Processor C
contains object α and can hand over the message. Since forwarding is inefficient,
we do not want subsequent messages for object α from objects on processor A
to be forwarded through processor B. Therefore, processor C sends a routing
update to A, advising it to send future messages for object α directly to C.
The situation is complicated slightly by migration. If a processor receives a
message for an object that has migrated away from it, the message is forwarded
to the object’s last known location. Figure 11.2 illustrates the case when an
object β on processor A tries to send a message to object α on processor C. At
the same time object α migrates from processor C to another processor D. A
migration update is sent from processor C to processor B, the home processor of
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object α, telling B that α is migrating to processor D. However, in the situation
shown in Figure 11.2 processor B receives the message from object β before it
receives the migration update from processor C. Therefore, processor B forwards
























Figure 11.2: Message from object Y to X while X migrates from processor C to
D.
Although, processor C does not contain object α, it knows that object α has
been sent to processor D. So, it forwards the message from object β to processor
C. By the time the forwarded message gets to processor D, object α has been
recreated on it. Therefore object α can now processor the message from object
β. Processor D notes that this message that started out from processor A,
was forwarded. Therefore, processor D sends a routing upgrade to processor
A, telling it that object α exists on processor D. Any subsequent message for
object α from an object on processor A, will be sent to processor D directly.
Processor B also receives the migration update from processor C and forwards
any future messages for object α to processor D. The protocol is discussed in
much greater detail in [39] describes the protocol in much greater detail.
When a processor detects that failure is imminent, it can evacuate the
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Charm++ objects located on it, to other processors. This makes sure that
even if the warned processor were to crash, there are no Charm++ objects
that disappear along with it. However, this is not sufficient to ensure that an
application can continue with its execution if the warned processor crashes.






 's location is unknown
send message to home()
Crash
Figure 11.3: Message from object β to object α can become missing once pro-
cessor B, the home of α is evacuated and then crashes.
Figure 11.3 illustrates a situation in which the crash of a warned processor
can potentially cause the application to hang, even if there are no objects on the
crashed processor. Processor B receives a warning and evacuates any objects
that were located on it. Processor B is also the home processor of object α,
which currently exists on processor C. Object β on processor A sends a message
to object α. However, processor A does not know the location of object α. This
is possible if no object on processor A has ever communicated with object α.
In this situation according to the message delivery protocol discussed earlier,
processor A should send the message to the home of object α namely processor
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B. However, if processor B has already crashed processor A has no other way of
sending the message to its destination, object α on processor C. In this situation,
the message sent by object β to object α never gets delivered. This can cause
errors in an application or cause it to hang.
One evident solution is for processor A to ask all the remaining processors
for the location of object α. Processor C would tell processor A that it contains
object α and processor A could send it the message. However, the next time
object α migrates, this process would have to be repeated again. Moreover,
this would have to happen for every object that had its home on processor B.
So, this solution will not scale with the number of processors and would also
cause a flood of messages every time an object that had its home on processor
B migrates.
We solve the problem by assigning new homes to objects that had their
homes on a warned processor. We assign new homes by changing the index-
to-home mapping such that all objects with homes on a warned processor E
now map to some other processor F. All processors in the application need
to be informed of this changed mapping, so that they stop considering the
warned processor E as the home of some objects. Thus, once the mapping has
been changed on all processors and all the objects on processor E migrated out,
message delivery can continue safely even if processor E crashes. Moreover, once
objects have been mapped to their new homes, the message delivery protocol
can continue as before. The new home of an object always knows how that
object can be reached.
Figure 11.4 shows the messages sent after a processor E receives a warning.
Once processor E receives a warning that a failure is imminent, it changes the
index-to-home mapping so that all objects that previously had their home on















Figure 11.4: Messages exchanged when processor E is being evacuated.
valid processors (processors that have not sent evacuation messages to this one
in the past). It also sends all objects on E to their home processors, including
objects that previously had their homes on E.
When a processor other than E receives an evacuation message from pro-
cessor E, it marks E as invalid. It changes the mapping so that all objects
previously mapped to E now map to F. The mapping should be changed in
such a way that all processors independently agree on the same replacement for
E. For any object whose routing record points to E, change the routing records
to point to that object’s home processor. If this processor contains any object
that previously had its home on E, inform its new home processor F about the
object’s current position.
The index-to-home mapping is a function that maps an object index and
the set of valid processors to a valid processor. If the set of valid processors
is given by the bitmap isValidProcessor, the initial number of processors is
numberProcessors and sizeOfNode is the number of processors in a node, then
an index-to-home mapping is given in Figure 11.5.
For efficiency, we derive the mapping once and store it in a hashtable for
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start← possible← (index mod numberProcessors)
while !isV alidProcessor[possible] do
possible← (possible+ sizeOfNode) mod numberProcessors
if inSameNode(start, possible) then




Figure 11.5: The function to calculate the index-to-home mapping
subsequent accesses. When an evacuation message is received, we repopulate
the hashtable.
We now discuss the protocol’s behavior in different cases and whether E
needs to process a message after being warned. Of course, any messages to
E sent before a processor receives the evacuation message from E will have to
be processed or forwarded by E. There is no way around it, although the high
priority of the evacuation message tries to reduce the number of such messages.
We first analyze the effect of this algorithm on objects that had their homes
on E. This protocol assigns a new home F for all such objects (let α be one
of them). If object α were on processor E, it is migrated to processor F; if it
existed on other processors, F is informed of its current position. If processor
F receives a message for object α after having received the evacuation message
from processor E, but before α has migrated into it or it has been informed of
object α’s new position, the message is buffered. When either object α or its
position update is received, the buffered messages are either processed locally
or forwarded to the location of α. Any messages for object α received after this
follow the basic protocol. Thus, no messages are sent to processor E in this
case.
If a processor sends to processor F a message for object α before F has
received the evacuation message from processor E, F has no option but to send
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it to either E or some other processor which has previously told F that α exists
on it. In this case, it is possible that E would have to process a message after
receiving a fault warning.
Any object (say γ) existing on E but having its home on some other processor
(say G) is sent to its home processor G. The evacuate message changes the
routing tables of all processors such that they will send all messages for object
γ to processor G, instead of sending to processor E. If any message for object γ
gets to processor G before γ itself, but after the evacuate message, it is buffered.
Again the only case in which processor E might receive a message is if processor
G has not received the evacuate message when it receives a message for object
γ. All objects on processor E are sent to their home processors and not other
processors because, in this case, E does not need to send a migration update to
the home processors of the objects. The objects themselves fullfil that purpose.
Any old routing entries pointing to processor E for an object that actually does
not exist on E are updated to point to that object’s home processor. Thus,
according to this protocol, processor E might have to forward some messages
sent or forwarded by other processors before they had received the evacuation
message. Once all processors have received the evacuation message, no messages
destined for Charm++ objects will be sent to processor E.
This protocol is robust enough to deal with multiple simultaneous fault
warnings. The distributed nature of the algorithm, without any centralized
arbitrator or even a collective operation, makes it robust. The only way two
warned processors can interfere with each other’s evacuation is if one of them
(say H) is the home for an object existing on the other (say J). This might
cause J to evacuate some objects to H. Even in this case once J receives the
evacuation message from H, it changes its index-to-home mapping and does
not evacuate objects to H. Only objects that J evacuates before receiving an
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evacuation message from H are received by H. Though H can of course deal with
these by forwarding them to their new home, this increases the evacuation time.
This case might occur if H receives J’s evacuation message before it receives its
own warning and so does not send an evacuation message to J. We reduce the
chances of this by forcing a processor to send an evacuation message to not only
all valid processors but also processors that started their evacuation recently.
11.1.2 Support for Collective Operations in the
Presence of Fault Warnings
Collective operations are important primitives for parallel programs. It is es-
sential that they continue to operate correctly even after a crash. Asynchronous
reductions are implemented in Charm++ by reducing the values from all objects
residing on a processor and then reducing these partial results across all proces-
sors [39]. The processors are arranged in a k-ary reduction tree. Each processor
reduces the values from its local objects and the values from the processors that
are its children, and passes the result along to its parent. Reductions occur in
the same sequence on all objects and are identified by a sequence number. If a
processor were to crash, the tree could become disconnected. Therefore, we try
to rearrange the tree around the tree node corresponding to the warned proces-
sor. If such a node is a leaf, then rearranging the tree involves just deleting it
from its parent’s list of children. In the case of an internal tree node, the trans-
formation is shown in Figure 11.6. Though this rearrangement increases the
number of children for some nodes in the tree, the number of nodes whose par-
ent or children change is limited to the node associated to the warned processor,
its parent and its children.
Since rearranging a reduction tree while reductions are in progress is very
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Figure 11.6: Rearranging of the reduction tree, when processor 1 receives a fault
warning.
complicated, we adopt a simpler solution. The node representing the warned
processor polls its parent, children and itself for the highest reduction that any
of them has started. Because the rearranging affects only these nodes, each of
them shifts to using the new tree when it has finished the highest reduction
started on the old tree by one of these nodes. If there are warnings on a node
and on one of its children at the same time, we let the parent modify the tree
first and then let the child change the modified tree. Other changes to the tree
can go on simultaneously and do not need to be ordered amongst each other.
The exact sequence of messages is the following:
1. Warned processor sends the tree modifications to parent and children.
2. Parent and children store the changes but do not apply them to the current
tree. They reply with the highest reduction number that they have seen.
They also buffer any further reduction messages.
3. The warned processor finds the maximum reduction number and informs
the parent and children.
4. The parent and children unblock and continue until they reach the maxi-
mum reduction number; at that point, they change to the new tree.
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The Charm++ runtime provides support for asynchronous broadcasts to
its objects [39]. It simplifies the semantics of using broadcasts by guarantee-
ing that all objects receive broadcasts in the same sequence. All broadcasts
are forwarded to an appointed serializer. This processor allots a number to a
broadcast and sends it down the broadcast tree to all other processors. Each
processor delivers the broadcast messages to the resident objects in order of the
broadcast number. Contrary to intuition, this does not create a hotspot since
the number of messages received and sent by each processor during a broadcast
is unchanged.
We can change the broadcast tree in a way similar to the reduction tree.
However, if the serializer receives a warning we piggyback the current broad-
cast number along with the evacuation message. Each processor changes the
serializer according to a predetermined function depending on the set of valid
processors. The processor that becomes the new serializer stores the piggy-
backed broadcast count. Any broadcast messages received by the old serializer
are forwarded to the new one.
It is evident from the protocol that evacuating a processor might lead to
severe load imbalance. Therefore, it is necessary that the runtime system be
able to balance the load after a migration caused by fault warning. Minor
changes to the already existing Charm++ load balancing framework allow us
to map the objects to the remaining subset of valid processors. As we show in
Section 11.2, this capability has a major effect on performance of an application.
11.1.3 Processor Evacuation in AMPI
We modified the implementation of AMPI to allow the runtime system to mi-
grate AMPI threads even when messages are in flight, i.e. when there are
outstanding MPI requests or receives. This is done by treating outstanding
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requests and receives as part of the state of an AMPI thread. When a thread
migrates from processor A to B, the queue of requests is also packed on A
and sent to processor B. At the destination processor B, the queue is unpacked
and the AMPI thread restarts waiting on the queued requests. However, just
packing the requests along with the thread is not sufficient. Almost all out-
standing requests and receives are associated with a user-allocated buffer where
the received data should be placed. Packing and moving the buffer from A to
B might cause the buffer to have a different address on B’s memory. Hence the
outstanding request that was copied over to the destination would point to a
wrong memory address on B. One could try to update the buffer address in the
request. This would require checking the request’s buffer address against the
old address of every user allocated buffer on the migrated thread. This check
could be very costly. Another possible solution would require the user to inform
the runtime system about the association between his buffers and requests dur-
ing unpacking. Since this would require extra user code, we rule out the second
solution as well.
We solve this problem by using the concept of isomalloc proposed in PM2
[7]. AMPI already uses this to implement thread migration. We divide the
virtual address space equally among all the processors. Each processor allocates
memory for the user only in the portion of the virtual address space alloted to
it. This means that no two buffers allocated by the user code on different
processors will overlap. This allows all user buffers in a thread to be recreated
at the same address on B as on A. Thus, the buffer addresses in the requests of
the migrated thread point to a valid address on B as well. This method has the
disadvantage of restricting the amount of virtual address space available to the
user on each processor. However, this is a drawback only for 32-bit machines.
In the case of 64-bit machines, even dividing up the virtual address space leaves
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more than sufficient virtual address space for each processor.
11.2 Experimental Results
We conducted a series of experiments to assess the effectiveness of our task
migration technique under imminent faults. We measured both the response
time after a fault is predicted and the overall impact of the migrations on
application performance. In our tests, we used a 5-point stencil code, written
in C and MPI, and the Sweep3d code, which is written in Fortran and MPI. The
5-point stencil code allows a better control of memory usage and computation
granularity than a more complex application. Sweep3d is the kernel of a real
ASCI application; it solves a 3D Cartesian geometry neutron transport problem
using a two-dimensional processor configuration.
We executed our tests on NCSA’s Tungsten system, a cluster of 3.2 GHz
dual-Xeon nodes, with 3 GBytes of RAM per node, and two kinds of inter-
connects, Myrinet and Gigabit-Ethernet. Each node runs Linux kernel 2.4.20-
31.9. We compiled the stencil program with GNU GCC version 3.2.2, and
the Sweep3d program with Intel’s Fortran compiler version 8.0.066. For both
programs, we used AMPI and Charm++ over the Myrinet and Gigabit inter-
connects. We simulated a fault warning by sending the USR1 signal to an
application process on a computation node.
11.2.1 Response Time Assessment
We wanted to evaluate how fast our protocol is able to morph the runtime
system such that if the warned processor crashes, the runtime system remains
unaffected. We call this the processor evacuation time. However, it is not ev-
ident how this should be exactly measured. One way to measure this value is
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to measure the time taken to handle all messages that need to be processed
by the warned processor before the runtime system can survive a fault. This
includes messages for reconstructing the reduction and broadcast trees and mes-
sages sent to the warned processors before the senders received the evacuation
message. However, this does not include the time taken for the objects on the
warned processor to be actually received on the destination processors. Since
clocks on different processors might not be exactly synchronized, we do not
know when the objects are actually received on the destination processors. We
decided to measure this time by having all the other processors send an ac-
knowledgment back to the warned one after receiving all their objects. Thus,
for a certain execution, we estimate the processor evacuation time as the max-
imum of the time taken to receive acknowledgments that all evacuated objects
have been received at the destination processor and the last message processed
by the warned processor. It should be noted that these acknowledgment mes-
sages are not necessary for the protocol; they are needed solely for evaluation.
The measured value is, of course, a pessimistic estimate of the actual processor
evacuation time, because it includes the overhead of those extra messages.
The processor evacuation time for the 5-point stencil program on 8 and 64
processors, for different problem sizes and for both interconnects, is shown in
Figure 11.7(a). The evacuation time increases linearly with the total problem
size until at least 512 MB. This shows that the evacuation time is dominated by
the time to transmit the data out from the warned processor. For the same rea-
son, the processor evacuation time for Myrinet is significantly smaller than that
for Gigabit Ethernet. However, our method of measurement is biased against
faster interconnects, since the measurement overheads form a more significant
part of the evacuation time than in the case of slower interconnects. Hence the
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Figure 11.7: Processor evacuation time for MPI 5-point stencil calculation
Figure 11.7(b) presents the processor evacuation time for two problem sizes,
32 MB and 512 MB, of the 5-point stencil calculation on different numbers of
processors. For both interconnects, the evacuation time decreases more or less
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linearly with the data volume per processor. Myrinet has a significantly faster
response time than Gigabit. Table 11.1 shows similar data corresponding to
the evacuation time for Sweep3d, for a problem size of 150×150×150. These
experiments reveal that the response to a fault warning is constrained only by
the amount of data on the warned processor and the speed of the interconnect.
In all cases, the evacuation time is under 2 seconds, which is much less than the
time interval demanded by fault prediction as reported by other studies [45].
The observed results show that our protocol scales to at least 256 processors. In
fact, the only part in our protocol that is dependent on the number of processors
is the initial evacuate message sent out to all processors. The other parts of the
protocol scale linearly with either the size of objects or the number of objects
on each processor.








Table 11.1: Evacuation time for a 1503 Sweep3d problem on different numbers
of processors
11.2.2 Overall Application Performance
We evaluated the overall performance of the 5-point stencil and Sweep3d under
our task migration scheme in our second set of experiments. We were particu-
larly interested in observing how the presence of warnings and subsequent task
migrations affect application behavior.





















Evacuation without load balance
Evacuation with load balance
Figure 11.8: 5-point stencil with 288MB of data on 8 processors
size of 288 MB: without and with load balancing. We generated one warning
during both runs. Figure 11.8 plots the time taken during each iteration. In the
first execution, the evacuation prompted by the warning at iteration 85 forces
the tasks in the warned processor to be sent to other processors. The destination
processors become more loaded than the others. This load imbalance increases
the iteration time significantly as can be seen from the red line in Figure 11.8.
We introduce a warning at iteration 70 in the second run. The green line
in Figure 11.8 shows that for this run the performance immediately after the
warning is the same as the first run. However, the load balancing step at itera-
tion 100 improves the performance of the application significantly. It balances
the load among the remaining processors by re-distributing the Charm++ ob-
jects among them. After load balancing, the performance loss due to the failure
warning is proportional to the computational capability that was lost ( one out
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No warning
Figure 11.9: 1503 Sweep3d problem on 32 processors
We did a similar test on the Sweep3d application. We ran Sweep3d with the
1503 size problem thrice on 32 processors: 1) without either warning or load
balancing 2) with warning but without load balancing and 3) with warning
followed by a load balancing. Figure 11.9 shows the time per iteration for all
three runs.
The performance of the three runs are very similar before any warnings
are received. After a warning, the performance detoriates for both the runs
with warnings. The iteration time for the red and green lines increase by more
than 13%. This performance penalty is far more than the loss in computation
power of about 3%. As before computation and communication load imbalance
among the remaining processors causes this performance degradation. Once
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a load balancing step is performed the performance improves markedly. The
iteration time for the green line goes down sharply after load balancing. The
iteration time after load balancing is only about 4% more than the iteration
time before the warning. Thus the loss in performance is very similar to the
loss in computation power once AMPI has performed load balancing.























(c) Post load balancing
Figure 11.10: Utilization per processor for the 1503 Sweep3d on 32 processors.
The Projections analysis tool processes and displays trace data collected
during application execution. We use it to assess how parallel processor utiliza-
tion changes across a Sweep3d execution of a 1503 problem on 32 processors.
We trigger warnings on Node 3 which contains two processors: 4 and 5 (num-
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bering starts from 0). This tests the case of multiple simultaneous warnings by
evacuating processors 4 and 5 at the same time.
Figure 11.10 depicts processor utilization in all 32 processors during three
distinct phases. Before the warnings occur, processors have nearly uniform load
and similar utilizations (Figure 11.10(a)). Processors 4 and 5 evacuate all the
objects on them after receiving a warning. Figure 11.10(b) shows the utiliza-
tion percentage of the different processors after the evacuation. Processors 4
and 5 have zero utilization during this period. As expected, the evacuation cre-
ates a load imbalance among the remaining processors, with some taking longer
than others to finish iterations. The redistribution of objects can also increase
communication load by placing objects that communicate frequently on differ-
ent processors. These effects show up as low utilization for the remaining 30
processors in Figure 11.10(b).
Finally, after load balancing, the remaining processors divide the load more
fairly among themselves and objects that communicate frequently are placed
on the same processor, resulting in a much higher utilization (Figure 11.10(c)).
The utilization for Processors 4 and 5 is still zero, showing that no objects get
mapped to these processors during the load balancing. These experiments verify
that our protocol matches the goals laid out at the beginning of this chapter.
We have presented a new technique for proactive fault tolerance in MPI
applications, based on the task migration and load balancing capabilities of
Charm++ and AMPI. When a fault is imminent, our runtime system proac-
tively attempts to migrate execution off that processor before a crash actually
happens. This processor evacuation is implemented transparently to the appli-
cation programmer. Our experimental results with existing MPI applications
show that the processor evacuation time is close to the limits allowed by the
amount of data in a processor and the kind of interconnect. The migration
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performance scales well with the dataset size. Hence, the fault response time is
minimized, as required in our specifications desribed earlier in this chapter. Our
experiments also demonstrated that MPI applications can continue execution
despite the presence of successive failures in the underlying system. Load bal-
ancing is an important step to improve parallel efficiency after an evacuation.
By using processor virtualization combined with load balancing, our runtime
system was able to divide the load among the remaining fault-free processors,
and application execution proceeded with optimized system utilization.
We are currently working to enhance and further extend our technique.
We plan to bolster our protocol so that in the case of false positives it can
expand the execution back to wrongly evacuated processors. We will also extend
our protocol to allow recreating the reduction tree from scratch. We plan to




Conclusions and Future Work
We combined the ideas of message logging and object based virtualization to
develop a fault tolerance protocol that provides fast recovery. Message logging
let us recover from a crash without rolling back all processors to their previous
checkpoints. Object based virtualization enabled us to distribute the objects
on the recovering processor among the other processors in the system, thus
parallelizing the recovery process and speeding it up. We modified the standard
sender based message logging protocol to allow it to work it with object based
virtualization. We implemented our protocol in the Charm++ environment
to exploit its virtualization based run time system. We performed experiments
to prove that our fast restart protocol speeds up recovery compared to basic
message logging or checkpointing based schemes.
We investigated the performance penalty imposed by our fault tolerance
protocol on different classes of applications. Object based virtualization turned
out to be very useful again. The adaptive overlap of communication and com-
putation provided by virtualization helped in hiding the overheads imposed by
our protocol and reducing the performance penalty. We found that our protocol
had comparatively higher overhead for fine grained applications. We developed
optimizations that combined protocol messages to amortize the overhead and
significantly reduce the cost of our protocol. We looked at the memory over-
head imposed by our protocol and found ways of reducing the overhead without
paying too high a cost.
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Charm++ supports dynamic load balancing via object migration. How-
ever, we showed that load balancing interferes with the fault tolerance protocol.
We extended the load balancing framework of the Charm++ runtime system
to integrate it with our fault tolerance protocol. This lets an application uti-
lize the load balancing framework when running a load imbalanced application
with our message logging protocol. Moreover, the load balance framework is
very useful in re-balancing the load after a fast recovery since, the fast restart
protocol changes the object to processor mapping during recovery. Our exper-
iments showed that using the fast restart protocol along with load balancing
allows an application to complete faster than while using a simple message
logging or checkpoint based protocol.
We presented proofs for the correctness of the different parts of our protocol.
Our analysis showed that the protocol decreases the chances of catastrophic
failure without assuming the existence of an idealized stable storage. A simple
model was developed to identify the situations in which our protocol is more
effective than traditional fault tolerance protocols.
The thesis included work on a proactive fault tolerance scheme that tries to
evacuate processors in anticipation of a fault. We modified the Charm++ run-
time system such that if a warned processor were to crash later, the application
could continue execution on the remaining processors. We ensured that the
run-time system continued to function efficiently by modifying the reduction
and broadcast trees used by collective operations.
12.1 Limitations
Our protocol still has a number of drawbacks: some of them inherent to our
design and others that can be alleviated by future work. The sender side pes-
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simistic logging protocol has significant overhead for fine grained applications.
Although our optimizations and object based virtualization reduce the perfor-
mance penalty to a great extent, it might still be too high for some fine grained
applications in certain situations. A user can use the analysis in Section 6.1 to
decide whether our protocol is suitable for his application on a particular ma-
chine. In some cases, a traditional checkpoint protocol might be more suitable
for a fine grained application than our fast recovery protocol
The memory overhead of our message logging protocol is another potential
barrier to its adoption. The stored message logs can greatly increase the memory
consumed by an application. Moreover, storing the checkpoint in the memory
of another processor further increases the memory consumption as does load
balancing. However, compressing the checkpoint does help reduce the memory
overhead. Local disks might also be used for storing checkpoints or message
logs if they grow beyond a certain size. Still, an application that barely fits
into memory without any fault tolerance protocol can not really use our fault
tolerance protocol. A disk based checkpoint protocol seems to be the only
possible solution for such a problem.
Our protocol is designed to reduce the chances of a set of catastrophic failures
that force an application to abort. It can recover from all single processor
failures and a large number of multiple failures. However, if a processor and its
buddy fail within the same checkpoint period then recovery becomes impossible.
Thus, we do not provide any guarantees that our protocol will let an application
continue no matter how many and which processors crash. We aim to build
a more reliable system out of unreliable components without assuming any
idealized stable storage or providing any cast-in-iron guarantees.
A limitation of our protocol in its current form is that it requires a pool
of extra processors from which some can be used when some of the original
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processors involved in a run crash. Removing this need would require us to
carry out the recovery of the objects on the crashed processors on some of the
remaining processors. Moreover, we would have to change the run time system
so that it can continue to function without involving the crashed processor.
In addition, we would have to remap the buddies of processors such that every
processor has a buddy and no processor is the buddy of two processors. This re-
mapping would have to be done in such a way that the reliability of the overall
protocol does not get reduced. We do not yet have a complete solution for these
problems though some of the solutions already described can be leveraged.
12.2 Future Work
We now see how we might be able to overcome some of the limitations described
above. Our optimizations to reduce the performance penalty currently require
user input. We could try to develop adaptive schemes that would decide on
the buffer sizes and time out periods to use while combining protocol messages.
This would not only relieve the user of trying to find out the best parameters
but would also be better able to react to a program with dynamically varying
communication characteristics.
Another method of reducing the overhead of our fault tolerance protocol
would be to replace the sender based message logging protocol with a causal
logging protocol. This could reduce the performance penalty caused by the
increased latency of the message logging protocol. However, it would compli-
cate the recovery protocol and would probably require a major overhaul to the
existing fault tolerance code.
The memory overhead can be reduced by modifying the Charm++ object
packing framework so that it can compress an object’s state while packing it up.
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We would use the streaming compression facility provided by the zlib library.
This could help us greatly reduce the peak memory usage of our fault tolerance
protocol by allowing us to generate compressed checkpoints as well as compress
objects being migrated to other processors. We would have to study the tradeoff
between time taken to compress and the benefits of having lower peak memory
usage. Similarly, message logs can themselves be stored in a streaming com-
pressed buffer. The compressed message logs can be uncompressed and sent
when a processor crashes and requires messages to be re-sent. Storing check-
points and even message logs, when they grow beyond a certain size, on local
disks might be a useful direction for investigation. As disks become faster the
cost of writing to local disk might not be too onerous for the message logging
protocol.
We would like to combine the fast recovery protocol with some of the ideas
from the proactive object evacuation protocol. This would help us eliminate the
need for a pool of extra processors. However, this would also require changing
the buddy relationships between processors to ensure that all of them had a
buddy and no processor was the buddy of two other processors.
We developed, presented and evaluated a fault tolerance protocol that pro-
vides fast recovery. It not only meets the goal of providing fast restarts but
also tries to keep the costs and overheads low. We believe that recovery time
will become an important issue for the adoption of fault tolerance protocols
as machines with ever more components make it certain that any application
running for a significant period of time will face faults. Every application will
have to perforce use some fault tolerance protocol and the execution time for an
application will depend on not only its own scalability but also the speed with
which its chosen fault tolerance protocol recovers from crashes. A fault toler-
ance protocol with fast recovery, like the one presented in this thesis, will be an
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important tool as we try to speed up applications on these future machines.
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